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Уважаемые читатели! 
 

Учителя Ломоносовской школы создали данное пособие для тех, кто 
изучает английский язык по учебно-методическому комплексу English World 
уровней Elementary, Pre- Intermediate. Учебные пособия этой серии содержат 
большое количество лексических единиц в разделах по чтению, Grammar in 
focus, English in Use, Listening, Class Composition и др. 

При составлении данного пособия мы руководствовались целью 
создать такие дополнительные упражнения, которые помогли бы вам лучше 
запомнить лексические единицы и они прочно вошли бы в вашу речь. 

Упражнения тренируют употребление лексики на уровне слова, 
словосочетания, предложения и расположены в порядке нарастания уровня 
сложности. Если какое-то упражнение покажется вам слишком лёгким, 
можете смело переходить на следующий уровень. 

Работая над данным сборником, мы старались сделать процесс 
овладения лексикой более лёгким и увлекательным. В ряде упражнений мы 
использовали образовательную технологию Ломоносовской школы 
«ИнтеллекТ», которая призвана в процессе обучения развивать 
интеллектуальные способности (память, внимание, мышление, воображение). 

Данное пособие построено по следующему принципу: первая часть 
состоит из активного словаря по английскому методу запоминания слов, 
грамотно сочетающемуся с набором упражнений. Вторая часть служит 
помощником для более слабых групп, где работа с лексикой происходит по 
принципу перевода, и содержит постраничный словарь для облегчения 
работы. Последняя часть включает раздел повторения, письма и говорения; 
упражнения из этой части могут быть использованы в качестве контрольных 
тестов. 

Наши пособия позволят разнообразить коллективные и 
индивидуальные формы работы над лексикой на уроках; отдельные 
упражнения могут быть использованы в качестве домашних заданий, и тогда 
вы сможете при затруднении всякий раз возвращаться в начало каждого 
модуля, где расположен список активной лексики с определениями значения 
слова (definitions). По пособиям можно работать самостоятельно, так как 
отдельным сборником изданы ключи к упражнениям всех уровней. 

Надеемся, что наш совместный труд сделает вашу речь более яркой и 
выразительной и вы всегда сможете быстро найти нужное слово и 
употребить его правильно. 

Желаем успехов! 
 

Учителя английского языка НОУ «Ломоносовская школа» 
 

Адрес:obraz1@lomon.ru 
 

FIRST PART 
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Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 escape the action of getting away from 

something 
 

2 chapter a part of the book  
3 Grandad grandfather, grandpa  
4 age how old someone is  
5 cousin the son or daughter of your aunt 

or uncle 
 

6 same not different  
7 ring (rang) to make the sound of a bell  
8 noisily making a lot of noise  
9 great very good, exciting  
10 inventor a person who has ideas for 

something new and makes them 
 

11 kind one of the group  
12 history events that happened in the past  
13 maid a woman servant who looks after 

the house 
 

14 study a room for reading and writing 
activities 

 

15 surprise an event that you do not expect  
16 armchair a comfortable chair with sides 

that you can rest your arms on 
 

17 bandage a long strip of cloth used to cover 
and tie round a wound 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 



LEVEL  A 
 

1.  LABEL  THE  PICTURES: 
 

a. _____________    b.  _____________ 
 

    c.  _______________  d.  ________________ 
 

   e.  ______________     f.     ____________ 
 
 

2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 
 

a. ____________ – iilnosy; 
b. ____________ – aegrt; 
c. ____________ – einnortv; 
d. ____________ – aabdegn; 
e. ____________ – aachimrr; 
f. ____________ – eiprrssu; 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 

 
a. inmyfamilytherearenoanycousinsorsisters  – _____________; 
b. doyoulikestudyinghistoryofenglandorfrance – ________________; 
c. itwasreallygreattospedamonthnearthemountains – _____________; 
d. whatkindofsportareyougoinginforathtemoment - ______________; 
e. ihavenotseenmyuncleforagesandfinalyhearrives - ______________; 
f. onmybirthdaypartyiwassurprisedtoseeann - ___________________; 

 
 

4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 
 



history kind study same escape 
noisily inventor ringing maid bandage 
 

1) Dad is working in his ___________ - he is writing a book. 
2) An American _____________ made the first electric light. 
3) The phone is ____________. Can you answer it? 
4) A parrot is a _______________ of  bird. 
5) Anna has the _____________ colour eyes as her sister. 
6) When I cut my finger, my Mum put a ___________ on it. 
7) The story of the thief’s _____________ was in newspapers. 
8) The children came in ____________ and the teacher asked them to be quiet. 
9) Grandma’s ____________ brushes the steps every morning. 
10) The ________________ of this castle is very interesting. 

 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 
 WORD  DEFINITION 
1 bandage A to make a telephone call to someone 
2 same B one of the different types of a person or thing that belong to 

the same group 
3 great C  a woman whose job is to clean rooms, wash clothes in a 

house 
4 escape D a long narrow piece of cloth which is tied around an injury 
5 ring E the number of years someone has lived 
6 maid F not changed 
7 study G one of the parts into which a book is divided 
8 age H very important or famous 
9 kind I a room in a house that is used for work 
10 chapter J to get away from a place or dangerous situation when 

someone is trying to catch you or stop you 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
           
 

6. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 
 
1  a type of thing or person 
2  someone or something that makes a lot of loud sounds 
3  a comfortable chair with sides that support your arms 
4  the study of events in the past 
5  to make someone to feel shocked 



6  a father of the father or mother 
7  not another different thing or situation 
8  the child of your aunt or uncle 
9  someone who makes new things 
10  wonderful, fantastic, very good 
 

7. FILL  IN  AN  APPROPRIATE  FORM  OF THE  WORD ( THE  SYNONYM  
WILL  HELP YOU): 

 
1) Alex is my _____________ (=my uncle’s child). 
2) At my ___________ (= when you are as old as me), it's quite difficult to 

understand the music my children listen to. 
3) Get me a sandwich - any ____________ (= sort, type) will do. 
4) He works at the ____________ (= exactly alike) speed as I do.  
5) His strange question ______________ (= didn’t know what to say) her. 
6) It gives me ____________ pleasure (= I am very pleased) to introduce 

tonight's speaker. 
7) The bell ____________ (= made a sound) for the end of break.  
8) They went to the hills to ________________ (= run away) the summer heat.  
9) Two years ago Peter became an ________________ (= a person created 

something new ) of a new type of electric machine. 
10) What do you know about the ______________ (= the events of the 

past) of jazz? 
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 Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 ankle the bottom part of the leg above 

the foot 
 

2 poor unlucky  
3 mean to express an idea in words or 

pictures 
 

4 ordinary not special in any way  
5 invention  something that has been designed 

or created for the first time 
 

6 promise to say you will do something  
7 proudly in a proud way, feeling pleased 

with yourself 
 

8 widen to become wider  
9 password a special word that lets you 

go in somewhere 
 

10 shake (shook) to move something backwards 
and forwards quickly 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 



LEVEL  A 
 

1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS: 

1 ORDI A TION 
2 WI B MISE 
3 PROU C DEN 
4 INVEN D WORD 
5 PASS E NARY 
6 PRO F DLY 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
      

 
2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 

 
a. _____________ - oopr; 
b. _____________ - aemn; 
c. _____________ - aehks; 
d. _____________ - deinw; 
e. _____________ - dlopruy; 
f. _____________ - eiinnnotv; 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 

 
a. donotforgettoenterthecorrectpasswordtologin - ____________; 
b. donotshakethisbottletoomuchoritwillopen - _______________; 
c. itwasnotanordinarymobilephneithink - ___________________; 
d. duringthefootballmatchhehurthisancle - __________________; 
e. whatdoesthisstrangepicturemeananybodyknows - __________; 
f. poornannyhaslostherlittlekittenssomewhere -  _____________; 

 
4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  

BELOW : 
 
proudly ankles mean password invention 
widened ordinary shook promised poor 

 
 

1) Lila’s long dress covered her __________________. 
2) Nina ________________ to do all her homework at the weekend. 
3) He has made a great _____________ – it was new wireless vacuum cleaner. 
4) The river _______________ as it got near to the sea. 
5) Ben walked _____________ onto the stage to get his prize. 



6) _____________ Ben! He has broken his arm. 
7) Sam's _______________ for his computer is “kangaroo2”. 
8) This sign has a red line across it. What does it _____________? 
9) Ben asked Grandmother  if she wanted a drink but she ______________ her 

head. 
10) These ______________ sunglasses are the cheapest. 

 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 invention A in a way that shows you are pleased about 
something you have done 

2 proudly B the thin part of the leg just above the foot 
3 password C to make quick, short movements from side 

to side or up and down 
4 shake D something that has been designed or created 

for the first time 
5 ankle E to become larger 
6 widen F to say you will do something 
7 promise G a secret group of  letters or numbers 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       

 
6. FILL  IN  AN  APPROPRIATE  FORM  OF THE  WORD ( THE  

DEFINITION  WILL  HELP YOU): 
 

1) 'In three hours' time, I'll be a free man. - ' What do you _____________?'(= 
to ask someone to explain what they have just said) 

2) A lot of great _______________ have come from America. (= some new 
things never used before) 

3) Enter your ____________, then click on the 'proceed' icon. (= a special word 
that lets you go in somewhere) 

4) I had a very ______________ childhood. (= not special, different, or unusual 
in any way) 

5) Janet slipped on the stairs and twisted her _____________. (= the part of 
your leg that is just above your foot) 

6) _____________ kid, he's had a rough day.(= unlucky, unhappy) 
7) She ________________ to write to me every week. (= to say that you will 

certainly do something) 
8) The road is being ________________ to two lanes. (= to become wider) 

7. COMPLETE  THE  CROSSWORD.  SENTENCES  AND 
DEFINITIONS  WILL  HELP  YOU: 



        2    
1            
 4   5        

3           6 
            
      7      
            
            
            
            

 
 

1) The dishwasher is a wonderful _______________.(= a useful machine, tool, 
instrument etc that has been invented) 

2) It's just an _______________ camera. (= common, or usual) 
3) Give your user name and _______________. (= a special word that lets you 

go in somewhere) 
4) He ______________ showed us a photo of his grandchildren. (= have good 

reasons for being proud) 
5) We heard a loud bang, and then the house began to ____________. (= to 

move something backwards and forwards quickly) 
6) Oh yeah! I see what you ______________. (= I understand what you are 

trying to say) 
7) His _______________ wasn’t healthy after the volleyball match. (=  a part 

of the body above the foot) 
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Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 sentence  a group of words that 

express a complete idea 
 

2 take place  to happen  
3 setting the place where a story 

happens 
 

4 beginning the start  
5 event  something that happens  
6 express to say thoughts, feelings and ideas  
7 skyscraper a very tall building  
8 money box a box for keeping money in  
9 note paper money  
10 spend to use money to pay for things  
11 save to keep  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 



 
1. DIVIDE ALL NEW WORDS INTO CORRECT COLUMNS: 

 
save spend note money box skyscraper express 
event beginning setting take place sentence  
 
 

nouns verbs
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 

 
a. _______   ______ - aaceeklpt; 
b. _____________ - acekprssy; 
c. _____________ - ceeennst; 
d. _____________ - eentv; 
e. _____________ - aesv; 
f. _____________ - eeprssx; 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 

 
a. manychildrenliketoputmoneyintotheirmoneyboxes - ____________; 
b. mymumgavemesomecoinsandatwentypoundnote - _____________; 
c. itissopleasanttospendmoneyonthingsyoulike - _________________; 
d. atthebeginningofthechapteryouwillfindallnames - ______________; 
e. thesettingofthestorywasinthenorthofthecountry - _______________; 
f. itwasthelastsentenceofthelongeststoryihaveeverread -  ___________; 

 
 
 
 

4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  
BELOW : 

 
sentence setting event skyscrapers spend 



took place beginning expressed notes saving 
 
 

1) The ________________ of  the film was exciting so we watched all of it. 
2) Don't _________ all your money at once! 
3) Anna has several coins and a lot of ____________ in her money box. 
4) Adventure stories often begin with an interesting _______________. 
5) Our school prize day is an important _______________. 
6) I am ______________ my money because I want to buy a computer. 
7) The guide said, "This is the field where the battle ________________." 
8) The man _______________ his thanks to the doctor who helped him. 
9) New York is famous for its ________________. 
10) The ______________ for Red Riding Hood is a big forest. 

 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 save A the first part of something  
2 setting B a piece of paper money 
3 beginning C the place where something happens 
4 sentence D a race, party, competition, etc that has been 

organized for a particular time 
5 note E a group of words that express a complete idea 
6 spend F to keep money so that you can buy something 

with it in the future 
7 event G to say thoughts, feelings and ideas 
8 express H to use money to buy or pay for something 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

 
6. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  a box for keeping money in 
2  something that happens, especially something important, 

interesting or unusual 
3  to happen 
4  a group of words, usually containing a verb, that expresses a 

complete idea 
5  a very tall building 
6  to tell or show what you are feeling or thinking by using words 
 



7. FILL  IN  AN  APPROPRIATE  FORM  OF THE  WORD ( THE  
DEFINITION  WILL  HELP YOU): 

 
1) He managed to __________ enough to buy a small house.(= to keep money 

in a bank so that you can use it later) 
2) His voice dropped at the end of the ______________.(= a group of words 

that usually contains a subject and a verb) 
3) I'm simply ______________ my opinion. (=to show what you think or how 

you feel using words or actions) 
4) Nothing you could have done would have changed the course of 

___________ (=the way in which everything happened). 
5) She _____________ too much money on clothes. (=to use your money to 

pay for goods) 
6) The meeting _______________ next week. (= to happen) 
7) There's a short poem at the ______________ of every chapter.(= the start of 

an event, story, period of time etc) 
8) Verona is best known as the ______________ for two of Shakespeare's 

plays. (=the place or time where the events in a book, film etc happen) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 1 
 
Complete the table: 



 
1  выражать 
2 money box  
3  банкнота 
4 setting  
5  случаться 
6 widen  
7  иметь в виду 
8 ordinary  
9  повязка, бинт 
10 history  
11  возраст 
12 escape  
13  такой же 
14 great  
15  горничная 
16 surprise  
17  кресло 
18 shake  
19  гордо 
20 invention  
21  небоскрёб 
22 ankle  
23  копить 
24 promise  
25  тратить 
26 study  
27  пароль 
28 kind  
29  глава 
30 ring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

In The Mountains 
Unit 2 
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Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 walk a short journey on foot  
2 Switzerland a country in the middle of 

Europe 
 

3 guide a person who shows the way  
4 twin one of two children born at the 

same time to the same mother 
 

5 meadow a large area of grass and flowers 
where animals are sometimes 
kept 

 

6 tinkle to make a sound like a small bell  
7 shady without much sunlight  
8 remind to make someone think of 

something in the past, or of 
something they have forgotten 

 

9 steeply almost straight up  
10 peak the top of a mountain  
11 deep going down a long way  
12 ravine a deep, narrow valley between 

rocks 
 

13 splash to spread many drops of liquid  
14 roar the sound made by a lion or other 

large, wild animal 
 

15 massive very big  
16 boulder a very large, round rock  
17 crash to hit strongly  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 



 
1. LABEL  THE  PICTURES: 

 

a. _____________    b.  _____________ 

 

    c.  _______________  d.  ________________ 
 

   e.  ______________     f.     ____________ 
 

2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 
 

a. ____________ – alkw; 
b. ____________ – eiklnt; 
c. ____________ – adhsy; 
d. ____________ – aeimssv; 
e. ____________ – deimnr; 
f. ____________ – bdeloru; 
g. ____________ - ahlpss; 
h. ____________ - aekp; 
i. ____________ - deigu 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 

 
a. themountaingoessteeplydownandwerunquickly  – _____________; 
b. haveyouheardaterriblecrashsonewhereintheroom – ____________; 
c. myfatherlikestovisitswitzerlandeverysummer  –  ______________; 
d. iandmybrotheraretwinsandwedothesamethings  - ______________; 
e. itwasahorribleravineinfrontofusandwewentup  -  ______________; 
f. wewalkedroundaboulderandtherewasriverbehindit  - ___________; 



g. insilenceweheardthewatersplashingontotherocks - _____________; 
h. massivemountainswerebeautifulandsomehowcold - ____________; 

 
4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  

BELOW : 
 
meadow boulders tinkled deep crashed 
guide reminded roar steeply shady  

 
1)  The mountain rises ____________ above the valley. 
2)  There are cows in the farmer' s _________________. 
3)  The teacher _______________ the children to finish their projects. 
4)  This pool is ___________. It's 10 metres to the bottom. 
5)  Travellers need a _____________ in the desert. 
6)  The lion's _______________ sounded loud in the darkness. 
7) The box fell off the lorry and _______________ onto the road. 
8)  It's always ______________ in the forest. 
9)  During the storm, huge ______________ rolled down the mountain. 
10)  The coin ________________ when it fell on the floor. 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 WORD  DEFINITION 
1 roar A someone whose job is to take tourists to a place and show 

them around 
2 steeply B to make someone remember something that they must do 
3 walk C to spread many drops of liquid 
4 guide D a deep, loud noise made by an animal 
5 tinkle E the top of a mountain 
6 remind F almost straight up 
7 peak G to hit strongly 
8 splash H to make a soft, high, ringing sound 
9 massive I a journey that you make by walking 
10 crash J very large, solid, and heavy 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
           
 
 
 

6. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 



1  a field of grass, often with flowers 
2  one of two children born at the same time to the same mother 
3  going far down from the top of something 
4  protected from the sun or producing shade 
5  unusually large and powerful 
6  a large round piece of rock 
7  a country in western Europe with many mountains and lakes, 

surrounded by France, Germany, Austria, and Italy 
8  a deep narrow valley with steep sides 
9  a loud, deep sound 
10   to hit or fall on something and make a noise 
 

7. FILL  IN  AN  APPROPRIATE  FORM  OF THE  WORD ( THE  
DEFINITIONS  WILL  HELP YOU): 

 
1) Every time we meet he _____________ (= to tell someone about something 

one shouldn’t forget) me about the money he lent me. 
2) Food prices have risen ______________ (=goes up very quickly). 
3) It was nice and ______________ (=not sunny) under the trees. 
4) Mount McKinley is Alaska's highest ______________ (=the sharply pointed 

top of a mountain). 
5) She’s working as a mountain ______________ (=someone who  shows 

interesting places to visitors) in the Swiss Alps. 
6) Somewhere out of the window the bell was ____________ (=to make a 

sound like a small bell). 
7) The bell is _____________ (=very big), weighing over 40 tons. 
8) The children ______________ (=to move in water so that drops of it go in 

all directions) about in the puddles. 
9) The local tourist office organizes a number of guided ____________ (=an 

organized event when people walk for pleasure). 
10) The water is a lot ______________ (=having a long distance from the 

top to the bottom) than it seems. 
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Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 incredible not believable  
2 waterfall the place where a river or stream 

falls down a rock or cliff 
 

3 mountainside the side of a mountain  
4 quite a little  
5 cliff a very high, steep wall of rock  
6 swing to go backwards and forwards, 

or from one side to the other 
 

7 breeze a light, gentle wind  
8 cross to go across  
9 steady not moving about or falling over  
10 shut not open  
11 ache to feel painful  
12 whole total,  complete  
13 glacier a huge frozen river of ice  
14 cave an underground space made by 

nature 
 

15 hotel a big building with lots of 
bedrooms for guests 

 

16 exhausted very tired  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 



LEVEL  A 
 
1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS: 
 

1 INCRE A STED 
2 CLA B ZE 
3 MOUNTAIN C FALL 
4 EXHAU D DIBLE 
5 WATER E ITE 
6 STEA F SIDE 
7 BREE G DY 
8 QU H CIER 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

 
2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 

a. _____________ - ehlow; 
b. _____________ - acegilr; 
c. _____________ - ehlot; 
d. _____________ - acev; 
e. _____________ - htsu; 
f. _____________ - corss; 
g. _____________- aceh; 
h. _____________ - ignsw; 
i. _____________ - ciffl; 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 

a. allchildrenwereexhaustedsfteralongjourney - ______________; 
b. itisthehighestpeakinthewholeworldithink - ________________; 
c. whenyoucrassthestreetbeverycarefull - ___________________; 
d. itwasquitedarkincolourbutniceintheshape - ________________; 
e. lookthereisawaterfallstraightaheadinthenorth - _____________; 
f. nevrswingneartheopenwindowitistheorder -  _______________; 
g. theviewwasincredibleandwestoodinthesilence - ____________; 
h. readysteadygoisthebeginningofallraces - _________________; 
i. anicebreezehelpedustoclimbthatmountain - _______________; 

 
 
 
 

4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 
 



glaciers hotel cross breeze incredible 
swinging whole exhausted cliffs mountainside 

 
1) You must ______________ the road carefully. 
2) Rock climbers like climbing tall ________________. 
3) A cool _____________ is nice on a hot summer day. 
4) A few trees grew on the ____________________. 
5) You can read a chapter of this book or you can read the ___________ story. 
6) We stayed in a small __________ next to the beach. 
7) The runners were ______________ after the 50 kilometre race. 
8) The monkeys were _______________ in the trees. 
9) No one can live on Mars. It's an ________________ idea. 
10) You can see _______________ high up in the mountains. 

 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 waterfall A to go backwards and forwards, 
or from one side to the other 

2 shut B all of something 
3 exhausted C the side of a mountain 
4 swing D very tired 
5 steady E to go from one side of something to the 

other side 
6 hotel F very good, exciting, or large 
7 whole G closed 
8 cross H not moving about or falling over 
9 incredible I a place to stay when you are away from 

home 
10 mountainside J a place where water from a river or stream 

falls down over a cliff or rock 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          

 
6. FILL  IN  AN  APPROPRIATE  FORM  OF THE  WORD ( THE  

DEFINITION  WILL  HELP YOU): 
 

1) Can you see those goats high up on the ______________? (=the side or 
slope of a mountain) 

2) It's not a good place to _____________ the road. (= to go from one side of 
something to the other side) 



3) Keep the camera ____________ while you take a picture. (= not moving or 
shaking) 

4) We had an _______________ time that summer. (= cannot be forgotten) 
5) Look at those flowers waving in the ______________, they are pretty nice. 

(= a gentle wind) 
6) She kept the windows _____________, for fear of burglars. (= closed) 
7) The film was ____________ good, but the book was much better. (=very, 

but not extremely) 
8) He marched around, _____________ the gun by its handle. (=to make 

regular movements forwards and backwards or from one side to another) 
9) She spent the ____________ afternoon studying. (= complete, including 

every part) 

 
7. COMPLETE  THE  CROSSWORD.  SENTENCES  AND DEFINITIONS  

WILL  HELP  YOU: 

              2. 
     3.    1.      
        5.    6.   
  4.             
   8.            
 7.         9.     
               
               

10.       
         11.      
               
      12.         
       
               

 
 
1) He was hit by a car when he tried to _____________ over the road near Euston 
station. (= to stretch from one side of something to the other) 
2) You need ____________ hands to be a dentist. (= still and not shaking) 
3) The food in the cafeteria is usually ____________ good. (= pretty; not bad) 
4) Great rocks rolled down the _________________. (=the side of a mountain) 
5) My legs ______________ after all that exercise. (= hurt) 
6) I find it almost ______________ that no-one noticed these errors.(= 
unbelievable) 
7) The first four hotels we tried were ______________ for the winter. (= not open) 
8) We'll be staying at the _______________ Ibis. (= a building where people pay 
to stay) 



9)  ___________ may be found in mountain ranges of every continent. (= a huge 
frozen river of ice) 
10) During a hot summer day everyone wants a ______________ to cool 
themselves. (= a gentle wind) 
11) A tall ___________ stood in front of us straight on our way forward. (= a huge 
rock) 
12) We have found the entrance to the _____________ where we could hide from 
the wolf. (= a large natural hole under the ground) 
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Код поля изменен

Код поля изменен



 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 take (v) to do an exam or test  
2 study (v) to find out and learn about 

something 
 

3 exam (n) an important test  
4 pass (v) to do well enough in an exam  
5 fail (v) not pass  
6 calm (adj) still and quiet, not worried  
7 anyway (adv) in any event, whatever 

happens 
 

8 light (adj) weighing very little  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 



LEVEL  A 
 

1. PLACE THE  WORDS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER: 

fail light exam take
study pass calm anyway
 
Your answer: 
 
        
 

2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 

 
a. ____________  - afil; 
b. _____________ - dstuy; 
c. _____________ - aekt; 
d. _____________ - ighlt; 
e. _____________ - aemx; 
f. _____________ - aclm; 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 

 
a. inanywayyoushouldwritealettertohimtomorrow - ______________; 
b. ifyouareafraidtofailyourfinaltestsitandlearntherules - ___________; 
c. whenareyougoingtotakeyourclasscompositiontest - ____________; 
d. iwishyoutopassyourinterviewsuccessfullytogetit - ______________; 
e. youstudyhardifyouwanttoearnmoneyinyourfuture - _____________; 
f. staycalminanysituationinyourlifetakeeverythingeasy -  ___________; 

 
4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  

BELOW : 
 
passed light exams calm 
took  studying failed anyway 

 
1) A butterfly is ____________ but an elephant is heavy. 
2) After the explosion, the firemen told everyone to keep ___________. 
3) Ben was pleased because he ___________ a difficult exam. 
4) I don’t like this dress and _____________, it's much too big. 
5) My cousin is _____________ English in London. 
6) Sam was unhappy when he ___________ the exam. 
7) We ____________ our Maths exam last week. 
8) You must revise before your ______________. 



LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 anyway A weighing very little 
2 calm B still and quiet, not worried 
3 exam  C to not be successful 
4 fail D to find out about something 
5 light E to succeed in an examination or test 
6 pass F in any case 
7 study G to do an examination or test 
8 take H an important test 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

 
6. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  to not pass a test or examination 
2  to do well enough in an exam 
3  used when adding a remark which shows that the fact just 

mentioned is not important 
4  to learn about a subject 
5  an official test of how much you know about something 
6  relaxed and not worried 
 

7. FILL  IN  AN  APPROPRIATE  FORM  OF THE  WORD ( THE  
DEFINITION  WILL  HELP YOU): 

 
1) They didn't have any trainers in my size, and ___________ I'd already 

decided I'd rather save the money. (=in any event) 
2) At the end of each level, you take an ____________. (= a spoken or written 

test of knowledge) 
3) He _______________ Maths but passed all his other subjects. (= to not 

succeed in achieving something) 
4) You should wear ___________, comfortable shoes. (= not very heavy) 
5) Try to stay ____________ - the doctor will be here soon. (= relaxed and 

quiet, not angry, nervous, or upset) 
6) He hasn't ___________ his driving test yet. (= to not fail) 
7) I ____________ biology before going into medicine. (= to spend time 

reading, going to classes etc) 

REVISION UNIT 2 
 
Complete the table: 



 
1  валун 
2 cross  
3  лёгкий 
4 quite  
5  как бы то ни было 
6 steady  
7  тенистый 
8 incredible  
9  провалить 
10 steeply  
11  болеть 
12 pass  
13  вершина 
14 shut  
15  истощённый 
16 calm  
17  ледник 
18 breeze  
19  качать 
20 ravine  
21  пещера 
22 study  
23  брать 
24 cliff  
25  рёв, шум 
26 massive  
27  экзамен 
28 splash  
29  целый 
30 crash  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tunnels and Bridges 
Unit 3 

PB pp.40 



 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 tunnel (n) an underground passage  
2 tube (n) a long, round, pipe  
3 cover (v) to put something on top of 

another thing 
 

4 trench (n) a long, narrow hole in the ground  
5 digger (n) a machine that digs  
6 lower (v) to move something downwards  
7 crane (n) a tall machine for lifting heavy 

objects 
 

8 earth (n) soil from the ground  
9 method (n) a way of doing something  
10 bulldozer (n) a machine that pushes a lot 

of earth or rocks at once 
 

11 concrete (n) a very hard material for building  
12 bore (v) to cut through rock  
13 boring (adj) not at all interesting  
14 clear away (v) to put things away and leave a 

place tidy 
 

15 length (n) how long something is  
16 rod (n) a long straight piece of wood or 

metal 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 



 
1. TRANSLATE  THE  WORDS  INTO  RUSSIAN: 

 
1 trench  
2 lower  
3 tunnel  
4 method  
5 bulldozer  
6 clear away  
7 rod  
8 length  

 
2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

 
1.  _______________ -  cceenort; 
2.  ________________  -  bginor; 
3.  _________________ -  acenr; 
4.  _________________ -  aehrt; 
5.  ________________  -  elorw; 
6.  ________________  - deggir; 
7.  _________________  - ceorv; 
8.   _________________ - cehnrt; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 
 
1.  l __ __ __ t __; 
2.  __ u __ __ d __ __ __ r; 
3.  __ u __ e; 
4.  t __ __ n __ __; 
5.  __ __ g __ __ r; 
6.  c __ __ a __     __ w __ __; 
7.  __ o __ __ __ e __ e; 
8.  __ o __ e __;  
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 
 
1.  donotlookatmeyouareveryboringandstupid - ____________ 
2. ifyouwanttomeasurethelengthofittakearuler - _____________ 
3. afteragoodpartyintheclubwehavetoclearawayeverything - ______________ 
4. itishardtouseabuldozerinsuchasmallspaceinthestreet - ________________ 
5. earthisourhomeplanettrynevertoforgetaboutit - _______________ 
6. adiggerisapersonwhodigsthatisalabouthim - ________________ 
7. everyspringandautumnthistrenchisunderthewater - ______________ 
8. theywantedtofindtreasuressotheytriedtoborethatcliff - ______________ 



 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO  THE  PICTURES: 
 

1.   _______________ 2.  ____________ 
 

3.   ________________  4.   _______________ 
 

5. ______________ 6.  _____________ 
 

7.  _____________ 8.  ______________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

1 lower A to cut through the rock 



2 crane B to put something on top of another thing 
3 bore C a way of doing smth. 
4 method D a long straight piece of wood or metal 
5 tunnel E to move smth. downwards 
6 cover F a very hard material for building 
7 rod G a tall machine for lifting heavy objects 
8 concrete H an underground passage 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

 
7. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES: 

 
1. He bought a t____ of toothpaste yesterday. 
2. There is a c_____________ floor in their house. 
3. Look! That c________ is lifting a window to the ninth floor. 
4. What is the l__________ of this corridor? 
5. I didn’t like that film at all. It was so b____________! 
6. What a huge t________ they have dug! Soon we’ll be able to drive our cars 

through it. 
7. Don’t c__________ the page, I want to read it, too. 
8. To find out how much water will run out of the bath, you should l________ 

this subject into it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tunnels and Bridges 
Unit 3 

PB pp.41 



 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 weight (n) how heavy something is  
2 pier (n) a support built in water  
3 support (v) to hold up  
4 plank (n) a long thin piece of wood, often 

about 20 cm wide 
 

5 arch (n) the curved shape of an opening 
in a building or bridge 

 

6 Iran (n) a country in the Middle East  
7 fascinating (adj) very interesting  
8 level (n) a floor in a building  
9 full (adj) no more space inside  
10 paddle (v) to walk in shallow water  
11 shallow (adj) not deep  
12 underneath 

(prep) 
below  

13 suspension (adj) hanging  
14 cable (n) a very strong metal rope  
15 design (v) to draw a plan, a pattern or a 

picture of an object before 
making it 

 

16 channel (n) a narrow area of water r, 
between two pieces of land 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 



 
1. DIVIDE ALL NEW WORDS INTO CORRECT COLUMNS: 

shallow paddle design weight pier support 
channel suspension full plank fascinating cable 
 

nouns adjectives verbs
   
   
   
   
   
 

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1.   _______________  - adeehnnru; 
2.  ___________________ -  aklnp; 
3.  ___________________ -  abcel; 
4.  ___________________ - degins; 
5.  ____________________  - eellv; 
6.  __________________  - acehlnn; 
7.  __________________ - ahllosw; 
8.  ____________________ - ainr; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __ a __ c __ __ a __ __ __ g; 
2.  __ a __ d __ __; 
3.  w __ __ __ h __; 
4.  p __ __ r; 
5.  a __ __ __; 
6.  __ __ d __ r __ __ __ t __; 
7.  __ e __ __ __ n; 
8.  __ u __ __ __ n __ __ __ n;  
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1. itisnecessarytobuildapiersometimestocontrollwaterbody - ____________ 
2. thefilmwassofascinatingthaticouldnotstopwatchingit - _____________ 
3. aplankisawoodenlogtocrosssomestreamorpaddle - ______________ 
4. whatlevelareyouinamongallyourclassmatesthisyear - ________________ 
5. haveyoueverseenabeautifulchannelacrosstheoceanorsea - _______________ 
6. sometimesitissonicetowalkinshallowwatereveninuatumn - ________________ 
7. asuspensionbridgeisusedinarchitecturenoronlyforbeauty - ______________ 
8. ifyouwanttodesignanythinggreatyouhavetofinishtheschool- ______________ 
 



LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  TWO  PARTS  OF  THE  WORDS  AND  WRITE 
THEM  OUT: 

1 UNDER PORT 
2 LE NATING 
3 SUP NEATH 
4 WE NSION 
5 FASCI VEL 
6 PAD SIGN 
7 SUSPE IGHT 
8 DE DLE 

 
1. _________________;        2. _________________; 
3. _________________;        4. _________________; 
5. _________________;        6. _________________; 
7. _________________;        8. _________________; 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

1 cable A very interesting 
2 weight B how heavy smth. is 
3 arch C no more space inside 
4 full D the curved shape of an opening in a 

building or bridge 
5 support E a long piece of wood, often about 20 cm 

wide 
6 paddle F a very strong metal rope 
7 fascinating G to walk in shallow water 
8 plank H to hold up 



7. SOLVE  THE  CROSSWORD: 

       1. 2.  
                
   3.             
   4.      
        5.  
6.           8.     
        7.        
9.       10.         
                
       11.         
                
                
 12.               
                
                
 

1. Dolphins are known to be very smart and they show a high l__________ of 
intelligence. 

2. The lake is quite s_____________. You can’t swim in it. 
3. He got out of the car and looked u_______________. Something was there. 
4. That sounds absolutely f_________________. I will definitely go there to 

see it by my own eyes. 
5. They used a c___________ to build that bridge. 
6. Have you ever travelled by train under the English C_______________? 
7. We need to s________________ our children. They can’t earn money by 

themselves. 
8. What a beautiful bridge made of p_____________, but be careful! The 

wood could be damaged. 

9. Have you seen  ? 
10. The average w_____________ of a baby at birth is just over three kilos. 
11.   _____________ is a country in southwest Asia, between Iraq and 

Afghanistan. 

12.  It is very scarring to jump from . 
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Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 caption (n) words that give information 

about a picture or a photo 
 

2 diagram (n) a simple drawing of an object 
o snow how it is made or how it 
works 

 

3 label (n) a few words on or near an object 
that give information about it 

 

4 noun (n) a word that refers to a person, 
place, object, event 

 

5 railway (n) where a train runs  
6 simple (adj) easy to use or understand  
7 adjective (n) a word that describes a noun  
8 adverb (n) a word that describes or gives 

more information about a verb, 
adjective 

 

9 collect (v) to save and keep in one place  
10 hobby (n) something you like doing in 

your free time 
 

11 pop music modern music that lots of people 
like 

 

12 prefer (v) to like something better  
13 stamp (n) the piece of paper you buy and  

put on a letter before you send it 
 

14 borrow (v) to have something belonging 
to another person for a short time 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
 1.  MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS: 

1 POP A TIVE 
2 RAIL B RAM 
3 ADJEC C MUSIC 
4 PRE D FER 
5 DIAG E TION 
6 CAP F WAY 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
      

 
2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1.  __________________ - abell; 
2.  _________________- eefprr; 
3.  _______________ - aadgimr; 
4.  ________________ - ccellot; 
5.  ______________ - aadeeijtv; 
6.  _______________-  aailrwy; 
7.  ________________ - abderv; 
8.  ________________ - acinopt; 
 

3. TRANSLATE  THE  WORDS INTO  ENGLISH: 

1 брать взаймы  
2 предпочитать  
3 хобби  
4 наречие  
5 популярная музыка  
6 прилагательное  
7 собирать  
8 схема, диаграмма  

 
4. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  c __ __ __ __ c __; 
2.  __ r __ __ __ r; 
3.  __ o __ __ o __; 
4.  a __ __ e __ __ __ __ e; 
5.  __ a __ __ __ __ n; 
6.  __ __ a __ __ a __; 



7.  __ i __ __ __ e; 
8.  l __ __ __ l;  
 

5. CROSS  THE  ODD  WORD,  EXPLAIN  YOUR  CHOICE: 

1.  label, noun, stamp, collect, hobby - ________________________________ 
2. adjective, borrow, collect, diagram, prefer - __________________________ 
3. caption, adjective, adverb, noun, verb - ______________________________ 
4. noun, label, adverb, collect, hobby - _________________________________ 
 

6. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1.  caniborrowyourbooktilltomorrowmorning - ____________ 
2. hobbyisthethingwhichanyonelikestodoverymuch - _____________ 
3. somepeoplelikepopmusicbutdonotlikerockmusic - ______________ 
4. whatwasshownonadiagramourteachergaveusyesterday - ________________ 
5. whatkindofsportdoesyourfatherprefertowatchontv - _______________ 
6. donotforgettolabelallthepicturesinthisexercise - ________________ 
7. youshouldknowwhatpartofspeechthewordadjectiveis - ______________ 
8. thecaptiontothatpicturewasratheramazingithink - ______________ 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

7. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

1 stamp A easy to use or understand 
2 borrow B words that give information about a picture or a 

photo 
3 diagram C to like smth. better 
4 simple D the piece of paper you buy and put on a letter 

before you send it 
5 prefer E smth. you like doing in your free time 
6 caption F a simple drawing of an object to show how it is 

made or how it works 
7 hobby G to save and keep in one place 
8 collect H to have smth. belonging to another person for a 

short time 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

 
8. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES: 

 
1. His h_____________ is to collect rare books. He has a lot in his library. 

2. Careful is an a_________________, don’t tell me that it is an adverb. 



3. I think nowadays p________________ is rather boring than it was ten 
years ago. I don’t like to listen to it. 

4. Look at this d_______________! Can you tell me how many people in 
Britain do not work nowadays? 

5. How can I get to the nearest r______________ station? I have to buy 
tickets for the train. 

6. Can I b_______________ your pen? I’ve forgotten mine at home. 
7. It is so s_____________! Just push this button and the TV set will be 

switched on. 
8. Can you l______________ the paragraphs we must learn by heart?  

Otherwise, I’m afraid I will forget. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REVISION UNIT 3 
 
Complete the table: 

1  канал 
2 length  
3  прилагательное 
4 weight  
5  простой 
6 bore  
7  арка 
8 clear away  
9  придумывать 
10 noun  
11  толстая, широкая доска 
12 tunnel  
13  канат, прут 
14 underneath  
15  ярлык, бирка 
16 cover  
17  поддерживать 
18 diagram  
19  труба 
20 full  
21  заголовок 
22 lower  
23  мелководный 
24 collect  
25  ров, канава, котлован 
26 suspension  
27  предпочитать 
28 method  
29  брать взаймы 
30 fascinating  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Astonishing Structures 
Unit 4 

PB pp.48 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 astonishing (adj) amazing, surprising  
2 structure (n) any kind of built object  
3 tour (n) a journey or visit made in order to 

see different places 
 

4 marble (n) a shiny rock with different 
colours 

 

5 staircase (n) stairs going from one floor to 
another floor in a building 

 

6 object (n) a thing  
7 Asia (n) one of the five continents  
8 view (n) what you can see from a certain 

place 
 

9 breath (n) to take air into the body  
10 exhibition (n) a display of objects  
11 gift (n) a present  
12 gift shop a shop that sells objects 

chandeliers that you can give as 
presents 

 

13 except not including  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS: 

1 GIFT A TION 
2 STAIR B SHING 
3 ASTONI C TURE 
4 EXHIBI D CASE 
5 STRUC E CEPT 
6 EX F SHOP 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
      

 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1.  _______________ - aaceirsst; 
2.  ______________ - behiiinotx; 
3.  _________________ - abehrt; 
4.  _________________ - ceeptx; 
5.  _________________ - abelmr; 
6.  ___________________ - eivw; 
7.  ______________ - aghiinnosst; 
8.  ____________________ - aais; 
 

3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 
 
1.  g __ __ __ s __ __ p; 
2.  __ __ u __; 
3.  __ t __ u __ __ u __ __; 
4.  __ t __ __ r __ a __ __; 
5.  __ __ __ i __ i __ i __ __; 
6.  __ r __ __ __ h; 
7.  __ a __ b __ __; 
8.  e __ __ e __ __;  
 

4. FIND A NEW WORD IN EACH LINE: 
 
1.  therewasastaircaseinhishouse - ____________ 
2. ittookmybreathawaywheniclimbthetop - _____________ 
3. astonishingfilmwasshownyesterday - ______________ 
4. haveeveryoubeentoanycitytour - ________________ 
5. agiftisathingwhichmyparentslike - _______________ 



6. whatanamazingandfunnystructure - ________________ 
7. theviewfromthetopofitwaswonderful - ______________ 
8. ilikeallfruitsexceptbananasandpears - ______________ 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. GIVE CAPTIONS TO THE PICTURES: 
 

1.  _______________ 2.  ____________ 
 

3.  ________________  4.  _______________ 
 

5. ______________ 6. _____________ 
 

7. ___________________ 8. ______________ 
 

6. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 object A a journey or visit made in order to see different places 
2 breath B amazing, surprising 
3 structure C a thing 
4 tour D stairs going from one floor to another floor in a 

building 
5 except E any kind of built object 
6 astonishing F a shiny rock with different colours 



7 marble G not including 
8 staircase H the air that passes out through your mouth 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

 
7. GUESS THE WORD IN THE SENTENCES: 

 
1) I have travelled a lot along Europe,, but I have never been to 

A__________. 
2) When you come to the Hermitage museum you can see that there are a lot 

of things made from m______________. 
3) He was eating his food with a_______________ speed. 
4) We went to an e____________ of Russian painters with our class last 

week. 
5) Can you see that o___________? I can’t understand what it is. 
6) We have a wonderful v_________ of the mountains from our room. 
7) All boys in our class went to the football match e___________ Dima – 

he was ill. 
8) Visit a wheel in London; it will certainly take your b___________ away! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Astonishing Structures 
Unit 4 

PB pp.49 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 online (adj., 

adv.) 
connected to other computers 
through the Internet 

 

2 review (n) a careful examination of a situation 
or process 

 

3 forever (adv) for all future time  
4 column (n) a tall solid upright stone post used 

to support a building 
 

5 sugary (adj) smth that is too nice and seem 
insincere 

 

6 stunning (adj) extremely attractive or beautiful  
7 chandelier (n) a large round frame for holding  

lights that hangs from the ceiling  
 

8 ceiling (n) the inner surface of the top part of 
a room 

 

9 tip (n) a good and helpful idea  
10 comfortable 

(adj) 
making you feel physically relaxed  

11 queue (n) a line of people waiting to enter a 
building 

 

12 precious (adj) very valuable  
13 tomb (n) a stone structure above the ground 

where a dead person is buried 
 

14 chief (n) the leader of a group  
15 unusual (adj) different from what is normal  
16 canopy (n) a cover made of cloth that is fixed 

above a bed 
 

17 leaflet (n) a small book or piece of paper 
advertising something 

 

18 chamber (n) a room, usually for an important 
person 

 

19 flight the act of flying  
20 glass (n) a hard material that you can see 

through 
 

21 glass pod a small room mostly made of glass  
22 engineering (n) designing and making machines  
23 clear (adj) to put things away and leave a 

place tidy 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1.  PLACE THE  WORDS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER: 

ceiling chandelier comfortable clear
column chief canopy chamber
 
Your answer: 
 
        
 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 
 
1.  ________________ -  eilnno; 
2.  ________________ - agrsuy; 
3.  ____________ - abceflmoort; 
4.  ________________ - acnopy; 
5.  __________________  - acelr; 
6.  __________________  - fghilt; 
7.  _________________  - aeefllt; 
8.  _________________  - eequu; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 
 
1.  __ e __ __ e __; 
2.  __ __ __ e __ e __; 
3.  c __ a __ __ e __ __ e __; 
4.  e __ __ __ __ e e __ __ __ __; 
5.  __ __ m __; 
6.  __ __ __ n n __ n __; 
7.  __ n __ __ n __; 
8.  __ __ __ s s;  
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 
 
1.  thereisabeautifullampontheceiling - ____________ 
2. runquicklyotherwisetherewillbeaqueue - _____________ 
3. takearideonthisrollercoasterplease - ______________ 
4. theflightfromlondonisdelayed - ________________ 
5. lookitisacolumnofadmiralnelson - _______________ 
6. whatiswritteninaleafletcanyoutellme - ________________ 
7. thebuswascomfortablesowesleptwell - ______________ 
8. inaclearnightyouwillseeallthestars - _______________ 



LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO  THE  PICTURES: 
 

1.   _______________ 2.  ____________ 
 

3.   ________________  4.  _______________ 
 

5. ______________ 6.  _____________ 
 

7. _____________ 8. ______________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 review A riding on smth. for a short time 
2 glass pod B nice to use, making you feel good 
3 ride C a short description of smth. with a person’s opinion 
4 sugary D very valuable 
5 tip E the leader of a group 
6 chief F with a lot of sugar 
7 comfortable G a good and helpful idea 
8 precious H a small room mostly made of glass 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        

 
7. SOLVE  THE  CROSSWORD: 

 
 
 

1. a very large light made with lots of pieces of glass or crystal; 
2. nice to use, making you feel good; 
3. amazing, surprising; 
4. the place where a body is put after death; 
5. amazing, wonderful; 
6. very valuable; 
7. rare, not happening or being seen often; 
8. on the internet; 
9. the part of a room that is above your head; 
10.  riding on something for a short time; 
11. A hard material that you can see through; 
12. With a lot of sugar; 

 

   1           
  2            
     4    5     
  3            
 6             
      7        
        
       8       

9              
        
  10      11      
              

12              



Supplementary Material 
PB pp.51-55 

 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 abroad (adv) in or to a foreign country  
2 bit (n) slightly or to a small degree  
3 opinion (n) your ideas or beliefs about a 

particular subject 
 

4 never (adv) not at any time, or not once  
5 opposite (adj) as different as possible from 

something else 
 

6 funfair (n) a noisy outdoor event where you 
can ride on machines, play games 
to win prizes 

 

7 look like (v) to be similar to smth else  
8 rifle range a place where people practise 

shooting with rifles 
 

9 roller coaster a track with very steep slopes and 
curves, which people ride on in 
small carriages 

 

10 shot (n) an act of firing a gun  
11 treat (n) 

 
something special that you give 
someone or do for them because 
you know they will enjoy it 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  RUSSIAN  EQUIVALENTS: 

1 roller coaster A мнение 
2 never B парк с аттракционами 
3 funfair C американские горки 
4 opinion D выстрел 
5 opposite E за границей 
6 abroad F никогда 
7 shot G радость 
8 treat H противоположный 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

 
2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1.  _______________ - iinnoop; 
2.  _______________ - eikklloo; 
3.  __________________ - aertt; 
4.  ________________ - affinru; 
5.  ________________ - aabdor; 
6.  _________________ - eenrv; 
7.  ________________ - eioopst; 
8.  __________________ - host; 
 

3. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 
 

abroad opinion never opposite funfair 
looks like rifle range roller coaster shot treat 
 

1) As a _____________ we went to a restaurant because Dad has come home 
from a trip abroad. 

2) At the ______________ there was a roundabout and an ice cream stall. 
3) Dad won a big teddy bear at the _______________. 
4) Dan ______________ his father, he even smiles like he. 
5) He has ____________ been to Africa, so he is lucky to go there next month. 
6) He is sitting ________________ me, just in the centre of the row. 
7) I don't like the _________________ because it goes up and down too much. 
8) In my ______________, school holidays are too short. 
9) My cousin is a good _______ and he has won several shooting competitions. 
10) My uncle often works __________ and he's in Canada at the moment. 



4. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  a __ __ __ a __; 
2.  l __ __ k l __ k __; 
3.  r __ __ __ e r __ __ __ e; 
4.  t __ __ __ t; 
5.  o __ __ __ __ o __; 
6.  __ i __; 
7.  f __ __ f __ __ __; 
8.  __ e __ e __;  
 

5. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1.  iwassoexcitedvisitingafunfairyesterday- ____________ 
2.  histwinslooklikehisuncleinhisearlyages - _____________ 
3. whatisyouropiniononthefilmwehaveseen - ______________ 
4. didyouwinshootingthereinariflerange - ________________ 
5. howwasthetreattheygaveyoulastsummer- _______________ 
6. iwouldlikeabitofitifyoucanpassittome - ________________ 
7. hewasknownasagoodshotamonghisfriends - ______________ 
8. togoabroadisanicethingtodoinsummer - ______________ 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

1 treat A an outdoor place for entertainment with stalls, 
games and rides 

2 roller coaster B a stall at a funfair where you can shoot a toy gun 
at smth. and win a prize 

3 funfair C in another country 
4 bit D a small amount 
5 shot E smth. nice that is given for a special reason 
6 rifle range F a person’s own ideas about smth. 
7 opinion G a person who can shoot well 
8 abroad H a train you can ride on at a funfair 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        



7. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES: 
 

1. - Have you ever been a_____________?  
- No, I have travelled only along Russia. 

2. Go straight ahead, then turn left and the bank will be o______________ a 
restaurant. 

3. I went to the f___________ yesterday! I spent great time there. 
4. Tell me your o___________ about Mike. Do you like him? 
5. I will n__________ jump from that cliff, it’s very dangerous. 
6. What does she l______________? Will I recognize her? 
7. David is the best s__________ in our company; he has won a lot of prizes. 
8. Steven took his son to a cricket match as a birthday t___________. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REVISION UNIT 4 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1 except  
2  потолок 
3 tip  
4  пейзаж 
5 precious  
6  тир 
7 exhibition  
8  могила 
9 roller coaster  
10  сувенир 
11 stunning  
12  мрамор 
13 flight  
14  стрелок 
15 structure  
16  инженерное искусство 
17 never  
18  вещь 
19 chamber  
20  небольшое количество 
21 breath  
22  необычный 
23 opinion  
24  поездка 
25 column  
26  парк с аттракционами 
27 staircase  
28  радость 
29 forever  
30  поразительный 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Story of the Ancient World  
Unit 5 

PB p.58 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 ancient (adj) very, very old  
2 creature (n) a living thing  
3 hero (n) a person who does good and 

brave things 
 

4 Greece (n) a country in southern Europe  
5 Greek (adj) of or from Greece  
6 voyage (n) a journey by sea  
7 horrifying (adj) very frightening  
8 nearby (adv) near, close to something  
9 sail (n) the large piece of cloth that hangs 

from a ship’s mast 
 

10 rock (v) to move from side to side  
11 row (v) to move a boat by using long flat 

piece of wood 
 

12 whirlpool (n) water at sea turning in a circle 
very fast 

 

13 escape (v) to get away from someone or 
something 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. TRANSLATE THE WORDS INTO RUSSIAN: 

1 ancient  
2 Greek  
3 horrifying  
4 creature  
5 escape  
6 nearby  
7 row  
8 sail  

         
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1.  ____________________ - cokr; 
2.  _________________ - uretearc; 
3.  ____________________ - roeh; 
4.  __________________ - ynaerb; 
5.  _____________________ - lais; 
6.  __________________ - enticna; 
7.  __________________ - geyaov; 
8.  ________________ - ryfiihngor; 
 

3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 
 
1.  _  _   _ l; 
2.  _  o  _ ; 
3. n   _  _  r  _  y; 
4. _  n  _  i  _  _   t; 
5. _  _  e  a  _  u  _  e; 
6. _  r  _  e  _  e; 
7. _  o  _  k; 
8. _  _  r  r  _  _  y  _  _  g; 
 

4. FIND  THE NEW WORDS IN EACH LINE: 
 

1. therearetwohorrifyingmonstersnearby - _______________________ 
2. theseawasroughandtheshipwasrocking - _______________________ 
3. odysseuswasafamousheroforeveryone - _______________________ 
4. averydangerousthiefescapedfromprison - ______________________ 
5. onthewayhomehemetmanystrangecreatures- ___________________ 
6. columbusmadefourvoyagestoamerica - _________________________ 



7. ancientchineseinventedpaperandgunpowder - ___________________ 
8. thesailsontheshipwerepaintedred - ______________________________ 

 
5. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO  THE  PICTURES: 

 

a. ________________ b. ____________ 
 

c.  _____________ d.  ______________ 
 

e.  _____________ f.  ______________ 
 

g.  _________________ h.  ______________ 
 
LEVEL B-C 
 

6. CROSS THE ODD WORD OUT: 
 
1.  trip    journey   flight   car   voyage           __________ 
2.  horrifying   marvelous   amazing   stunning  precious     ___________ 
3. new   sugary   modern   ancient   old       _________ 
4. reach   come   hang   arrive   get     ___________ 
5. baker   teacher   traveler   sailor   inventor      __________ 



6. Greece   Great Britain   Germany   America   Italy      __________ 
7. rock   tell   move    pull    push       __________ 
8. unusual   next to    far away   nearby   close       __________ 
 

7.  MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 
 
1 ancient A to move a boat by using a long flat piece of 

wood 
2 row B water at sea turning in a circle very fast 
3 escape C very frightening 
4 hero D a journey by sea 
5 horrifying E very, very old 
6 voyage F to get away from someone or something 
7 creature G a person who does good and brave things and 

who other people think is great 
8 sail H a living thing 
9 whirlpool I the large piece of cloth that hangs from a ship’s 

mast 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
         

  
8. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  

BELOW : 
 

ancient creatures whirlpool Greece voyage 
horrifying nearby rocked rowed escape 
 

1) Boats are sometimes pulled into a ____________________. 
2) Many different _____________ live in the rainforest. 
3) Some films are _____________ and I never watch them. 
4) The bottle ______________ sideways for a moment before it fell over. 
5) The Egyptian pyramids are ________________ buildings. 
6) The sailors ___________ towards the island, they wanted to get to the land. 
7) The thief tried to _______________ from the police. 
8) The ______________ from Europe to America took two weeks. 
9) There are many ancient buildings in _______________. 
10) We live next to the park and my uncle lives _______________. 

 
9. GUESS THE WORDS IN THE SENTENCES AND PUT THEM IN 

THE RIGHT GRAMMAR FORM: 
 
1. His v ___________ to America lasted two weeks. 
2. We stood and listened to the night sounds of birds and other c____________. 



3. Two burglars have just e____________ from prison. 
4. The boat was s______________ to the whirlpool. The situation was 
h________________. 
5. The goalkeeper was the real h________ of the match. 
6. If the ship s_______ too near, the monsters will attack. 
7. Next summer we’re planning a journey to the a___________ Egyptian 
pyramids. 
8. There were no waves  and it was easy to r_____. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Story of the Ancient World  
Unit 5 

PB p.59 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 rise (v) to go up  
2 wave (n) the rising water on the sea or a lake  
3 tear (v) to pull apart  
4 mast (n) the tall round piece of wood in the 

middle of a boat that holds the sails 
 

5 reach (v) to arrive  
6 dreadful (adj) very bad  
7 wife (n) a woman who is married to a man  
8 parents (n) the mother and father of a child  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO  THE  PICTURES:         

a.  _____________ b.  _______________ 
 

c.  _____________ d.  ______________ 
 

e.  ______________ f.  ______________ 
 

2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 
 
1.  ____________________ - avew; 
2.  _____________________ - erta; 
3.  _____________________ - srie; 
4.  ___________________ -  ecahr; 
5.  _________________ -  ldaedufr; 
6.  __________________ - aenprst; 
 

3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 
 
1.  __  __  a  __  h; 
2.  __ e  a  __; 
3.  __a  __  t; 
4. d  __  e  __  __  f  __  l; 
5. __  i  __  e; 
6.  __  a  __  e; 



4. FIND  THE NEW WORDS IN EACH LINE: 
 
1. thewavesaregettinhigherandhigher -  ___________________; 
2. nowihavereachedanisland - __________________; 
3. thewindistearingthesail - ___________________; 
4. themasthasbrokenandtheshipisturningover - ________________; 
5. themonsterisrisingoutofthewater - ___________________; 
6. theshipsankinadreadfulstorm - __________________ 
 
LEVEL B-C 
 

5. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  to be higher than you’ve been before 
2  how a woman is called after she has married 
3  awful, not good,  
4  your mother and father 
5  to get some final point of the journey 
6  a piece of wood in the centre of the boat 

 
6.  MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 rise A arrive, get as far as 
2 tear B move from a lower position to the higher one 
3 dreadful C the mother and father of a child 
4 mast D pull something apart or into pieces 
5 reach E a woman who is married to a man 
6 wave F extremely bad or serious 
7 parents G a long body of water breaking onto the shore 
8 wife H a tall upright post carrying a sail or sails on a 

ship 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

  
7. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 

 
rises waves tear reached 
dreadful mast wife parents 
 

1) This homework is _______________. It is full of mistakes. 
2) It was a long journey but at last we ______________ our hotel in the 

mountains. 



3) It’s fun playing in the _______________ at the beach. 
4) The sun ______________ every morning. 
5) My uncle’s _______________ is a nurse. 
6) The sharp thorns in the forest can _____________ your clothes. 
7) Ben’s _____________ are teachers, his Mum teaches Maths and his father 

teaches Russian. 
8) The sailor climbed up the ____________ to mend the sail. 

 
8. GUESS THE WORDS IN THE SENTENCES AND PUT THEM IN THE 

RIGHT GRAMMAR FORM: 
 
1. A huge w_____________ crashed the boat . 
2.  Odysseus spent ten days in the sea and finally r_____________ an island. 
3.  The ship’s m ______________ used to be made of strong wood. 
4.  The Sun r____________ in the East and sets in the West. 
5.  He took a small notebook from his jacket and t________ out a page. 
6.  As soon as we came they told us the d ___________ news. 
         
9. SOLVE THE CROSSWORD: 
 

 8 11

 

 

 10 

1 12

 

 9 2 

 13

 3

 4 

5 

 7 

6 

 

 
 
1.  extremely bad or serious; 
2.  a living thing; 
3.  to move a boat by using a long flat piece of wood; 
4.  only a short distance away; 



5.  a tall upright post carrying a sail on a ship; 
6.  arrive, get as far as; 
7.  to move from a lower position to the higher one; 
8.  pull something into pieces; 
9.  a journey by sea; 
10. very, very old; 
11. a large piece of material attached to the mast of a ship; 
12. a person who does good and brave things and who other people think is great; 
13. a long body of water breaking onto the shore; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Supplementary Material 

PB pp.60 - 65 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 hand in (v) to give work to a teacher  
2 joke (v) to tell a funny story that isn’t true  
3 police (n) the people who keep order  
4 dragon (n) a fierce animal from old legends  
5 revise (v) to look at work again  
6 scene (n) a part of a play  
7 setting (n) the place where things happen in 

a book, play or film 
 

8 meet (met, met) 
(v) 

to see and talk to someone you 
did not expect to see 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS AND  WRITE  THEM  OUT: 
 

a PAR NE 
b POL VISE 
c SCE ENTS 
d DRA TING 
e SET GON 
f RE ICE 

 
a. ______________ 
b. ______________ 
c. ______________ 
d. ______________ 
e. ______________ 
f. ______________ 

 
2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1.  _______________ - adgnor; 
2.  _________  ______ - adhinn; 
3.  ________________ - ceilop; 
4.  ________________ - eeirsv; 
5.  _________________ - eemt; 
6.  _________________ - ceens; 
 

3. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  FORM  OF  THE  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  
GIVEN  BELOW : 
 

hand in joke police revise 
scene dragon setting meet
 

1) We ___________ my aunt while we were shopping. 
2) We read a story about a _____________ that captured a princess. 
3) Please ____________ your spelling for the test. 
4) Children ____________ their home works that morning. 
5) The ______________ caught the robber in the mall. 
6) The __________________ for Red Riding Hood is a forest. 
7) When John said he saw an elephant in the playground, he was ___________. 



8) In the first ____________ the evil king trapped the hero and then the hero 
escaped, so everything ended happily. 

4. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  r __ __ i __ e; 
2.  __ e __ t __ __ __; 
3.  __ __ k __; 
4.  __ r __ __ o __; 
5.  __ __ e __ e; 
6.  __ __ l __ __ e; 
 

5. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1.  whatdoyouthinkthepoliceshoulddoduringthedaytime- ____________ 
2.  icouldnotunderstanthesceneofthatboringplay - __________________ 
3. ithinktheywillmeetsomewhereinthemiddleoftheshop - ____________ 
4. whenarewegoingtohandinourprojectsinscience - _________________ 
5. donotforgettorevisethematerialbeforethefinaltest - _______________ 
6. healwaysthinksthatonlycleverpeoplecanjoke - __________________ 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

1 dragon A to see and talk to someone you did not expect to 
see 

2 joke B to give work to a teacher 
3 scene C to look at work again 
4 police D a fierce animal from old legends 
5 hand in E to tell a funny story that isn’t true 
6 meet F the place where things happen in a book, play or 

film 
7 setting G the people who keep order 
8 revise H a part of a play 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        



7. COMPLETE  THE  SENTENCES  WITH AN  APPROPRIATE FORM OF 
THE WORD (DEFINITIONS WILL HELP YOU): 

1. I heard that the ______________ are looking for a bad guy who killed a dog. ( = 
people who watch on keeping the law) 
2. When Bill told us that he had been to Himalayas, we thought that he was 
______________ – he was too young to go there. ( = to describe funny situation) 
3. Before any serious test Anna _____________ the material. ( = to look through 
the material to remember it) 
4. Our teacher asked us to ________________ all our works we had done. ( = to 
give a teacher something) 
5. The beginning of the play was very interesting but all other _____________ 
were very boring. ( = part of a play) 
6. When I came to the Petrovs they _______________ me gladly. ( = to welcome 
someone) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REVISION UNIT 5 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1 voyage  
2  подниматься 
3 revise  
4  ужасающий 
5 wave  
6  родители 
7 Greek  
8  рвать 
9 nearby  
10  герой 
11 hand in  
12  мачта 
13 sail  
14  создание, существо 
15 joke  
16  сцена 
17 rock  
18  достигать 
19 ancient  
20  место действия 
21 row  
22  отвратительный 
23 meet  
24  водоворот 
25 police  
26  Греция 
27 escape  
28  дракон 
29 wife  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Legend of the Ancient World 
Unit 6 

PB pp.66 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 legend(n) a story that grows out  of a true 

event but the real facts are not 
known 

 

2 Troy (n) a city in an old Greek legend  
3 surround(v) to be on all sides of something  
4 fear(n) the feeling of being afraid  
5 darkness(n) the dark at night or in a place with 

no lights 
 

6 warning(n) information that something bad is 
going to happen 

 

7 amazement(n) surprise and wonder  
8 silence(n) to make someone be quite  
9 vast(adj) very large  
10 intriguing(adj) a little mysterious and interesting  
11 wonder(n) to think about something with 

questions in your mind 
 

12 magnificent(adj) very wonderful, excellent  
13 size(n) how large something is  
14 victorious (adj) having won something  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1. DIVIDE ALL NEW WORDS INTO CORRECT COLUMNS: 

surround darkness victorious amazement silence
intriguing wonder magnificent warning  vast 
 

nouns adjectives verbs 
   
   
   
   
   
 
 2.  SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 
 
1.  __________________ - atvs; 
2.   ___________________ - raef; 
3.   _______________ - rruousnd; 
4.   ______________ - rotcsuovii; 
5. ________________ - adeknrss; 
6.  ______________ - gniugirtni; 
7.  ___________________ - zeis; 
8.  _____________ - ingamtnecif; 
 
 3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 
 
1.  w __ r __ __ __ g; 
2.  __ __ r __ __ u __ __; 
3.  __ a __ __ i __ __ c __ __ __; 
4.  __ __ __ t __ r __ __ u __; 
5.  __ n t __ __ g __ __ __ g; 
6.  __ e __ e __ d; 
7.  __ i __ __ n __ __; 
8.  _ a r _ _ e _ s; 
 
4. FIND THE NEW WORDS IN EACH LINE: 

 
1. have youeverheardabouttroyonyourhistorylessons - ____________ 
2. whatisthesizeofyourshoesyouhaveboughtrecently - _____________ 
3. itwasimpossibletoseeanythinginthedarknesslastnight - ______________ 
4. finallythatseriousfortwassurroundedandcaptured - ________________ 
5. withoutanywarninggreeksweregoneandthatwasit - ________________ 



6. awoodenhorse wasreallyhugeandintriguing - _______________ 
7. nowonderhewasmetlikeaherowhentheyreturned - _____________ 
8. theancientpiramidsaremagnificentstructures - _________________ 
 

5. GIVE CAPTIONS TO THE PICTURES: 
 

a.  ______________ b.  
________________ 

 

c.  _____________  d. 
_________________ 
 

e.  ______________  f.  
__________________ 
 

g.  ______________ h.  
_________________ 

 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. CROSS  THE  ODD  WORDS  OUT: 
 



1.  night  darkness  stars  victorious  moon   __________________ 
2.  warning   legend   fear  silence   surround ___________________ 
3.  legend   fairy-tale   news   story   novel ___________________ 
4.  joy  happiness  amazement  sadness  pleasure _________________ 
5.  small   little   vast   tiny  ________________ 
6.  wonder   warn   win   what   why ___________________ 
7.  astonishing   wonderful   careful  magnificent   stunning _______________ 
8.  test   tasks   time limit   mistakes   invention   silence _________________ 
 

7. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 amazement A to think about smth with questions in your mind 
2 victorious B the dark at night or in a place with no lights 
3 intriguing C to be on all sides of smth 
4 wonder D information that smth bad is going to happen 
5 magnificent E a story that grows out of a true event  but the real 

facts are not known 
6 warning F very wonderful, excellent 
7 legend G having won something 
8 darkness H the feeling of being afraid 
9 fear I very large 
10 surround J when everything is quiet 
11 silence K a little mysterious and interesting 
12 vast L surprise and wonder 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
            

 
8. GUESS THE WORDS IN THE SENTENCES  AND PUT THEM IN THE 

RIGHT GRAMMAR FORM: 
 
1.  The Trojan Horse is an ancient Greek l ______________. 
2.  The d______________ in the cave was scary. 
3.  The children clapped in a ________________ when the clown jugged with ten  
      bananas. 
4.  Ben  w_____________ what was in the box. 
5.  We saw w ______________ about the storm on TV. 
6.  In her new dress Cinderella looked m ________________. 
7.  The Greeks were v______________ in their war against the Trojans. 
8.  F________ showed on the faces of the terrified sailors. 
9.  The sea s______________ an island. 
10.  He had nothing to say so he just walked in s_______________. 
 

9. GUESS THE WORD FROM ITS DEFINITION: 



 
1.  very large  
2.  to think about something with questions in your 

mind 
3.   how large something is 
4.  having won something 
5.  to make someone be quite 
6.  a little mysterious and interesting information 
7.  very wonderful, excellent 
8.  the dark at night or in a place with no lights 
9.  a story that grows out  of a true event but the real 

facts are not known 
10.  information that something bad is going to happen 
11.  a city in an old Greek legend 
12.  surprise and wonder 
13.  to be on all sides of something 
14.  the feeling of being afraid 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

A Legend of the Ancient World 
Unit 6 

PB pp.67-68 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 drag (v) to pull an object over a surface  
2 war-weary (adj) tired of war  
3 weary (adj) tired  
4 faint (v) quiet  
5 sound (v) to give an idea about something 

when you hear it 
 

6 despair (n) to feel that everything is bad  
7 ploy (n) a trap  
8 daring (adj) brave  
9 hideous (adj) very ugly  
10 verse (n) a group of two or more lines in a 

poem 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1.  PLACE THE  WORDS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER: 

drag weary despair sound
daring faint ploy hideous
 
Your answer: 
 
        
 

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1.  ____________ - ripaesd; 
2.  ______________ - resev; 
3.  _____________ - rignad; 
4.  _____________ - reayw; 
5.  ______________ - rdga; 
6.  ______________ - olpy; 
7.  ____________ - oeusihd; 
8.  _____________ - ondus; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __ __ i __ t ; 
2.  __ r a __; 
3.  __ i __ e __ __ s; 
4.  __ __ r __ e; 
5.  __ l __ __; 
6.  d __ __ i __ g; 
7.  __ __ s __ a __ r; 
8.  s __ __ n __; 
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1. thetrojansdraggedthehorsethroughthetallgate - __________________ 
2. thewearypeopleweredancingandsinging -  ______________________ 
3. theteachersilencedthestudentsaftersometime - ___________________ 
4. therewasafaintsmellofgasandshecouldnotstandit - ________________ 
5.  peopleunderstoodthatthehorsewasaploy - ______________________ 



6.  onedaringandbravegreeksailedacrossthesea - ___________________ 
7.  odysseussawhideousmonstersduringhisjourney-  ________________ 
8.  poetsexpresstheirthoughtsandfeelingsinverses - _________________ 
 

5. GIVE CAPTIONS TO THE PICTURES: 
 

a.  ______________ b.  ________________ 
 

     c.   _____________ d.  _______________ 
 

     e.   ______________   f.   ________________ 
 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 war-weary A quiet 
2 faint B very ugly 
3 despair C to give an idea about  smth when you hear it 
4 hideous D to fell that everything is bad 
5 drag E a trap 
6 sound F brave 
7 ploy G tired of war 
8 daring H to pull an object over a surface 

                               
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        



 
 
    

7. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES  AND  PUT  THEM  INTO 
CORRECT  FORM: 

 
1. This melody s_____________  very familiar to me. 
2.  The sailors d____________ the boat across the sand and into the sea. 
3.  Don’t d______________ if you don’t  pass the test because you can take it 
again. 
4.  The h_______________ monster had three heads. 
5.  Let her speak, don’t s_____________ her. She has a lot to say. 
6.  The hunters tied a goat to the tree as a p___________ to catch the lion. 
7.  People became w________________ after years of fighting. 
8.  It was very d_________________ to run after the thief and catch him. 
 

8. SOLVE THE CROSSWORD: 
9 

7   

5     

  6     

1               

        

    

2               10 

    8   

3               

4         

    

    

    

    

    

 
 
1.  smth that is very ugly and unattractive; 
2.  smth that is said or written to tell people of a possible danger or unpleasant 



      thing to happen; 
3.  a very old or popular story that may be true; 
4.  the unpleasant feeling you have when you think that you are in danger; 
5.  to stop someone speaking or making noise; 
6.  people who are ready to do dangerous things; 
7.  a trap; 
8.  a feeling that everything is wrong and there is no hope for the better; 
9.  a poem; 
10. to be on all sides of smth 
 

9. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

1.  brave 
2.  very ugly 
3.  a group of two or more lines in a poem 
4.  a trap 
5.  to feel that everything is bad 
6.  to give an idea about something when you hear it 
7.  to pull an object over a surface 
8.  tired of war 
9.  quiet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Supplementary Material 
Unit 6 

PB pp.69 – 75 
 
Learn the words: 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 truth (n) what is true  
2 maybe (adv) perhaps  
3 clear (adj) easy to see or understand  
4 recently (adv) a short time ago  
5 care (v) to think and worry about 

something 
 

6 rhyme (v) to end with the same sounds as 
another word 

 

7 keep out (v) stay away from  
8 special effects (n) when cameras are used to film 

the scenes that are not real 
 

9 wonder (v) to think about something with 
questions in your mind 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1.  MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS: 
 

1 MAY A DER 
2 RECEN B EFFECTS 
3 SPECIAL C BE 
4 KEEP D ME 
5 WON E OUT 
6 RHY F TLY 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
      

 
2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

 
1.  ________________ - denorw; 
2.  ___________________ - acer; 
3.  _________________ - abemy; 
4.  __________________ - hrttu; 
5.  _________________ - ehmry; 
6.  __________________ - acelr; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 
 
1. __ h __ __ __; 
2. __ __ e __  __ __ t; 
3. s __ __ __ i __ __   __ f __ __ __ s; 
4. w __ __ d __ __; 
5. __ __ __ __ r; 
6. __ __ с __ __ __ l __; 
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 
 
1. ifyoudonotcareaboutyourappearanceitwilldoyouharm - _________________ 
2. whatdoyouthinkaboutthespecialeffectsofthisfilm - _____________________ 
3. isawbobnearthebankrecentlyandsincethennowhere - ____________________ 
4. stoptellingthelieiamwaitingforthetruthofthestory - _____________________ 
5. hemaybewillgotothesouththissummerwithhissister - ___________________ 



6. onlytalantedpeoplecancreatebeautifulrhymeseasily - ___________________ 
 
 

5. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 
 
wondered special effects keep out rhymes 
care recently clear truth 
 

1) Anna was curious and she _________________ what was in the box. 
2) Dad told us to _________________  of the study while he is working. 
3) I suppose that people should always tell the ________________. 
4) My cousin went to London _______________ and he’s just sent us an email. 
5) Nowadays, lots of people ____________ about planet Earth. 
6) The __________________ in the film were amazing! The dragon picked up 

the castle and ate it. 
7) The boy cried and his sadness was ______________. 
8) ‘Boat’ ________________ with ‘goat’. 

 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 wonder A a piece of poetry 
2 keep out B a true statement 
3 rhyme C not far ago 
4 care D have a wish or desire to know something 
5 recently E to think about seriously 
6 clear F easy to see and understand 
7 truth G remain outside 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       

 
7. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  a short time ago 
2  when cameras are used to film the scenes that are 

not real 
3  what is true 
4  easy to see or understand 
5  to end with the same sounds as another word 
6  perhaps 

 



8. COMPLETE  THE  SENTENCES  WITH AN  APPROPRIATE FORM OF 
THE WORD (DEFINITIONS WILL HELP YOU): 

 
1) At last he knew the ________________ ( = a fact that has been learnt) 
2) Believe me, I know about Bred Pitt, because I saw the film he starred 

________________ ( = short time ago) 
3) He  was _______________  of the hall when they prepared for the concert. ( 

= prevent from entering) 
4) I _______________ a short and simple poem yesterday, but Dad didn’t like 

it. ( =  equal sounds of two or more lines) 
5) I really ______________ about my work; I’m going to earn more money. ( = 

feel interest) 
6) I _______________ if that was the right thing to do? ( =  curious about 

something) 
7) _______________ they will call me later and ask for help. ( = by chance) 
8) They finally went camping when it was a _____________ day. ( = free from 

clouds) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 6 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1 darkness  
2  строфа 
3 truth  
4  смелый, отважный 
5 warning  
6  окружать 
7 hideous  
8  удивление, изумление 
9 clear  
10  ловушка 
11 silence  
12  легенда 
13 despair  
14  огромный 
15 recently  
16  специальные эффекты 
17 wonder  
18  звучать 
19 intriguing  
20  питать интерес 
21 maybe  
22  падать в обморок 
23 magnificent  
24  рифмовать 
25 fear  
26  размер 
27 keep out  
28  тянуть 
29 victorious  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Newspapers 
Unit 7 

PB pp.76 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 front (n) the part of something that you 

see first 
 

2 front page (n) the first page of a newspaper  
3 news (n) events that have just happen  
4 government (n) the group of people that rules a 

country 
 

5 press (n) a machine for printing  
6 separate (n) apart and not together  
7 million (n) 1, 000, 000  
8 editor (n) the person who decides what 

goes in a newspaper or magazine 
and where it appears 

 

9 decide (v) to choose to do something  
10 instead (adv) in place of  
11 action (n) something you do  
12 magazine (n) a booklet with photos and 

pictures and lots of different 
articles 

 

13 reporter (n) a person who writes news reports 
for a newspaper 

 

14 fair (adj) right  
15 photographer (n) a person who takes photographs  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1.  PLACE THE  WORDS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER: 

front front page million action
magazine reporter fair photographer
 
Your answer: 
 
        
     

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. ______________ - toremngevn; 
2. _________________ - ptasaere; 
3. ____________________ - tfnro; 
4. ____________________ - sewn; 
5. ____________________ - seprs; 
6. ____________________ - odiret; 
7. ___________________ - aitesdn; 
8.____________________ -  cddeei; 
9. _________________ - aaegimnz; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __  r  __  __  __; 
2.  __  e  __  i  __  __; 
3.  e  __  __  t  __  __; 
4.  __  __  v  __  __  __  m  __  __  t; 
5.  __  __  p  __  __  a  __  e; 
6.  __  __  w  __; 
7.  __  n  __  t  __  __  d; 
8.  f  __  __  n  __; 
9.  p __ __ __ __ g __ __ h __ __; 
10. __ с  __ i __ __; 
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

 



1. thefirstprintednewspaperappearedingermany - ____________________ 
2. theeditorreadstheworkandsaidthatitwouldbethere - _________________ 
3. myfatherdecidedtobuyanewcarsowewenttothecarshop - _____________ 
4.thechinesegovernmentclaimedanewlawaboutcars - _________________ 
5. ireallyknowthatmystorywillappearonthefrontpage- __________________ 
6. theactionhedidwasthemostusefullatthatmoment - ____________________ 
7. nowtherearemorethantenmillionpeopleinmoscow - __________________ 
8. trytoeatvegetablesinsteadofsweetstogetbetter - _____________________ 
9. whatcanareporterdotobecomeanownerofaradiochannel - ______________ 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. CROSS  THE  ODD  WORDS  OUT: 
 
1.  president  editor  director  teacher  newspaper  -  __________ 
2.  behind   below   front  beside  by  -   ___________ 
3. separate  together  connect  join  unite  -    _________ 
4. prime-minister  government  president  state  rule  -   ___________ 
5. news  TV set    press   radio  magazine    -    __________ 
6. change  instead  print  hear  find out  -   __________ 
7. death decide  draw  drown  drive    -   __________ 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

1 decide A The person who decides what goes on in 
a newspaper or magazine and where it 
appears 

2 editor B In place of 
3 front C Events that have just happened 
4 government D The part of something that you see first 
5 instead E Apart and not together 
6 news F A machine for printing 
7 press G To choose to do something 
8 separate H The group of people that rules a country 

    
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        
  

7. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES  AND  PUT  THEM  INTO 
CORRECT  FORM: 

1. Although the woman had not heard from her son for several weeks, she believed 
that no n_____ is good n______, and she did not worry. 



2. Great Britain is ruled by the g______________  with a prime-minister at the 
head . 
3. We d__________  to stay at home tonight. 
4. Not every story appears on the f_______  page. 
5. The  e____________ reads the reporters’ work and decides what will be in the 
paper. 
6. Yesterday I bought a newspaper with a s________________ magazine inside. 
7. The boys went fishing i_____________   of  going to school. 
8. The new printing p__________ could print much more quickly. 
 

8. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 
 

1  apart and not together 
2  1, 000, 000 
3  right 
4  a machine for printing 
5  a person who writes news reports for a newspaper 
6  the first page of a newspaper 
7  something you do 
8  a person who takes photographs 
9  to choose to do something 
10  in place of 

 
 

9. COMPLETE  THE  SENTENCES  WITH AN  APPROPRIATE FORM OF 
THE WORD (DEFINITIONS WILL HELP YOU): 

 
1) Sometimes ______________ can create the laws people don’t understand. ( 

= the organization that is governing political unit in the country) 
2) He made the fighting children stay _______________ and apologize for 

their behavior. ( = being not together) 
3) I have one cake and you have two cakes – it’s not ____________! ( = 

correct, right) 
4) It is better to read the novel ______________ of watching the film. ( = in 

place of) 
5) The ___________ of the building was painted white. ( = something you see 

first) 
6) The ______________ interviewed a fireman after a great fire. ( = someone 

who writes news) 
7) Dad’s favourite ______________ is about cars and football. ( = a booklet 

with photos and pictures) 
8) Ten sailors were _____________ from the sinking boat. ( = to save someone 

from something) 



9) The queen’s visit to the city was on the TV __________ all the day. ( = 
events that have just happened) 

10) The clown’s first _____________ was to stand on his head. ( = 
something you do) 
 

Newspapers 
Unit 7 

PB pp.77-78 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR 

NOTES 
1 climber (n) a person who climbs hills and 

mountains 
 

2 prevent (v) from  to stop something from happening  
3 disaster (n) a very bad event  
4 search (v) the action of looking for 

something 
 

5 rescue (v) to save someone from something  
6 rescue (n) the action of saving someone  
7 unconscious (adj) not able to see, hear or speak, 

usually after an injury 
 

8 blanket (n) a bed cover made of wool  
9 notice (v) to see and realize something  
10 cold (adj) not warm  
11 realize (v) to understand something  
12 connect (v) to join  
13 recover (v) to get better  
14 headline (n) the words with large letters at the 

top of a newspaper report 
 

15 injure (v) to harm or to wound  
16 injury (n) a wound  
17 kit (n) equipment and clothes  
18 lucky (adj) good things often happening  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS AND  WRITE  THEM  OUT: 
 

1 HEAD ET 
2 UNCONS VENT 
3 BLANK NECT 
4 CLIMB TER 
5 CON LINE 
6 DISAS IZE 
7 PRE ER 
8 REAL CIOUS 

 
1. __________________; 2. ________________; 3. _________________; 
4. __________________; 5. ________________; 6. _________________; 
7. __________________; 8. ________________; 
     

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1. _________________ -  rrceeov; 
2. __________________ - lbcermi; 
3. ___________________ - chaers; 
4. __________________ -  zrlaiee; 
5. _________________ -  kblaten; 
6. ______________ - coocununssi; 
7. __________________ - seruec; 
8. __________________ - tecion; 
9. _________________ - verepnt; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __  e  __  l  __  __  e; 
2.  __ __ a __ __ i __ __; 
3. s  __  a  __  __  h; 
4. __  n  __  __  __  s  __  __  o  __  s; 
5. __ i __ __ s __ __ __; 
6. c  __  __  n  __  c  __ ; 
7.  __ u __ __ y; 



8. _  _  j  _  _  y; 
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1.  theactorwasinjuredandtakentohospitalnearhishouse -  ________________ 
2.  mothersquickreactionpreventedhersonfromfalling -  _________________ 
3. climbersbegantheirtripuptothemountainsimmediately  - _______________ 
4. donotforgettocoveryourbedwithablankettokeepitclean - _______________ 
5. themanwasunconsciousashehadbadaccidentyesterday- ________________ 
6. inahospitalskittherewassomebandagesandnothingelse -  ________________ 
7. lastnighthopefullyhestartedrecoveringinthehospital - __________________ 
8. iwasveryluckytoseethatmagnificentpaintingofthepast - _________________ 
9. theyrealizedtheycouldnotchangetherulesofthegame - __________________ 
    
 LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. CROSS  THE  ODD  WORDS  OUT: 
 
1.  realize prevent  recover  rescue  remind          __________ 
2.  pillow  blanket  bed  bedroom  connect   sleep     ___________ 
3. unusual  untrue  unkind  injure  unconscious   unhappy      _________ 
4. climber mountain  hills injury  recover     ___________ 
5. seek lose  find  search  hide explore        __________ 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 climber A to stop something from happening 
2 search B not able to see, hear or speak, usually 

after an injury or during illness 
3 unconscious C the action of saving of someone 
4 notice D to understand something 
5 connect E a bed cover made of wool 
6 injure F to join 
7 prevent G to get better 
8 rescue H a person who climbs hills and 

mountains 
9 blanket I to harm or to wound 

10 realize J to see and realize something 

11 recover K the action of looking for something or 
someone 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
             



  
7. GUESS AN  APPROPRIATE FORM OF THE WORD: 

1. Twelve people were i_________ in the car accident . 
2. I was u_______________ in the water for several seconds before a rescue team 
arrived . 
3.A c_____________ was saved from freezing to death by the light of his pencil 
torch. 
4. I never listened to her so I didn’t n___________ she wasn’t with me. 
5.The r____________  services are still trying to put out fires. 
6. Healthy lifestyle p____________ you from diseases. 
7. When he got in he went upstairs and brought a large b_____________. 
8. It was still light and I didn’t r____________ how late it was. 
9. The Channel Tunnel c____________ England and France. 
10. He is slowly r________________ from his illness. 
 
 

8. SOLVE THE CROSSWORD: 
 

     1.        
      2.  
  4.     5.      

3.            6. 
       
             

7.             
    8.      9.   
             
     10.        
       11.      
             
             
  12.           
             

 
 
1. to join; 
2. good things often happening; 
3. not able to see, hear or speak, usually after an injury; 
4. to see and realize something; 
5. a person who climbs hills and mountains; 
6. a very bad event; 
7. equipment and clothes; 
8. to save someone from something; 
9. to get better; 



10. to stop something from happening; 
11. not warm; 
12. the words with large letters at the top of a newspaper report; 
 
 

9. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  FORM OF  THE WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  
GIVEN  BELOW (SOME  WORDS  ARE  EXTRA  ONES) : 

 
notice prevent disaster lucky connect recover 
cold injury rescue kit headline search 
 
 

1) After the accident some people had bad ____________, they needed 
doctor’s help. 

2) Anna broke her leg but now she has completely ____________ and can play 
basketball. 

3) I was so ______________; I won a journey to London! 
4) In my sports ______________ there is a pair of trainers, a T-shirt and a pair 

of shorts. 
5) Paul heard that the phone line ______________ and then his Dad’s voice 

said: “Hello!” 
6) The _____________ for the king’s tomb was unsuccessful. 
7) Twenty people helped in the _____________ of a man in that accident. 
8) We stayed indoors yesterday because of the ______________ outside. 
9) When the storm blew off the school roof, it was a terrible ______________. 
10) While trying to sit down Mary _______________ that the chair was 

broken so she changed it to another one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary material 
PB pp.79-83 

 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES
1 apartment (n) a home in a block of flats  
2 top floor the highest and last floor in a 

building 
 

3 ground floor  the floor at street level  
4 balcony (n) part of building that is out of doors  
5 lane (n) a small, narrow road in a town or 

city 
 

6 (for) ages (n) a long time  
7 block (n) a building with several floors  
8 jealous (adj) wanting what someone else has got  
9 fed up (v) a bit bored and cross  
10 bully (adj) a person who is unkind to other 

people 
 

11 mistake (n) something done wrongly  
12 revenge (n) doing something to someone 

because of what they did to you 
 

13 scene (n) the place where something happens  
14 country (n) the land away from towns and cities  
15 body (n) all the parts of a person or animal  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1.  DIVIDE  THE  WORDS  INTO  THE  CORRECT  COLUMNS: 
 
body   mistake lane revenge apartment 
fed up fed up scene top floor country 
jealous block ages bully ground floor 
 
BUILDINGS PEOPLE AND THEIR 

CHARACTER 
OTHER THINGS 

   
   
   
   
   
   
         

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1. ___________________ - lybocna; 
2. _________   ________ - optorolf; 
3. _____________________ - ulybl; 
4. ____________________ - sluoeaj; 
5. __________    _________ - efdpu; 
6. ______________________ - alne; 
7. ______   ________ - ngordulfroo; 
8. ______   ___________ - orf sage; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __  a  __  e; 
2.  __ __ p     _  _  o  _  _; 
3. __ i __ __ __ __ e; 
4. с __ __ __ __ __ y; 
5. __ __ __ c k; 
6. __ e __ __ n __ __; 
7. f   __  __     __  g  __  __; 
8. b  __  __  c  __  __  y. 



 
4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1. itwasmarvelousscenetoputaplayorsetthefilm - _______________; 
2. doyouliveonthegroundfloororyouhaveyourhouse - ____________; 
3. heisareallybullyboynobodyknowswhattodo - ________________; 
4. ifyouwanttokeepyourbodyfitdoseveralexercises - _____________; 
5. trytoavoidmistakesinyourgrammartesttomorrow - ____________; 
6. whatcountrywouldyouliketoliveinyourfuture - _______________; 
7. itwasjustarevengeforthetricktheyplayedwithme - _____________; 
8. itismyfavouritethingtositonthebalconyandread - ______________; 
9. outteacherwasrealyfedupwithourstupidanswers - _____________; 
10. sometimesjealouspeoplelivelessthanotherpeople - ____________; 
 

5. GIVE CAPTIONS TO THE PICTURES: 
 

a.  ______________ b.  ________________ 
 

     c.   _____________ d.  _______________ 
 

     e.   ______________   f.  ________________ 
 

    g.  _________________  h.  _______________ 
 



 
 
 
 
 
LEVEL  B – C 

 
6. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 

apartment balcony lane ages block
jealous bully mistake revenge scene
 

1) Our ________________ is on the fifth floor. 
2) She was ______________ of Sam because he had a new computer game. 
3) The ______________ was throwing paper balls at a small boy. 
4) The emperor stole the king’s horse and, to get his _____________, the king 

set fire to the emperor’s palace. 
5) The police went to the ________________ of the accident. 
6) There are plants and flowers on our ___________________. 
7) There were two _______________ in Ben’s work, so he had to correct them. 
8) We live in a ____________ near the station. 
9) We walked down the _____________ to the bus stop. 
10) We’ve been waiting for the bus for ______________. 

 
7. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 balcony A The floor at street level 
2 top floor B A person who is unkind to other people 
3 jealous C A small, narrow road 
4 fed up D The highest and last floor in a building 
5 for ages E A bit bored and cross 
6 ground floor F Wanting what someone else has got 
7 bully G A long time 
8 lane H Part of a building that is out of doors 

    
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        
  

8. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES  AND  PUT  THEM  INTO 
CORRECT  FORM: 

 



1. Most suits  have a large private bathroom and b_________ are perfect place to 
relax. 
2. I haven’t written to you f____  _____ . 
3 I’m j______________  of Peter. He always gets much more attention than others. 
4. If you are a b_________  , people just don’t want to deal with  you. 
5.The house he lived in was at the end of the street. His flat was on the t_____ 
________. 
6. I’m really f____ ____   with this constant rain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 7 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1 apartment  
2  новости 
3 notice  
4  бессознательный 
5 lane  
6  правительство 
7 connect  
8  спасение 
9 press  
10  квартал 
11 disaster  
12  разделённый 
13 jealous  
14  выздоравливать 
15 prevent  
16  редактор 
17 bully  
18  решать 
19 mistake  
20  фотограф 
21 headline  
22  месть 
23 instead  
24  рана, ушиб 
25 scene  
26  журнал 
27 lucky  
28  страна 
29 fair  
30  тело 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
Radio and Television 

Unit 8 
PB pp. 84 

 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR 

NOTES 
1 entertaining (adj) fun and interesting  
2 entertainment (n) things that people enjoy watching  
3 popular (adj) with liked by a lot of people  
4 studio (n) a special room where something is 

made 
 

5 radio studio the room where radio programmes 
are recorded 

 

6 chat show (n) a TV programme where an 
interviewer interviews several 
different quests 

 

7 guest (n) a person who is asked to come to 
a special place 

 

8 host (n) the person who welcomes the 
quests 

 

9 host (v) to welcome quests  
10 conversation (n) speaking between two or more 

people 
 

11 skate (v) to slide on ice using boots with 
metal underneath 

 

12 skater (n) a person who skates  
13 imagine (v) to think of ideas or pictures in 

your head 
 

14 radio (n) a way of receiving sound  
15 sound (n) a noise  
16 interview (v) to ask someone questions and 

listen to their answers 
 

17 interview (n) the act of asking questions and 
answering them 

 

18 interviewee (n) the person who is interviewed  
19 interviewer (n) the person who asks questions  
20 star (n) a famous person, often an actor or 

a singer on TV or in films 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A  
 
1. DIVIDE ALL NEW WORDS INTO CORRECT COLUMNS: 

popular interview conversation entertainment
skate entertaining host chat show 
 

nouns adjectives verbs
   
   
   
   
   
 

2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 
 

a. ________________ - aekrst; 
b. ____________ - eeeeiinrtvw; 
c. _________________ - egstu; 
d. ________________ - dnosu; 
e. ___________ – eeeiinrrtvw; 
f. _____ ______ – addiioorstu; 
g. ___________ - aeegiinnnrtt; 
h. ___________ - aceinnoorstv; 
i. __________________ – arst; 

 
3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 
 
a. thisprogrammeisreallyanentertainmentforkids   – _________________; 
b. icannotimaginethisfilmwithoutmyfavouritedavid  – _______________; 
c. nexrweekwearegoingtohostalotofpeoplehere  –  __________________; 
d. inherchildhoodgrannyusedtoskatealotbutnowrarely  - ______________; 
e. whatisyourfavouritemusicstaramongrussiansingers  -  ______________; 
f. notevenasoundwasheardfromthefirstfloorofthehouse  - _____________; 
g. youknowthatcarlaisgoingtointerviewthenewfilmhero - ______________; 
h. samuelwasaguestofweekprogrammetvshowbilly - _________________; 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  
 BELOW : 

 
popular host star imagined interview 
skaters chat show radio studio entertaining interviewee 
 

1) A funny actor and a brilliant musician were on the ___________ “Friends” 
last night. 

2) Everyone wanted to take photos of the ____________ when she entered the 
museum. 

3) Mary is very ___________ with her classmates so she has a lot of friends. 
4) My uncle was the _____________ at the feast last summer. 
5) Plushenko is one of the famous ___________ in Russia. 
6) She ______________ that she lived somewhere on the island and had a lot 

of money. 
7) The ______________ with actor was very interesting. 
8) The ______________ was very nervous to answer my questions. 
9) The play was really ________________ and I’m glad I saw it. 
10) There are often several microphones in a __________________. 

 
5. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

 
1.  i __ __ e __ __ __ e __ __ r; 
2.  __ o __ __; 
3.  __ __ __ __ o; 
4.  __ o __ __ __; 
5.  s __ __ __ e __; 
6.  __ o __ __ e __ __ a __ __ __ n; 
7.  e __ __ e __ __ a __ __ __ e __ __; 
8.  __ n __ __ r __ __ __ w __ __;  
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO  THE  PICTURES: 

 



a.   _____________  b.  _______________ 
 

c.  ______________  d.  _______________ 
 

e.  _________________  f.  _______________ 
 

g.  _______________ 
 
 

7. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 WORD  DEFINITION 
1 popular A a famous person, often an actor or a singer on TV or 

in films 
2 star B a noise 
3 skater C a person who is asked to come to a special place 
4 imagine D things that people enjoy watching 
5 sound E to think of ideas or pictures in your head 
6 host F the act of asking questions and answering them 
7 entertainment G liked by a lot of people 
8 chat show H the person who welcomes the quests 
9 guest I a tv programme where an interviewer interviews 

several different quests 
10 interview J a person who skates 



 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
           

 
 
 
 

8. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  organize an interview in newspaper, radio reporting 
2  think about something that is not present in reality 
3  a workplace consisting of a room where movies or TV 

shows are recorded 
4  the speech of informal exchange of views or ideas 
5  someone who is famous because of his/her role in the film 
6  an electronic broadcaster and receiver 
7  a noise 
8  agreeably interesting and funny 
9  a person who is asked questions 
10  to welcome quests 

 
9. GUESS  THE  WORDS  IN THE  SENTENCES AND  PUT THEM  IN 

THE  RIGHT GRAMMAR FORM: 
 

1. There is lots and lots of different guests on his c_________________. 
2.  The garden is a perfect place to organize some e_______________ on 

summer evenings. 
3. I think that to s______________ on thin ice is very dangerous. 
4. The h_____________ of this house is planning to build the third floor  with 

a beautiful view down the valley. 
5. He isn’t at home. You can find him in the art s_____________. 
6.  Besides the newspapers, there is a lot of magazines in our country. Some of 

them are very p_____________ with  the youth, for example "Younost", 
"Rovesnik", "TV-Park. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Radio and Television 

Unit 8 
PB pp.85 

 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR 

NOTES 
1 represent (v) to be in place of someone or 

something 
 

2 introduce (v) to to bring forward someone for 
people to meet 

 

3 get rid of (v) to send away  
4 give up (v) to stop doing something  
5 couple (n) two  
6 carry on (v) to continue  
7 modest (adj) not too proud of what you can do  
8 audience (n) the people watching a play  
9 applaud (v) to clap hands because something 

is good 
 

10 obviously (adv) clearly  
11 violinist (n) a person who plays the violin  
12 Olympics (n) the international world sports 

event that is held every four years 
 

13 champion (n) the person who is placed first in a 
competition 

 

14 born champion someone who is good at 
something when very young and 
likely to be a winner in future 

 

15 invite (v) to ask someone to a place  
16 moment (n) (at 

the) 
a short time (now)  

17 especially (adv) in a special way  
18 solo (adj) alone  
19 plan (n) an idea of what to do in future  
20 future (n) the time that is coming  
21 gentleman (n) 

gentlemen 
a polite way of saying ‘man’  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO  THE  PICTURES: 

 

a.  _____________  b. _______________ 
 

c. ______________  d. _______________ 
 

e. _________________  f. _______________ 
 

2. UNSCRAMBLE  THE  WORDS: 
 

1. _____________ - demost; 
2. ______________ - efrtuu; 
3. ___________ - aceeillpsy; 
4. ____________ - aadlppu; 
5. __________ - biloosuvy; 
6. ______________ - eiintv; 
7. ___________ - acdeeinu; 



8. _______________ - loos; 
9. __________ - aeeglmnnt; 
 

3. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE  AND  WRITE  IT  OUT: 
 

1. whatdoyouthinkabouthisplansfortomorrow    –  __________________; 
2. lookatthatcouplewhataretheydoinginmyroom  –  _________________; 
3. everyfouryearsindifferentcountriesthereareolympics  –  ____________; 
4. idonotknowwhoshallisendtorepresentourclassthere  - ______________; 
5. nevergiveupinanysituationinyourlifethereisawayout  -  _____________; 
6. thesethingsareobviouslycleareventothechildren  - _________________; 
7. stevenisamodestboyheneverspeaksabouthissuccess - ______________; 
8. whatfamousviolinistsdoyourememberfromthepast - ________________; 
9. itisraretoseeabornchampionofsamboinyoudistrict - _________________; 
10. ilikeallsortsoficecreamespeciallychocolateones - ___________________; 

 
4. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN   

BELOW : 
 

plan audience represent modest champion
introduced invited carry on got rid of solo 
 

1) In a ____________ sailing competition, one person sails in a boat. 
2) When grandma was in hospital she felt tired so Mum politely 

_________________ all the visitors. 
3) You may _________________ writing your stories for homework. 
4) My uncle ________________ us to his house to look around his new part of 

the garden. 
5) My best friend ___________________ me to his parents. 
6) My grandpa was a ________________ runner when he was young. 
7) Andy saved a child but when he was interviewed on TV he was very 

______________ to speak about it. 
8) Only brilliant students ____________ their classes in the quest. 
9) The _____________ loved clowns so everyone laughed and clapped their 

hands. 
10) My _____________ for next week is to finish my project. 

 
5. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  PREPOSITIONS: 

 
1.  ________ the moment; 
2.  introduce someone _________ someone; 
3.  carry _________; 
4.  invite someone _______ someone’s place; 
5.  get rid _________; 



6.  give __________; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 WORD  DEFINITION 
1 gentleman A the time that is coming 
2 Olympics B to be in place of someone or something 
3 invite C to clap hands because something is good 
4 represent D a polite way of saying ‘man’ 
5 obviously E to bring forward someone for people to meet 
6 introduce F to ask someone to a place 
7 future G the person who is placed first in a competition 
8 especially H clearly 
9 applaud I in a special way 
10 champion J the international world sports event that is held every 

four years 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
           

 
7. WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  to do away with 
2  an indefinitely short time 
3  without anyone else 
4  a series of steps to be done to do something 
5  a gathering of listeners at a show 
6  bring someone before the public for the first time 
7  put an end to an activity 
8  evidently, unmistakably 
9  a musician who plays the violin 
10  have someone as a quest 
 

8. GUESS THE WORDS IN THE SENTENCES AND PUT THEM IN THE 
RIGHT GRAMMAR FORM: 

 
1) You can c______________ with a sport as long as you feel comfortable. 



2) You are o_______________ a born champion. 
3) The crowd whistled and a__________________. 
4) Don’t g____________ without even trying. 
5) He hoped she’d better in a c_____________ of days. 
6) Danny will r_____________ his country at the next Olympics.  
7) He was a very m____________ man, refusing to take any present. 

 
9. COMPLETE  THE  SENTENCES  WITH AN  APPROPRIATE FORM OF 

THE WORD (DEFINITIONS WILL HELP YOU): 
 

1) Just wait, he’s coming in a _________________ of days. ( = pair) 
2) Have you heard that Liz won in the _______________? ( = the modern 

variant of ancient games held once every four years) 
3) Charlie Chaplin was a real ______________ nevertheless he always played 

a role of a clown. ( = long form for the man) 
4) His brother _____________ our class in a competition, because no one 

could run as quickly as Jim. ( = take the place of) 
5) We ______________ our family tradition of watching news before supper. ( 

= continue) 
6) Someone in the _____________ began to laugh, but we didn’t understand 

why. ( = the people watching a play) 
7) She was preparing for her ______________ concert. ( = the time that is 

coming) 
8) We were invited to an ______________ arranged dinner. ( = in a special 

manner) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary material 
PB pp87 -91 

 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR 

NOTES 
1 twice (adv) two times  
2 solve (v) to work out and understand  
3 crime (n) a very bad act that the police catch 

people for doing 
 

4 out loud (adv) aloud  
5 fiction (n) writing that is not fact but the ideas 

of a writer 
 

6 science fiction  stories about space and the future  
7 happiness (n) good feeling of joy  
8 mess (n) an untidy sight  
9 nonsense (n) not understandable  
10 include (v) to put something with other things  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS AND  WRITE  THEM  OUT: 
 

1 NON NESS 
2 OUT CE 
3 SCIENCE TION 
4 HAPPI SENSE 
5 SOL DE 
6 FIC FICTION 
7 TWI LOUD 
8 INCLU VE 

 
1. __________________; 
2. __________________; 
3. __________________; 
4. __________________; 
5. __________________; 
6. __________________; 
7. __________________; 
8. __________________; 
 
2.   PLACE THE  WORDS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER: 

include nonsense mess happiness
fiction crime solve twice
 
Your answer: 
 
        
 

3. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. _____________ - cfiinot; 
2. ______________ - ceitw; 



3. ____________ - cdeilnu; 
4. ______________ - emss; 
5. ______________ - elosv; 
6. ___________ - eennnoss; 
7. __________ - aehinppss; 
8. _____________ -  ceimr; 
 

4. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  i __ __ __ u __ __; 
2.  o __ __   __ o __ __; 
3.  __ __ __ e __ __ e  __ __ c __ __ o __; 
4.  n __ n __ __ n __ __; 
5.  __ w __ __ __; 
6.  __ __ p p __ __ __ __ s; 
 

5. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

 
1. thethingwhichicallhappinessiswhenyouhaveeverything - _____________ 
2. sorryidonotthinkthaticansolvethisdifficultsumforyou - _______________ 
3. whenyouknowthatthestorydoesnotexsistitisfictionfirsure - ____________ 
4. lookatyourtablethereisarealmessonitgoandcleanitquickly - ____________ 
5. pleasedonotcommitanycrimeinyourlifetoliveinpeace - _______________ 
6. thinktwicebeforeyouwillfinallysayyestothatyoungboy - ______________ 
 
     
LEVEL  B – C 
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 crime A not understandable 
2 nonsense B to work out and understand 
3 include C aloud 
4 fiction D two times 
5 solve E writing that is not fact but the ideas of a 

writer 
6 happiness F a very bad act that the police catch 

people for doing 
7 out loud G good feeling of joy 
8 twice H to put something with other things 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
         

  



7. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES  AND  PUT  THEM  INTO 
CORRECT  FORM: 

1. It’s a c______________ to keep such a creature in a tank. 
2. ‘N__________________,  No one can do that.’ 
3. My hair was a m_________________. 
4. Don’t forget to i_____________ Steve in our list of quests! 
5.  I don't think money will s____________  any of these problems. 
6.  I wrote her this letter because I couldn't say it o_______   ___________ in 

case anyone else heard me! 
 

8. SOLVE THE CROSSWORD: 
 
    2.         
1.         3.     
             
  4.           
             
     5./6.        
   7.          
             
 8.            
             
       
             
 
 

1. Anna has broken her arm ______________, once when she was five 
and then again last week. 

2.  It looks like a _________ was here. 
3. When you pack your bag, don’t forget to _____________ your 

camera and a sunhat. 

4.  I don’t think it’s reality, it’s 
just____________. 



5. Look at this , it’s impossible to clear it out. 
6. Dad shouted _____________ when he hit his finger with a hammer. 

7.   - What does this sign mean?  
                                 - I don’t know, it’s just _________________. 

     8. When the problem is difficult, I ask my Dad to ______________ it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 8 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1  представлять кого-либо 
2 crime  
3  брать интервью 
4 solve  
5  избавляться 
6 nonsense  
7  звук 
8 future  
9  прекращать делать 
10 happiness  
11  особенно 
12 couple  
13  беспорядок 
14 interviewee  
15  приглашать 
16 carry on  
17  вообразить 
18 out loud  
19  скромный 
20 conversation  
21  включать во что-то 
22 audience  
23  фантастика 
24 host  
25  аплодировать 
26 guest  
27  научная фантастика 
28 obviously  
29  развлечение 
30 born champion  

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

     Deep sea animals  
Unit 9 

 PB p.94  
 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 discovery (n) something new that you find  
2 complain (v) to speak crossly when something is 

bad or wrong 
 

3 hate (v) to dislike very much  
4 aquarium (n) a large glass box for keeping fish in  
5 mutter (v) to talk in a quiet, low voice so that 

the words are difficult to hear 
 

6 operate (v) to use something and make it work  
7 grunt (v) to make a short sound without using 

words 
 

8 control (n) a part of machine that you use to 
make the machine do actions 

 

9 instruction (n) what you have to do  
10 electric (adj) working by electricity  
11 sign (n) the name above a shop or on a 

building that is sometimes lit 
 

12 tentacle (n) the long arm of an octopus or squid  
13 flap (v) 

(flapped) 
to move up and down  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. TRANSLATE THE WORDS INTO RUSSIAN: 
  

1 discovery  
2 complain  
3 hate  
4 aquarium  
5 mutter  
6 operate  
7 grunt  
8 sign  
9 control  

10 instruction  
 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. ______________ - etareop;  
2. ______________ - lortnoc;  
3. ____________ - ontiucsrtni;  
4. _______________ - crtlecei;  
5. _________________ - plaf ; 
6. _____________ - etetancel; 
7. _________________ - gins;  
8. _______________ - rutmte;  

 
3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 

  
1. t__ __ t__ __ __ __ ; 
2. h__ __ e; 
3. __ r__ __ t; 
4.  a__ __ __ a__ __ __ __ ; 
5. __ __ n__ __ o __; 
6. __ __ e__ __ r __ __ ; 
7. __ p __ __ __t __ ; 
8. __ o __ __ __ a __ __; 



 
4. FIND A NEW WORD IN EACH LINE: 

  
1. hepreferstoplaytheelectricguitarratherthantheusualone-_______________ 
2. peterhatesspidersandhenevrgoestotheterrariums - ___________________ 
3. anoctopususesitstentaclesforholdingthings-________________________ 
4. ithinkitisdifficulttooperatethiscranewithoutyourhelp  -__________________  
5. dadwasnearlyasleepandhegruntedwheniaskedhimaquestion -_____________ 
6. grandmacomplainedbecausekatedidnothelpherinthegarden -_____________ 
7. thediscoveryofthetombofanomadicchiefwasexciting - __________________  
8. iwanttohaveanaquariuminmyroombutdadwasagainst -__________________  
 
LEVEL B-C  
 
5. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 complain A something new that you find 
2 operate B the long arm of an octopus or squid 
3 electric C to talk in a quiet, low voice so that the words 

are difficult to hear 
4 discovery D to use something and make it work 
5 tentacle 

 
E to dislike very much 

6 hate F to make a short sound without using words 
7 grunt G to speak crossly when something is bad or 

wrong 
8 mutter H working by electricity 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

 
6. CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT: 

 
1. hate, operate, grunt, mutter, flap  
2. electric, gently, flat, tiny, boring 
3. control, discovery, exhibition, sign, tentacle  
4. wave, sign, screen, silver, strange  
5. exhibition, tentacle, instruction, discovery, control 

 
7. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP. 

TWO WORDS ARE EXTRA: 
  

Sign   wave  complained   instruction  exhibition  discoveries    flapped    grunted  
muttered   operate 



 
1. How do you ________________________ this machine? 
2. The curtains ___________________________ in the wind. 
3. There was a “No Entry” __________________ on the door. 
4. I asked him several times but he just _______________________. 
5. He read the _______________________ how to put the toy together. 
6. “Leave me alone,” Jane  ______________________. 
7. Doctors have made new __________________about the illness. 
8. The children all  ________________________ about the food. 
 
 
8. MAKE UP THE SENTENCES, PUT THE VERB IN THE CORRECT 

GRAMMAR TENSE: 
  

1. in his living room /  Uncle Jack /  not have / any aquarium.  
_______________________________________________________________  

2. to land the spaceship / to use the controls / The astronauts.  
________________________________________________________________  

3. many people /  in California / After the discovery of gold / to go /there.   
________________________________________________________________  

4. all those biscuits/ If you to eat/  you to hate yourself.  
________________________________________________________________  
 
 
9. FILL IN THE CORRECT PREPOSITION: 

 
at     to    along   through   across 

  
1. There was no bridge. We had to swim ___________the  river.  
2. I could see him pointing ______ me.   
3. We are going _______  my grandparents’ for Christmas. 
4. There were tall old trees _________ both sides of the road. 
5. As the water passes ____________ the filter a lot of dirt is taken out. 
  
10.  GUESS THE WORD FROM ITS DEFINITION: 

 
1  something new that you find 
2  to speak crossly when something is bad or 

wrong 
3  to dislike very much 
4  a large glass box for keeping fish in 
5  to talk in a quiet, low voice so that the words 

are difficult to hear 
6  to use something and make it work 



7  to make a short sound without using words 
8  the name above a shop or on a building that is 

sometimes lit 
9  a part of a machine that you use to make the 

machine do actions 
10  what you have to do 
11  working by electricity 
12  the long arm of an octopus or squid 
13  to move up and down 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Deep sea animals 
Unit 9      

PB p.95 
 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 gloom (n) dim light  
2 eel (n) a long thin fish  
3 squid (n) a sea creature with lots of  tentacles  
4 furry (adj) having a lot of hair  
5 sponge (n) a material that is soft, full of holes 

and which can holds water 
 

6 hairy (adj) having a lot of hair  
7 lily (n) a flower  
8 actually (adv) in fact, really  
9 already (adv) before now  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. TRANSLATE THE WORDS INTO RUSSIAN: 
  

1 gloom  
2 eel  
3 squid  
4 furry  
5 sponge  
6 hairy  
7 lily  
8 actually  

 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. ____________ - lyluacat; 
2. _______________ -  illy;  
3. ________________ - ele;  
4. ______________ - ihray;  
5.  ______________ - ryfur;  
 6.  _____________ - molog;  
 7.  ______________ - qisdu;  
 8.  ____________ - osegnp;  

  
3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 

  
1. __ l__ __ m;  
2. __ __ l; 
3. f __ __ r __;  
4.  __ a __ __y;  
5. a __ __ __ a __ __ __;  
6. __ i __ __ ; 
7. __ __ u__ d; 
8. __ p__ __ __ e ; 
 
4. FIND A NEW WORD IN EACH LINE: 



  
1. myfatherusedwaterandaspongetowashhisdirtycar -____________________  
2. icouldseealmostnothinginthegloomoftehtunnel- _____________________ 
3. catsanddogsarefurryanimals -_____________________________________  
4. aneellookslikeasnake -_______________________ 
5.  asquidhastenarmsarounditsmouth-____________ 
6.  isawanawfulhairyspiderandgotfrightened-_________________  
7.  lilieshaveastrongersmellthansomeotherflowers________________  
8. doyouactuallybelievethat? -_______________________________  

 
 
LEVEL B-C  

 
5. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 eel A a material that is soft, full of holes and which 

can hold water 
2 squid B having a lot of hair 
3 furry C a flower 
4 sponge D a sea creature with lots of tentacles 
5 hairy 

 
E in fact, really 

6 actually F dim light 
7 gloom G a long thin fish 
8 lily H having a lot of fur 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

 
6. CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT: 

 
1. squid, octopus, eel, jellyfish, spider 
2. cushion, animal, eel,  lily, aquarium 
3. spider, cushion, shine, squid, sponge 
4. gloom, sponge, squid, furry, lily 
5. reply, float, turn, shine, pick 

 
7. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP. 

TWO WORDS ARE EXTRA: 
  

Sponge   furry  eel   gloom  cushion  squid   lilies   furry  spider  actually 

 
1. A tall figure was seen in the _________________ of the cave. 
2. The mouth of the _________ is so big that it can eat fish as big as itself. 



3. In the aquarium we saw jellyfish, crabs, _______  and other strange sea 
creatures. 

4. Five _______________ little kittens were sleeping in the basket. 
5. I didn’t know what she was _______________ thinking at that moment. 
6. He washed himself with soap, a _____________ and hot water. 
7. Look! What a _________________ man he is!  
8. Sea ____________ are animals that look like flowers. 
 
8. GUESS THE WORD FROM ITS DEFINITION: 

 
1  dim light 
2  a long thin fish 
3  a sea creature with a lot of tentacles 
4  having a lot of fur 
5  a material that is soft, full of holes and which 

can hold water 
6  having a lot of hair 
7  a flower 
8  in fact, really 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary vocabulary  
PB p. 97-101 

 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 stadium (n) a large area for sports with seats all 

around for spectators 
 

2 trouble (n) difficulty, problem  
3 miss (v) to fail to be at an event  
4 tidy (v) to put things neatly  
5 fence (n) a barrier of wood or metal  
6 lifebelt (n) a large circle that can be put around 

the person and which floats in water 
 

7 keep off (v) to not go on something  
8 exclaim (v) to speak in an excited or surprised 

voice 
 

9 explain (v) to make clear  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. TRANSLATE THE WORDS INTO RUSSIAN: 
  

1 stadium  
2 trouble  
3 miss  
4 tidy  
5 fence  
6 lifebelt  
7 exclaim  

 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. __ e__  __ e;  
2. t __ __ __ __ l __ ; 
3. l __ __ __ b __ __ __ ; 
4. __ i __ __ ; 
5. __ __ __ s; 
6. __ t __ __ i __ __ ; 
7. e __ __ __ a __ __; 
 
 
LEVEL B-C  
 

3. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 stadium A difficulty, problem 
2 lifebelt B a large area for sports with seats all round for 

spectators 
3 trouble C a barrier of wood or metal 
4 tidy D to speak in an excited or surprised voice 
5 fence E a large circle that can be put round a person 

and which floats in water 
6 exclaim F to fail to be at an event 
7 miss G to put things neatly 



 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

       
 
 
 

4. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN 
THE GAP. TWO WORDS ARE EXTRA: 
  

Fence     trouble     tidy     exclaimed    tease      missed     stadium     lifebelt    table  
 

1. He plays football at the ___________________ every weekend.  
2. A ___________________ will help you at sea if you can’t swim.  
3. We ____________________ the bus, so we had to catch the next one.  
4. You should always try and help someone who is in _________________.  
5. Don’t forget to ______________ your room.  
6. He jumped easily over the ___________________.  
7. “What a lovely surprise!” he ______________________. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 9 
 
SOLVE THE CROSSWORD: 
 

    1.          
       3.   4.    
  2.          5.  
              
         6.     

7.              
    8.    
 10.  9.           

11.              
      12.  
        
   13.           
              

 
 
 

1. ;  2. ;  3. ; 

4. ; 
5. I’ve ___________ done my homework so I’m going to play a game; 

6. ; 
7. Jim and Garry ___________ chocolate, so they don’t drink cacao either; 



8. ; 9. ; 10. ; 
 
11.The birds often ___________ their wings to fly from one place to another; 
12. Ben and Bim often ___________ Granny’s party because they live far away; 
13. If you are surprised and don’t want to say anything you’ll only ___________; 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1 flap  
2  фактически 
3 already  
4  электрический 
5 tentacle  
6  лилия 
7 explain  
8  управлять 
9 sign  
10  волосатый 
11 exclaim  
12  стадион 
13 control  
14  губка 
15 keep off  
16  трудность 
17 grunt  
18  покрытый мехом 
19 complain  
20  пропустить 
21 mutter  
22  кальмар 
23 tidy  
24  аквариум 
25 eel  
26  забор 
27 hate  
28  мрак, темнота 
29 lifebelt  
30  открытие 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deep sea exploration  
Unit 10     

PP.102 - 103 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 plain (n) a large, flat area of land  
2 crush (v) to squash flat  
3 submersible (n) an underwater exploration machine  
4 light up (v)  to throw light onto  
5 chimney (n) the tall tube on the roof of a house 

where smoke from a fire can escape 
 

6 tube worm (n) a sea creature that lives in a tube  
7 plume (n) a large long feather  
8 anchor (n) the large piece of metal with hooks 

that is used to attach a boat to the sea 
bed 

 

9 worm (n) a creature with no arms or legs  
10 stomach (n) the part of your body where food 

goes 
 

11 robot (n) a machine that can do a lot of actions 
without stopping 

 

12 record (v) to note information  
13 information (n) facts, true ideas about something  
14 possible (adj) can be done  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. TRANSLATE THE WORDS INTO RUSSIAN: 
 

1 plain  
2 crush  
3 submersible  
4 light up  
5 tube worm  
6 plume  
7 anchor  
8 stomach  
9 record  

10 information  
11 possible  
12 chimney  

 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. _____________  - beut owmr;  
2. _________________ -  scurh;     
3. _______________ - motshca; 
4. _________________ - arnoch; 
5. __________________ - lempu;  
6. __________________ - errdoc;  
7. ___________________ - lanpi;  
8. _________________ - sosepilb;  

 
3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 

 
1.  __ __ b __ __ __c __ __ __ __;  
2.  __ __ __ o __ __ a __ __ __ __;  
3.  c __ __ s __;  
4.  __ i __ __ __      __ p;  
5.  a __ __  h __ __;   



6.  __ l __ i __;  
7.  __ __ s  s __ __ __ __;  
8. __ __ o__ __ __h;  
 
4. FIND A NEW WORD IN EACH LINE: 

 
1. abdrewwaslyingonhisstomach -____________________  
2. theyraisedtheanchorandsailedwiththetide - ______________________ 
3. isitpossibletogetatraintolondonfromhere? -_______________________    
4. hehasbeentotheplainsofnorthamerica  -________________________ 
5. howcanigetmoreinformationaboutthesportsprogram? - _______________  
6. hecrushedthepapercupandthrewitinthebin - ___________________  
7. wehaverecordedthematchonvideo - ___________________  
8. asuddenflashoflightninglightsupthesky - __________________   
 
LEVEL B-C  

 
5. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 anchor A to throw light onto 
2 light up B the part of your body where food goes 
3 submersible C a large flat area of land 
4 stomach D to squash flat 
5 record E the large piece of metal with hooks that is 

used to attach a boat to the sea bed 
6 possible F an underwater exploration vehicle 
7 crush G to note information 
8 plain H can be done 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

 
6. CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT: 

 
1. crush, pick, play, light, use 
2. plain, crush, light, grunt, record 
3. record, crush, plume, complain, explain 
4. information, decision, conversation, fiction, operation 
5. anchor, stomach, chimney, character, chemistry   

 
7. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP. 

TWO WORDS ARE EXTRA: 
 
Crushed   recorded   lit up   information    submersible    stomach   possible   Plains  



tube worm   anchor 
 

1. We  dropped  the ______________ a few yards offshore. 
2. For further ___________________, please, ask at the Reception. 
3. She ___________________ everything that was said at the meeting. 
4.  He is a farmer on the Great ____________ of the USA. 
5.  The boy hit the other boy in the ________________. 
6.  There will be a ___________________ change in the weather tomorrow. 
7.  The tree fell on top of the car and __________________it.                                                                                      
8.   The candles on the Christmas tree ___________________ the room. 
 
8. GUESS THE WORD FROM ITS DEFINITION: 

 
1  to squash flat 
2  to throw light onto 
3  the tall tube on the roof of a house or building where 

smoke from a fire can escape into the air 
4  a large, flat area of land 
5  a sea creature that lives in a tube 
6  the large piece of metal with hooks that is used  to 

attach a boat to the sea bed 
7  an underwater exploration vehicle 
8  a large long feather 
9  a machine that can do a lot of different actions 

without stopping 
10  to note information 
11  facts, true ideas about something 
12  can be done 
13  the part of your body where food goes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary vocabulary  
PP.104-109 

 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 survey (n) people’s view about something 

made by recording their answers 
 

2 avoid (v) to try not to do something  
3 look forward to 

(v) 
to think about a future event with a 
good feeling 

 

4 tricky (adj) a little difficult  
5 tease (v) to make fun of someone  
6 octopus (n) a sea creature with eight tentacles  
7 diamond (n) a precious stone that sparkles 

brightly 
 

8 quest (n) a search  
9 kingdom (n) the land ruled by a king or a queen  
10 without (prep) not having  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. TRANSLATE THE WORDS INTO RUSSIAN: 
 

1 survey   
2 avoid   
3 look forward to   
4 tricky   
5 diamond   
6 quest   
7 kingdom   
8 without   
9 tease   

10 octopus   
 
2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 

 
1.  _________________ - atees;  
2. ________________ - ikcyrt;    
3. ________________ - vioda;  
4.  ________________ - sutqe; 
5.   _______________ - urysev;  
6.   ______________ - thuotwi;  
7.   ______________ - tocosup;  
8.   ______________ - mokding;  
 

3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 
 

1. t __ __ __ e;  
2. __ __ t __ __ u __; 
3. __ v __ __ d;  
4. k __ __ __ d __ __;  
5. __ u __ __ e __;  
6. __ __ i __ __ y;  
7. __u __ __ t  



8. w __ __ __ o__ __;  
 
4. FIND A NEW WORD IN EACH LINE: 
 
1. youshouldknowhowtoavoidgettingillwhiletravelling - _______________ 
2. wecan’tdowithouthotwaterfortoolong -____________________________  
3. ihavebeentothekingdomofthailand - ________________________   
4. iknownothingoabouttheclasssurvey - ____________________  
5. ifoundmyselfinaverytrickysituation - _______________________  
6. helikesteasinghisyoungerbrother – ___________________________ 
7. hetookpartinthequestofunderwatertreasures -________________________ 
8. wesawanoctopusintheaquarium-________________________ 
 
LEVEL B-C  
 
5. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 

 
1 look forward to A to make fun of someone 
2 tricky B to try not to hit 
3 tease C people’s views about made by recording their 

answers to questions 
4 octopus D a little difficult 
5 avoid E a precious (valuable) stone that sparkles 

brightly 
6 survey F to think about a future event with a good 

feeling 
7 diamond G the land ruled by a king or queen 
8 kingdom H a sea creature with eight tentacles 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
    

 
6. CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT: 
 
1.  tease, avoid, umpire, tell, look  
 2.  honestly, tricky, lazy, steady, ugly 
 3.  diamond, kingdom, octopus, quest, without  
 4.  octopus, squid, snail, jellyfish, eel  
 5.  explode, umpire, area, load, ugly 

 
7. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP. 

TWO WORDS ARE EXTRA: 
 

Survey   kingdom   explode    octopus   avoid    tease    looking forward to   



diamond     quest       without 
   

1. The __________________  showed that most children read very little   
nowadays. 

2. An __________________________ has a soft body and eight long arms.  
3. Were you trying to ___________________ me at the party?  
4. It’s wrong to ____________________ a person because he can’t speak 

well.  
5. She wore a magnificent _______________________ ring.  
6. I’m really __________________________________ the summer holidays.  
7. I left home ____________________ my bag.  
8. The queen ruled a large __________________________.  
 

8. GUESS THE WORD FROM ITS DEFINITION: 
 
1  to think about a future event with a good feeling 
2  to make fun of someone 
3  a sea creature with eight tentacles 
4   precious (valuable) stone that sparkles brightly 
5  to try not to hit 
6  a search 
7  the land ruled by a king or queen 
8  not having 
9  a little difficult 
10  people’s views about something made by recording 

their answers to questions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 10 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1 without  
2  кратер 
3 survey  
4  королевство 
5 tube worm  
6  с нетерпением ожидать 
7 stomach  
8  поиски 
9 plain  
10  избегать 
11 possible  
12  алмаз 
13 submersible  
14  записывать информацию 
15 octopus  
16  якорь 
17 robot  
18  дразнить 
19 plume  
20  находчивый 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Helping other people  
Unit 11      
P. 112 

 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR 

NOTES 
1 own (adj, n, v) 1) (adj) belonging to someone 

2) (n) alone 
3) (v) to have something 

 

2 British (adj) of or from Britain  
3 ill (adj) not feeling well  
4 disease (n) illness  
5 medicine (n) liquid that is given to people when 

they are ill to make them feel better 
 

6 difficulty (n) problem  
7 burn down (v) to catch on fire and be destroyed by it  
8 rebuild (v) to build again  
9 husband (n) the man that a woman marries  
10 afterwards (adv) at a later time  
11 nurse (v) to look after someone who is ill  
12 sick (adj) ill  
13 well-known (adj) known by a lot of people  
14 patient (n) a person who is in hospital  
15 Central America the area of land that joins north and 

south America 
 

16 germ (n) a tiny creature that can cause a disease  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
    1. DIVIDE  THE  WORDS  INTO  THE  CORRECT  COLUMNS: 
 
own British ill disease germ
nurse well-known difficulty rebuild burn down 
 

nouns adjectives verbs
   
   
   
   
 

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1. _________  ________ - bdnnoruw; 
2. ___________________ - cdeeiimn; 
3. _____________________ - aeinptt; 
4. _______   ______ - aaacceeilmnrrt; 
5. ____________________ - abdhnsu; 
6. __________________ - aadefrrstw; 
7. _____________________ - bdeilru; 
8. ______ - __________ - ekllnnoww; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __ e __ m; 
2.  a __ __ __ r __ __ r __ __; 
3. __ __ s __ a __ __; 
4. __ i __ __ i __ __ __ t __; 
5. p __ __ __ e __ __; 
6. __ u __ __ a __ __; 
7. __ __ n; 
8. __ __ i __ __ s __; 
9. __ e __ __ c __ __ e; 
10. __ i __ k; 
 



4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1. canyousaywhoownsthishouseoritisnotsoldyet - _______________; 
2. youknowtolearnenglishisbetteronthebritishisles - ______________; 
3. cannotunderstandwhatgermcuasedthisepidemic - ______________; 
4. haveyougotanydifficultiespreparingtothespeech - ______________; 
5. maryshusbandhasworkedinabanknearourhouse - _______________; 
6. hewasthebestpatientinourhospitalhenevercompained - ___________; 
7. thehousewasdestroyedafterfirebutlateritwasrebuilt - ______________; 
8. theywenttothetheatreandafterwardstotherestaurant - ______________; 
9. itwasunknowndiseasesothegovernmentkeptsilence - _____________; 
10. fortunatelyshewasnursedbythebestdoctorsofthetown - ____________; 
 

LEVEL B-C  
 
5.  CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT: 
 

1.  disappeared   disobey  disease  dislike 
2.  difficulty  nurse  medicine  patient  disease  
3.  unknown  forgotten  unnecessary well-known 
4.  crush  record  germ  ill 
5.  rewrite, rebuild, recover, remake 
6.  homeless  useless  own  without  nothing 
7.  Japan   Russia  British  England  France 
8.  give up  get rid of  look after burn down  

 
6. CHOOSE  THE  BEST  WORD  FROM THE  WORDS  GIVEN  BELOW : 

own patients husband diseases nursed
medicines germ rebuilt afterwards sick
 

1) The nurses in a hospital look after the ______________. 
2) Wash your hands to get rid of _____________. 
3) I always use my ____________ ideas to write a story. 
4) Aunt Nina's ______________ is a pilot. She is very proud of him. 
5) We visited the museum and ______________ we had pizza in a cafe. 
6) Some childhood ________________ give you spots on your skin. 
7) Many teachers and students were _____________ so the school was closed. 

What a happy time it was! 
8) Mum _______________ Grandma when she broke her leg. 
9) Some _______________ taste horrible and you can't take them. 
10) The houses that storm destroyed will be ________________ soon. 

 
7. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 

 



1 British A ill 
2 Central America B a person who is in hospital 
3 sick C to build again 
4 rebuild D at a later time 
5 germ E problem 
6 afterwards F of or from Britain 
7 nurse G to look after someone who is ill 
8 patient H a tiny creature that can cause a disease 
9 difficulty I the area of land that joins north and 

south America 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
         

 
8. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE 
GAP: 

 
disease patient   difficulty  well-

known    
nurse     sick     husband 

medicine  afterwards  rebuilt    owned    germs     burnt 
down 

burnt    

 
1.  Wash your hands so you don't get ___________on the food. 
2.  She __________her flat by accident. 
3.  I've never _________a suit in my life. 
4.  I  am sorry I didn't come to your birthday party. I was _______with the flu. 
5.  He gave up his job so that he could ________his mother at home. 
6.  It is ________ that he never gives interviews. 
7.  The first symptom of the ________ is a very high temperature 
8.  The cathedral was completely _________in 1425 after it had been destroyed by 
fire. 
9.  We had tea, and _________ we sat in the garden for a while 
10. She knows quite a lot about herbal __________. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Helping other people  
Unit 11 

PP. 113 - 116 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR 

NOTES 
1 closer (adv) nearer  
2 camp (n) a place where people live in tents 

for a short time 
 

3 wounded (adj) hurt by gunfire or another weapon  
4 autobiography (n) a book about a person's life written 

by the same person 
 

5 recount (v) to tell and describe  
6 university (n) a place of education for adult 

students 
 

7 name (v) to give someone or something a 
name 

 

8 change (v) to become different  
9 face (v) to look at something in front of you  
10 real (adj) true  
11 heroine (n) a woman who other people think is 

a good and brave person 
 

12 alien (n) a strange and unknown creature 
from space 

 

13 crazy (adj) strange and very silly  
14 tonight (adv) this night  
15 without (prep) not having  
16 biography (n) a book about a person's life written 

by another person 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1. MATCH  THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS AND  WRITE  THEM  OUT: 
 
1 AUTO OUT 
2 CLO INE 
3 WITH BIOGRAPHY 
4 UNI ED 
5 BIO VERSITY 
6 RE NIGHT 
7 HERO SER 
8 TO COUNT 
9 WOUND ZY 
10 CRA GRAPHY 
 
1. _____________;  
2. _____________;  
3. _____________;  
4. _____________;  
5. _____________;  
6. _____________; 
7. _____________;  
8. _____________;  
9. _____________;  
10. ____________; 

 
2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

 
1. without - iouhttw;  
2. face - acef;  
3. real - aelr ;  
4. name - aemn;  
5. camp - acmp;  
6. change - aceghn;  
7. alien - aeiln;  
8. recount - cenortu; 



9. wounded - ddenouw; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 
 

1.  __ n __ __ e __ __ i __ __;  
2.  c __ __ n __ __;  
3.  __ o __ i __ __ __;  
4.  __ i __ __ r __ __ __ y;  
5.  c __ __ __ e __;  
6.  c __ __ __ y; 
7.  __ i __ __ o __ t;  
8.  __ __ t __ __ __ o __ __ a __ __ __; 
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 
 
1. iwouldliketowriteanbiographyofthatfamouspilotofpast - ______________;  
2. isitacommonthingtomeetanalieninyourregioninthemorning - ___________;  
3. trytorecounteverythingindetailsanddonotforgetanything - ______________;  
4. hewasarealmasterofhispicturesandneverpaintbadthings - _______________;  
5. shesavedalotofwoundedpeopleinthatawfulaccident - __________________;  
6. donotforgettonameyournewpuppytoknowhowtocallit - ________________;  
7. icannotimaginethatstorywithoutpeppywhowasalwaysfunny - ____________; 
8. letsgowiththegreenstotherestauranttonighttogether - ___________________; 
     
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 wounded A nearer 
2 biography B hurt by gunfire or another weapon 
3 without C to look at something in front of you 
4 closer D to tell and describe 
5 crazy E a strange and unknown creature from space 
6 face F a book about a person's life written by another 

person 
7 alien G strange and very silly 
8 recount H not having 

 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
     

 
6. CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT: 

 



1.  crazy  real  wounded  face 
2.  change  forget  recount   name    
3.   alien  closer  ill  camp  
4.   wounded  depressed   exhausted  climbed 
5.  autobiography  university  own  remember 
 

5. CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP. 
TWO  WORDS  ARE  EXTRA: 
 
autobiography crazy wounded
university recounted tonight
without camp aliens
real change closer
 
1) Dad _______________ his visit to America with all details. 
2) Jill went to school _____________ her homework and was afraid to get a 

bad mark. 
3) Mary Seacole called her _____________ 'Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. 

Seacole'. 
4) Some science fiction stories are about _______________. 
5) The soldier was ______________ in his leg by a bomb. 
6) The weather can ______________ in Britain quite often. 
7) Travelling to the moon by hot air balloon is a _______________ idea. 
8) Uncle Jim was a _____________ friend to our family, we have done 

many things together. 
9) We heard thunder as the storm came ______________. 
10) When I have finished the school, I hope to go to ______________. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

REVISION UNIT 11 
 
Complete the table: 
 

1  лекарство 
2 patient  
3  героиня 
4 biography  
5  ухаживать за больными 
6 sick  
7  пришелец 
8 without  
9  обладать, владеть 
10 disease  
11  вечером 
12 change  
13  микроб 
14 rebuild  
15  сумасшедший 
16 difficulty  
17  раненый 
18 afterwards  
19  настоящий 
20 recount  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Saving other people  
Unit 12    

PB p.120 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 mercy (n) kindness  
2 race (n)  a competition in which the person 

who arrives first is the winner 
 

3 Alaska  the most northerly state of the USA  
4 musher (n) a person who drives a dog-sledge  
5 infect (v) to spread germs to someone  
6 immediately 

(adv) 
at once  

7 husky (n) a kind of dog  
8 relay (n) an activity that is done in parts  
9 gale (n) strong wind  
10 snowstorm (n) snow and wind  
11 succeed (v) to do something you wanted to do  
12 route (n) way  
13 bay (n) a part of the coast where the land 

goes inwards 
 

14 expanse (n) a very large area  
15 tangle up (v) tie up  
16 raging (adj) blowing strongly  
17 blizzard (n) snow falling fast and heavily  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 
1.  PLACE THE  WORDS  IN  ALPHABETICAL  ORDER: 
 
snowstorm relay mercy race musher 
Alaska succeed rest blizzard raging 
 
1. ___________;  2. __________; 3. __________; 4. ___________; 5. _________; 
6. ___________;  7. __________; 8. __________; 9. ___________; 10. ________; 
 

2. SOLVE  THE  ANAGRAMS: 

1. ________________ - eortu;  
2. _______________ - hksuy;  
3. __________ - adeeiilmmty;  
4. _______________ - agginr;  
5. _______  _____ - agelnptu;  
6. _________________ - aby;  
7. ______________ - aeenpsx; 
8. ________________ - cefint;  
9. _________________ - aegl; 
 

3. FILL  IN  THE  MISSING  LETTERS: 

1.  __ a __ i __ __;  
2.  __ u __ __ __ e __;  
3.  __ l __ __ k __;  
4.  __ __ __ e __ i __ t __ __ __;  
5.  r__ __ t;  
6.  __ __ s __ e __; 
7.  __ __o __ s __ __ r __;  
8.  b __ __ z __ __ __ d;  
9.  __ e __ __ y;  
10. __ a __ e; 
 

4. FIND  A  NEW  WORD  IN  EACH  LINE: 

1. theygotintoblizzardsowedidnotknowanythingaboutthem - _________________;  



2. thewindwasreallyragingandtheumbrellaflewaway - ______________________;  
3. heiwsalwaystanglingupthesimplestsituationsandgetsangry - ________________;  
4. lookwhatanawfulsnowstormoutofthewindowinthestreet - __________________;  
5. donotforgetaboutarelayinthemiddleofourjoyrney - _______________________;  
6. trytothinkabouttheshortesrroutebacktoourhouseinthewood - ________________;  
7. manypeoplewereinfectedduringtheworldwarthesecond - __________________; 
8. donotexpectanymercyifyouaregoingtotellmeanylie - _____________________;  
9. itisterrbletogetintogaleinthemiddleoftheocean - _________________________; 
     
LEVEL  B – C 
 

5. CROSS  THE  ODD  WORDS  OUT: 
 
1.  toy  play  bay  key  baby 
2.  race   relay  route  raging  reindeer  
3.  husky  blizzard  snowstorm  gale  
4.  race  tangle up  raging  infect 
5.  realised   took off   succeed  carried on   
 

6. MATCH  THE  WORDS  WITH  THEIR  DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 expanse A an activity that is done in parts 
2 Alaska B to spread germs to someone 
3 relay C a very large area 
4 mercy D strong wind 
5 succeed E the most northerly state of the USA 
6 infect F to do something you wanted to do 
7 gale G at once 
8 immediately H kindness 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
         

 
7. GUESS  THE  WORD  IN  THE  SENTENCES  AND  PUT  THEM  INTO 

CORRECT  FORM: 
 
1.  What made you want to look up A_____________? 
2.  If you return to work too soon, you may i____________ other people. 
3.  The rains had turned the stream into a r____________ torrent. 
4.  Do you know who won the r__________ ? 
5.  M__________ is a person in a dogsled race. 
6.  Hundreds of old trees were blown down in the g___________. 
7.  She’s been trying to pass her driving test for years and she finally s__________. 
8.  She’s the woman who was standing i____________ next to me. 



 
8.  WRITE  IN  ONE  WORD: 

 
1  the other part 
2  to do something you wanted to do 
3  a kind of a dog 
4  blowing strongly 
5  a competition in which the person who arrives 

first is the winner 
6  way 
7  a very large area 
8  a person who drives a dog-sledge 
9  the most northerly state of the USA 
10  to spread germs to someone 

 
9. CHOOSE THE PHRASAL VERB  FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP 
                     
take off    set off   run into   carry on   tangle up 
 
1.We ___________ early the next morning. 
2.____________!You`re doing fine. 
3.You can see where the truck _____________ me. 
4.The plane should ____________ on time. 
5.The lion was _______________ in the hunter`s net. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Saving other people  
Unit 12    

PB p.121 
 
NN WORDS DEFINITIONS YOUR NOTES 
1 lead dog (n) the first dog in a team  
2 break up (v) break into pieces  
3 stranded (adj) unable to leave a place  
4 ice floe (n) a large flat area of ice that floats in 

the ocean 
 

5 freezing (adj) extremely cold  
6 freeze to death to become very cold and die  
7 harness (n) straps and ropes that are put round 

an animal to attach it to a vehicle 
 

8 strength (n) how strong something is  
9 obedience (n) doing what you are told  
10 bravely (adv) in a brave way  
11 deliver (v) to take something to a place  
12 treat (v) to care for and make better  
13 eventually (adv) at last  
14 descendents (n) the people who are born into a 

family at a later time 
 

15 holiday (n) the time when no work is done  
16 seaside (n) coast  
17 chance (n) possibility  
18 rest (n) the other part  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
LEVEL  A 
 

1. MATCH THE  TWO  HALVES  OF  THE  WORDS  OR EXPRESSIONS: 
 
1 LEAD  A DAY 
2 SEA B DOG 
3 EVENT C ENCE 
4 HOLI D UP 
5 BREAK  E UALLY 
6 FREEZ F FLOE 
7 OBEDI G SIDE 
8 ICE  H ING 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
         
 

2. SOLVE THE ANAGRAMS: 
 

1.  _______________ - nieefrzg; 
2.  ________________ - sesnrah; 
3.  _______________ - ghensttr; 
4.  _________________ - lidreve;  
5.  __________________ - terat;  
6.  _________________ - esdisae;  
7.  _________________ - ncache;  
8.  ______________ - eeeddnntsc;  
 

3. FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS: 
 

1.  __ t __ __ __ e __; 
2.  __ v __ __ t __ __ __ __ y; 
3.  __ o __ __ __ a __; 
4.  __ __ a __ __ e __ __; 
5.  __ e __ __ e __ __ e __ __; 
6.  __ r __ __ k  __ __; 
7.  __ e __ __ __ o __; 



 
4. FIND A NEW WORD IN EACH LINE: 

 
1.  fouryearsagowemetbychanceinparisandwereglad - ______________________ 
2.  hehasputtheharnessonmyhourseandwenttothefield - _____________________ 
3.  shedemandsabsoluteobediencetotherulessowewereafraidofher - ____________ 
4.  shealwaystriedtotreatherstudentsandneverletthemgo - _____________________ 
5. theexplorerseventuallyarrivedbackafteralongjourney - _____________________ 
6.  itisalwaysfunattheseasideinsummertositandplayinthewaves - _______________ 
7. theleaddoghelpstheotherstofindtheirwayfromthedeepforest -_________________ 
8. wecanexpectfreezingtemperaturesallweeksopreparethewood -________________ 

 
5. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS: 
 

1 break up A extremely cold 
2 freezing B to care for and make better 
3 recount C at last 
4 strength D a description of events told by someone 
5 treat E straps and ropes that are put round an animal 

to attach it to a vehicle so it can pull it 
6 harness F break into pieces 
7 eventually G in a brave way 
8 bravely H how strong something is 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
         

 
6.  CROSS  THE ODD WORD OUT 
 

    1.  stranded   delivered   treated    rescued _________________ 
    2.  descendent   bravely   harness   eventually ______________ 
    3.  treat    bravely    break up    freezing ___________________ 
    4.  ice floe   freezing   cold  seaside _______________________ 
    5. harness   eventually  immediately  succeed  chance _________ 
 

7.  CHOOSE THE CORRECT WORD FROM THE BOX TO FILL IN THE GAP. 
TWO  WORDS  ARE  EXTRA: 

 
strength broke up lead dog obedience delivered 
freezing treated seaside bravely stranded
 
1. We had the pizza _____________ and immediately started to eat it. 
2.  I didn't have any ____________ to get out of the bed, so I stayed in it for some 
time. 



3.  She was _____________ for asthma and soon he recovered. 
    4.  "The pain isn’t so bad," she said _____________. 

5.  This was their first holiday together at the _____________, so they swam all the 
days. 
6.   The ship ____________ on the reef. 
7.  One of the most strict rules in the monastery was ____________, so no one was 
allowed to break it. 
8.  During the storm, ______________ passengers slept at the airport. 
 
 

8. GIVE  CAPTIONS  TO THE  PICTURES.  USE THE  WORDS  FROM  
UNIT  12: 

 

1.   _____________;  2.   _______________;   
 

3.  ____________;   4.  ________________;  
 

5.  ______________; 6.  _______________; 
 

7.   _______________;  8.  _______________;  
 

9.  __________________;  10.  
_______________;  



 

11.  _______________; 
REVISION UNIT 12 

 
Complete the table: 
 

1 mercy  
2  упряжка 
3 chance  
4  потомки 
5 expanse  
6  сидящий на мели 
7 recount  
8  заражать 
9 tangle up  
10  сразу, мгновенно 
11 treat  
12  снежная буря 
13 succeed  
14  побережье 
15 obedience  
16  смена 
17 deliver  
18  в конце концов 
19 ice floe  
20  яростный, сильный 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
SECOND  PART 
 
ENGLISH - RUSSIAN  VOCABULARY AND  WORLDBUILDING 
 

A Journey To Adventure 
Unit 1 

PB pages 22- 23 
 

№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILDING 
1 to be excited быть 

взволнованным 
exciting (adj) – 
захватывающий, 
волнующий 

2 cousin двоюродный брат 
или сестра 

 

3 same такой же  
4 pack (v) упаковывать packing (n) – упаковка,  
5 noisily (adv) шумно noise (n) – шум, noisy 

(adj) – шумный 
6 while  пока, в то время как  
7 inventor (n) изобретатель invention (n) – 

изобретение, invent – 
изобретать (v) 

8 explorer (n) исследователь explore (v) – исследовать  
9 distant (adj) дальний, далёкий, 

давний 
 

10 knock (v) стучать   
11 maid (n) горничная  
12 hurry (v) спешить  
13 surprise (v) удивлять, изумлять surprise (n) – сюрприз 
14 bandage (n) повязка, бинт  
15 ankle (n) лодыжка  
16 hurt (v) испытывать боль hurt (n) – травма, ушиб 
17 disappear (v) исчезать  
18 mean (v) иметь в виду  
19 lean (v) прислонять, 

нагибать 
 

20 whisper (v) шептать  
21 ordinary (adj) обычный, простой  



22 special (adj) особенный   
23 exclaim (v) восклицать  
24 nod (v) кивать nod (n) 
25 proudly (adv) гордо proud (adj) – гордый, to be 

proud of – гордиться 
26 widen (v) расширять wide (adj) – широкий 
27 password (n) пароль  
28 miss (v) потерять, 

пропускать 
 

 
WB p. 4-6 

 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILDING 
1 complete (v) заканчивать, 

завершать  
 

2 careful (adj) внимательный, 
аккуратный 

 

3 correct (adj)  правильный   
4 eagle (n) орёл  
5 example (n) пример  
6 conversation (n) разговор, беседа  
7 look after (v) ухаживать, 

присматривать  
 

8 used to do smth. иметь обыкновение 
что-либо делать 

 

9 tiny (adj) крошечный   
10 whistle (n) свисток  whistle (v) – свистеть  
11 wheel (n) колесо   
12 whale(n), find (v) кит, находить  
13 whisper (v) шептать  whisper (n) – шёпот  

 
PB 24-27 

 
1 dangerous (adj) опасный  danger (n) – опасность 
2 title (n) заглавие   
3 definition (n) определение слова  
4 sentence (n) предложение  
5 ring (n) кольцо  
6 remember (v) запоминать  
7 sound (v) звучать sound (n) 
8 happen (v) происходить, 

случаться 
 

9 together (adv) вместе  
 



PB pages 28 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILDING 
1 courtyard (n) внутренний двор attack (v) 
2 umbrella (n) зонт   
3 fierce (adj) лютый, свирепый  
4 gunpowder (n) порох  

 
WB pp.8-9 

 
1 direct (adj) прямой  empire (n) 
2 speech marks (n) кавычки  explanation (n) 
3 comma (n) запятая explosion (n) 
4 full stop (n) точка  
5 report (n) сообщение  reported (adj), report (v) 
6 middle (n) середина  
7 hold (v)* держать  
8 scream (v) вопить, визжать  
9 exclaim (v) воскликнуть  
10 shout (v) кричать  
11 explain (v) объяснять   
12 punctuation (n) пунктуация  
13 emperor (n) император  
14 quietly (adv) тихо quiet (adj) – тихий 
15 attack (v) атаковать   
16 explode (v) взрывать  
17 scared (adj) испуганный scary (adj) 
18 pretty (adj) красивый, милый  

 
PB pages 28- 29 

 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILDING 
1 doorway (n) дверной проём  
2 empty (v) опустошать empty (adj) 
3 forget (v) забывать  
4 in a hurry в спешке hurry (v) 
5 inside (adv) внутри inside (adj) 
6 mall (n) торговая галерея  
7 moneybox (n) копилка  
8 pound (n) фунт  
9 reach (v) достигать  
10 skyscraper (n) небоскрёб  
11 take down (v) снимать  
12 upstairs (adv) наверху, вверх  



 
 
 

 
 
 

In the Mountains 
Unit 2 

PB page 30 
 

№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILDING 
1 walk (n) прогулка walk (v) – гулять 
2 Switzerland (n) Швейцария  
3 guide (n) гид, экскурсовод guide (v) – сопровождать 
4 twin (n) близнец  
5 narrow (adj) узкий   
6 path (n) тропинка   
7 through (prep) сквозь, через  
8 meadow (n) луг  
9 tinkle (v) звенеть  
10 shady (adj) тенистый shadow (n) – тень 
11 remind (v) напоминать  
12 steeply (adv) круто steep (adj) – крутой 
13 towards (prep) по направлению к 

чему-то 
 

14 peak (n) вершина  
15 huge (adj) огромный   
16 deep (adj) глубокий  depth (n) – глубина  
17 ravine (n) ущелье   
18 splash (v) плескать, брызгать  
19 bottom (n) дно   
20 roar (n) рёв, шум roar (v) – реветь 
21 gradually (adv) понемногу, мало-

помалу 
 

22 massive (adj) массивный  
23 boulder (n) валун  
24 sight (n) вид  
25 straight (adj) прямой   
26 crash (n) грохот, треск  

 
In the Mountains 

Unit 2 
PB page 31 

 



№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILDING 
1 incredible (adj) невероятный  
2 waterfall (n) водопад  
3 beckon (v) кивать, делать знак  
4 mountainside (n) горный скат, склон  
5 fantastic (adj) фантастический  
6 scary (adj) жуткий, ужасный  
7 quite (adv) вполне,   
8 fantastic (adj) фантастический  
9 edge (n) край  
10 cliff (n) отвесная скала  
11 wooden (adj) деревянный wood (n) – лес 
12 rope (n) верёвка  
13 swing (n) качать, колебаться  
14 breeze (n) лёгкий ветерок  
15 terrifying (adj) ужасающий terrify (v) – ужасать 
16 cross (v) пересекать, переходить  
17 steady (adj) устойчивый, прочный  
18 frightened (adj) испуганный frighten (v) – пугать  
19 shut (adj) закрытый  
20 set off (v) отправляться  
21 ache (v) болеть  
22 whole (adj) целый  
23 glacier (n) ледник  
24 frozen (adj) замороженный freezing (adj) – 

замораживающий 
25 cave (n) пещера  
26 furniture (n) мебель  
27 exhausted (adj) истощённый exhausting (adj) – 

истощающий 
 

WB pp.12-13 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 cormorant (n) большой баклан  
2 delectable 

(adj) 
восхитительный, 
очаровательный 

 

3 drop (v) бросать  
4 grimace (v) гримасничать grimace (n) 
5 happiness (n) счастье happy (adj), happily (adv) 
6 invite (v) приглашать  
7 recount (v) рассказывать, подробно 

излагать 
recount (n) 

8 strange (adj) странный   



9 take off (v) снимать, сбрасывать  
10 ugly (adj) уродливый  
11 wear (v) носить  
12 whinny (adv) тихо ржать  
13 wrap (v) завёртывать unwrap (v) 
 
Mind the prepositions 
 
№ PHRASE EXAMPLE 
1 at the edge A leaf was on the ground, curling up at the edges. 
2 be frightened of I was frightened of being left by myself in the house. 
3 beckon to She beckoned to the waitress to bring more coke. 
4 remind smb. of That song always reminds me of our first date. 
5 set off Jerry and I set off on foot for the beach. 
6 think of What do you think of your new school? 
 

Supplementary Material 
 

PB pp.33-34, WB pp.14-15 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 bathroom (n) ванная  
2 calm (adj) спокойный  
3 do homework делать домашнее задание  
4 do sports заниматься спортом  
5 get down (v) спускаться  
6 get past (v) проходить  
7 glasses (n) очки  
8 go shopping совершать покупки  
9 keep (v) хранить  
10 nervous (adj) нервный, нервозный  
11 pick up (v) подбирать, поднимать  
12 poor you бедняжка  
13 practise (v) практиковаться, 

применять в практике 
practice (n), practical 
(adj) 

14 roar (v) реветь, рычать roar (n) 
14 rest (v) отдыхать rest (n) 
15 scarf (n) шарф   
16 uniform (n) форма  
 

PB pp.35-37, WB pp.16-18 
 

№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 afterwards (adv) впоследствии, позже  



2 anchor (n) якорь  
3 belong (v) принадлежать  
4 bunch (n) букет, пучок  
5 caption (n) заглавие, заголовок  
6 castle (n) замок  
7 chip (v) откалывать  
8 chop (v) рубить  
9 crowded (adj) переполненный, тесный crowd (n) 
10 divide (v) разделять  
11 else (adj) другой else (adv) 
12 event (n) событие  
13 headache (n) головная боль  
14 in the country за городом  
15 letter (n) буква, письмо  
16 margin (n) край, поле  
17 munch (v) чавкать   
18 paragraph (n) параграф  
19 stomach (n) желудок  
20 subject (n) тема, предмет  
21 toothache (n) зубная боль  
22 underline (v) подчёркивать  
 

PB p.37 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 alone (adj) одинокий  
2 enough (adj) достаточный enough (adv) 
3 friendly (adv) дружелюбный  friend (n) 
4 hole (n) дырка  
5 jumper (n) джемпер  
6 late (adj) поздний  
7 light (adj) лёгкий  
8 perhaps (adv) возможно, наверно  
9 rude (adj) грубый  
10 sandwich (n) бутерброд  
11 smile (n) улыбка smile (v) 
12 steal (v) красть  
13 thief (n) вор  
14 trousers (n) брюки  
 

Tunnels and Bridges 
Unit 3 

PB p.40 
 



№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 tunnel (n) тоннель  
2 journey (n) путешествие  
3 enormous (adj) огромный  
4 tube (n) труба  
5 shape (n) форма, очертание  
6 engineer (n) инженер  
7 cover (v) накрывать cover (adj) 
8 trench (n) ров, канава, котлован  
9 digger (n) копатель dig (v) 
10 carefully (adv) аккуратно  careful (adj) 
11 lower (v) погружать low (adj) 
12 crane (n) кран  
13 finally (adv) в конце концов final (adj) 
14 earth (n) земля  
15 method (n) метод  
16 bulldozer (n) бульдозер  
17 concrete (n) цемент  
18 roof (n) крыша  
19 machine (n) машина  
20 bore (v) сверлить  
21 boring (adj) 1) сверлящий; 

2) скучный 
bored (adj) 

22 clear away (v) очищать, расчищать clear (adj) 
23 length (n) длина long (adj) 
24 edge (n) край  
25 piece (n) кусок  
26 thick (adj) толстый  
27 rod (n) канат, прут  
28 push (v) толкать  
29 forwards (adv) вперёд forward (adj) 
30 join (v) соединять joint (n) 
 
Mind the prepositions 
 
№ PHRASE EXAMPLE 
1 by car They went to the Crimea by car. 
2 by train It is quicker to get there by train than by bike. 
3 by boat It is possible to reach that island only by boat. 
4 on foot I prefer to travel on foot. 

 
Tunnels and Bridges 

Unit 3 
PB p.41 



 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 across (adv) поперёк, через  
2 beam (n) брус  
3 weight (n) вес weigh (v) 
4 pier (n) дамба, запруда  
5 support (v) поддерживать  
6 log (n) бревно  
7 plank (n) толстая, широкая доска  
8 stream (n) поток, ручей  
9 wide (adj) широкий width (n) 
10 arch (n) арка  
11 Iran (n) Иран   
12 fascinating (adj) обворожительный fascinated (adj) 
13 level (n) уровень   
14 full (adj) полный, заполненный  full of 
15 visitor (n) посетитель visit (v) 
16 delighted (adj) наслаждающийся delight (n), delightful 

(adj) 
17 paddle (v) плескаться  
18 shallow (adj) мелководный  
19 underneath (prep) внизу, снизу  
20 suspension (adj) висячий  
21 cable (n) кабель, канат  
22 tower (n) башня  
23 design (v) придумывать, 

проектировать 
designer (n) 

24 channel (n) канал   
 

Supplementary Material 
PB p. 42  Bridges, WB pp.22-23 

 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 abbreviation (n) аббревиатура, сокращение  
2 caption (n) заголовок, надпись над 

изображением 
 

3 diagram (n) схема, диаграмма  
4 engine (n) машина, двигатель, мотор  
5 label (n) ярлык, бирка, пометка  
6 lift (v) поднимать  
7 noun (n) существительное  
8 pattern (n) узор  
9 railway (n) железная дорога  
10 simple (adj) простой  



11 wing (n) крыло  
 

PB pp.43-45, WB 24-27 
 

№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 adjective (n) прилагательное  
2 adverb (n) наречие  
3 afraid (adj) испуганный  
4 bakery (n) булочная  
5 bracket (n) скобка  
6 clay (n) глина  
7 collect (v) собирать  
8 consonant (n) согласный звук, буква  
9 falcon (n) сокол  
10 helicopter (n) вертолёт  
11 helpful (adj) полезный help (v), helpfully (adv) 
12 hobby (n) любимое занятие, хобби  
13 hunting (n) погоня, преследование hunt (v), hunter (n) 
14 last (v) длиться  
15 might (v) могло бы быть  
16 nonsense (n) абсурд, чушь  
17 object (n) объект  
18 playful (adj) игривый, шаловливый play (v) 
19 pop music популярная музыка  
20 powerful (adj) могучий, мощный power (n), powerfully 

(adv) 
21 prefer (v) предпочитать  
22 spelling (n) орфография, правописание  
23 stamp (n) марка  
24 tightly (adv) тесно tight (adj) 
25 useful (adj) полезный use (v),usefully (adv) 
26 wash away (v) смыть  
27 watchful (adj) бдительный, осторожный watch (v), watchfully 

(adv) 
28 wonderful (adj) чудесный wonder (n), 

wonderfully (adv) 
 

PB pp.46, WB pp.28-29 
 

№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 awake (v) будить, пробуждать  
2 both (adj) оба  
3 carry (v) нести, везти  
4 dawn (n) рассвет  



5 daylight (n) дневной свет  
6 direction (n) направление direct (adj) 
7 introduce (v) вводить, представлять introduction (n) 
8 lorry (n) грузовик  
9 passage (n) переход, проход  
10 preparation (n) приготовление, 

подготовка 
prepare (v) 

11 safety (n) безопасность safe (adj), safely (adv) 
12 tiring (adj) утомительный tired (adj) 
 

PB pp.47 
 

№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 awful (adj) ужасный, отвратительный awfully (adv) 
2 break time перемена (в школе)  
3 borrow (v) брать взаймы  
4 drum (n) барабан  
5 expensive (adj) дорогой (по деньгам)  
6 fall out (v) вывалиться  
7 give back (v) возвращать  
8 outside (adv) снаружи  
9 playground (n) игровая площадка  
10 pocket (n) карман  
11 run up (v) подбегать  
12 terrible (adj) страшный, ужасный terribly (adv) 
13 walk past (v) проходить  
 

Astonishing Structures 
Unit 4 

PB p.48 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 astonishing (adj) изумительный, поразительный astonish (v) 
2 structure (n) строение, конструкция  
3 tour (n) путешествие, поездка   
4 glittering (adj) сверкающий, блестящий glitter (v) 
5 marble (n) мрамор  
6 staircase (n) лестница  
7 treasure (n) сокровище  
8 object (n) вещь, объект  
9 Asia (n) Азия   
10 view (n) вид, пейзаж  
11 visitor (n) посетитель visit (v) 
12 breath (n)  дыхание   



13 exhibition (n) выставка   
14 gift (n) сувенир, подарок  
15 gift shop магазин сувениров  
16 except кроме  

 
 

Astonishing Structures 
Unit 4 

PB p.49 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 online (adj., adv.) онлайн, в Интернете  
2 review (n) обзор  
3 huge (adj) огромный  
4 forever (adv) навсегда  
5 column (n) колонна  
6 sugary ((adj) сахарный, сладкий sugar (n) 
7 inside (prep) внутри, вовнутрь  
8 stunning (adj) ошеломляющий, 

великолепный 
 

9 chandelier (n)  люстра, канделябр  
10 hanging (adj) висящий hang (v) 
11 ceiling (n) потолок  
12 tip (n) подсказка  
13 comfortable (adj) удобный  
14 queue (n) очередь  
15 precious (adj) драгоценный  
16 bull (n) бык, буйвол  
17 tomb (n) могила, надгробный памятник  
18 nomadic (adj) кочующий  
19 chief (n) правитель  
20 unusual (adj) необычный usual ((adj) 
21 canopy (n) балдахин, полог, навес  
22 ride (n) поездка, езда ride (v) 
23 flight (n) полёт fly (v) 
24 leaflet (n) брошюра  
25 chamber (n) спальня, общая комната для 

гостей 
 

26 glass (n) стекло glass (adj) 
27 glass pod стеклянная кабина  
28 engineering (n) инженерное искусство engineer (n) 
29 clear (adj) чистый, безоблачный  

 
Supplementary Material 



PB pp.51-53 WB pp.34-37 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 ‘d like = would like хотелось бы  
2 abroad (adv) за границей, за рубежом  
3 burning (adj) пылающий burn (v) 
4 capital letter заглавная буква  
5 cloth (n) ткань cloths (n) 
6 bit (n) небольшое количество  
7 count (v) считать  
8 each (adj) каждый  
9 ever (adv) когда-либо, постоянно  
10 fold (v) сгибать, сворачивать  
11 ground (n) земля, почва  
12 guess (v) гадать, догадываться  
13 opinion (n) мнение  
14 lucky you счастливчик  
15 nest (n) гнездо  
16 never (adv) никогда  
17 never mind не беда  
18 opposite (adj) противоположный  
19 orchestra (n) оркестр  
20 proper noun имя собственное  
21 snowy (adj)* заснеженный snow (n) 
22 the northern lights северное сияние  
23 the same такой же, тот же самый  
 

PB pp.54-55 WB pp. 38-39 
 
№ WORD TRANSLATION WORDBUILGING 
1 ancient (adj) древний  
2 camel (n) верблюд  
3 fabulous (adj) сказочный, мифический  
4 funfair (n) парк с аттракционами  
5 get back (v) возвращать  
6 imagine (v) воображать, представлять 

себе 
 

7 look like (v) быть похожим  
8 make smb. do smth. заставить кого-либо 

сделать что-то 
 

9 marvellous (adj) великолепный, 
превосходный 

 

10 pleasure (n) удовольствие  
11 rifle range  тир   



12 roller coaster американские горки  
13 shot (n) стрелок, выстрел shoot (v) 
14 step (n) шаг, ступенька  step (v) 
15 treat (n) радость, угощение  
16 wait for (v) ждать  
 

  A Story of the Ancient World. 
PB p58 

 
NN    
1 аncient(adj) древний, старинный  
2 hero(n) герой  
3 Greece(n) Греция Greek(adj) – греческий 
4 fight  (fought, 

fought)(v) 
драться  

5 war (n) война  
6 at last наконец  
7 voyage (n) плавание, морское 

путешествие 
 

8 on the way по пути  
9 creature(n) существо, создание  
10 horrifying (adj) ужасный, страшный horrify – ужасать, 

horrible –ужасный 
11 nearby (adj/adv)) близлежащий, 

поблизости 
 

12 set (n) набор, комплект  
13 play (n) пьеса  
14 character (n) персонаж  
15 sail(n) парус sailor – моряк, sail – 

плыть 
16 rock качаться rock – скала 
17 each (adj) каждый  
18 awful (adj) ужасный, страшный  
19 terrifying (adj) пугающий tеrror – ужас 
20 row (v) грести  
21 safe (adj) безопасный  
22 spin (v) вращать, кружить  
23 giant (adj) гигантский giant (n) – великан 
24 whirlpool (n) водоворот  
25 escape сбежать, совершить 

побег 
 

 
Part II  p 59 

 



1 rise (rose, risen) (v) подниматься  
2 attack (v) нападать  
3 grab (v) схватить  
4 wave (n) волна  
5 tear(tore, torn) рвать  
6 mast(n) мачта  
7 break(broke, broken)(v) ломать, разбивать  
8 turn over(v) переворачивать  
9 island(n) остров  
10 reach (v) достичь  
11 disappear (v) исчезать аppear – появиться 
12 drown (v) тонуть  
13 dreadful(adj) ужасный  
14 look after (v) приглядывать, 

ухаживать 
 

15 true (adj) правильный truth – правда 
16 frightening(adj) пугающий, 

устрашающий 
frightened – 
испуганный 

17 only (adv) только  
18 brave (adj) храбрый  
 

Supplementary Vocabulary 
WB pp 42-43 

 
1 shine (v) светить  
2 ring (rang, rung) (v) звонить  
3 lose (lost, lost) (v) терять  
4 piece (n) кусок  
5 married (adj) женатый, 

замужняя 
 

6 move (v) двигаться  
7 wood (n) древесина wooden – 

деревянный 
8 wind (n) ветер  
9 middle(n) середина  
10 cloth (n) ткань  
11 hang (hung, hung) вешать  
 

PB pp61-62 
 

1 scared (adj) испуганный  
2 find (found, found) (v) найти  
3 hurt (hurt, hurt) (v) ранить, причинить 

боль 
 



4 hand in (v) сдать  
5 revise (v) повторять  
6 joke (n) шутка  
 
 

 
WB pp 44-45  

 
1 land (v) приземляться, 

причаливать 
 

2 put on (v) надевать  
3 drop (v) уронить  
4 give in (v) уступать, сдаваться  
5 worry (v) беспокоить(ся)  
 

   PB pp 63-65 
 

1 obey (v) повиноваться  
2 agree (v) соглашаться  
3 trust (v) доверять  
4 do the dishes мыть посуду  
5 scene (n) место действия  
6 dragon (n) дракон  
7 roundabout(n) участок дороги с 

круговым 
движением 

 

8 follow (v) следовать, идти за  
9 try (v) пытаться  
10 short (adj) короткий  
11 fat (adj) толстый  
12 tall (adj) высокий  
13 thin (adj) тонкий  
14 catch (caught,caught) (v) ловить  
15 raincoat (n) плащ  
16 hood (n) капюшон  
17 alone (adj) одинокий  
18 exactly (adv) точно  
 

WB pp46-51 
 

1 wig (n) парик  
2 fall (fell, fallen) (v) падать  
3 by (prep) мимо  
4 lean (v) наклонять(ся)  



5 over (prep) над, через  
6 backwards (adv) назад  
7 upwards (adv) вверх  
8 downwards (adv) вниз  
9 towards (prep) к, по направлению  
10 outside (adv) снаружи inside – внутри 
11 break time(n) перерыв  
12 whistle (n) свисток  
13 blow (blew, blown) (v) дуть  
14 scared (adj) испуганный  
15 strong (adj) сильный  
16 essay (n) эссе, сочинение  
17 laugh (v) смеяться  
 

Unit 6 A Legend of the Ancient World 
Part I   PB pp66 

 
1 legend (n) легенда  
2 Troy (n) Троя Trojan – троянский 
3 surround (v) окружать  
4 fear (n) страх  
5 darkness (n) темнота dark –тёмный 
6 warning (n) предупреждение to warn – 

предупреждать 
7 amazement (n) изумление amazing – 

изумительный 
8 silence (n) тишина to silence – 

утихомирить 
9 vast (adj) огромный  
10 Intriguing (adj) интригующий  
11 Wonder (n) удивляться wonderful (adj) –

замечательный; 
a wonder (n) – чудо 

12 magnificent (adj) великолепный  
13 size (n) размер  
14 victorious (asj) победный victory – победа 
15 prize (n) приз  
 

Part II pp67-68 
 

1 drag (v) тащить  
2 through (prep) сквозь  
3 gate (n) ворота  
4 capture (v) захватить  



5 war-weary (adj) уставшие от войны weary – 
утомлённый 

6 joy (n) радость  
7 sleep (slept, slept) (v) спать  
8 faint (v) падать в обморок faint (adj) – слабый, 

вялый 
9 sound (v) звучать sound (n) – звук 
10 leap (leapt, leapt) (v) перепрыгивать  
11 lead (led, led) (v) возглавить  
12 guard (n) охранник  
13 shout (v) кричать  
14 rush (v) бросаться  
15 past (prep) мимо  
 

1 despair (n) отчаяние to despair – 
отчаиваться 

2 ploy ловушка  
3 daring (adj) бесстрашный  
4 hideous (adj) отвратительный  
5 leave behind (v) оставить позади  
6 tiny (adj) крошечный  
7 push (v) толкать  
8 opposite (prep) напротив  
9 verse (n) стих  
10 army (n) армия  
 

Supplementary Vocabulary 
WB pp52-53 

 
1 step (n) ступень  
2 bright (adj) яркий  
3 cupboard (n) буфет  
4 quietly (adv) тихо  
5 inside (adv) внутри  
6 till (prep) до  
 
 

     PB pp 69-71 
 

1 build (built, built) (v) строить  
2 kind (n) вид kind (adj) – 

добрый 
3 camel (n) верблюд  
4 desert (n) пустыня  



5 talk (v) говорить  
6 trainers (n) кроссовки  
7 expensive (adj) дорогостоящий  
8 delicious (adj) очень вкусный  
9 huge (adj) огромный  
10 snake (n) змея  
11 enjoy (v) получать 

удовольствие 
 

12 brilliant (adj) замечательный  
13 special effects спецэффекты  
14 incredible (adj) невероятный  
15 scary (adj) ужасный scared (adj) – 

испуганный 
16 recently (adv) недавно  
17 bake (v) печь baker – булочник 
18 shadow (n) тень  
 

WB pp 54-57 
 

1 fast (adj/adv) быстрый / быстро  
2 sell (sold,sold) (v) продавать  
3 exciting (adj) волнующий  
4 heavy (adj) тяжёлый  
5 carry (v) нести  
6 score (n) счёт (очков)  
7 goal (n) гол 

 
 

8 afterwards (adv) после  
9 finally (adv) в заключение  
10 windy (adj) ветреный  

 
GRB pp 27-29 

 
1 ticket (n) билет  
2 tired (adj) усталый  
3 thirsty (adj) испытывающий 

жажду 
 

4 loud (adj) громкий loudly – громко 
5 souvenir (n) сувенир  
 

   PB pp 72-73 
 

1 rhyme (n) рифма  
2 twitch (v) дёргать  



3 smoke (n) дым  
4 complete (adj) полный  
5 several (adj) несколько  
6 go on (v) продолжать  
7 anywhere (adv) везде  
8 crowded (adj) переполненный  
9 wait (v) ждать  
10 well done здорово сделано  
11 engine (n) двигатель  
12 press (v) нажать  
13 button (n) кнопка  
14 let us давайте  
15 steal (stole,stolen) (v) воровать  
16 jewel (n) драгоценный 

камень 
Jewelry(jewellery-
Amer) – 
драгоценности 

17 marvelous (adj) изумительный  
18 allow (v) разрешать  

 
PB pp74-75    Revision 

 
1 throw (threw, thrown) (v) бросать  
2 cover (v) покрывать uncover – 

раскрывать 
3 might (v) может быть  
4 lift (v) поднимать  
5 again (adv) опять  
6 underneath (adv) внизу  
7 brush (v) чистить brush – щётка 
8 gently (adv) нежно  
9 sand (n) песок sandcastle – 

песочный замок 
10 clay (n) глина  
11 pretty (adj) милый  
12 discover (v) открывать discovery (n) – 

открытие 
13 treasure (n) сокровище  
14 certainly (adv) конечно  
15 rare (adj) редкий  
16 perhaps (adv) возможно  
17 archaeology (n) археология archaeologist – 

археолог 
18 job (n) работа  
 



1 reporter (n) репортёр  
2 seaside (n) побережье  
3 suddenly (adv) вдруг  
4 gold (n) золото  
5 silver (n) серебро  
6 ring (rang,rung) (v) звонить  
7 abroad (adv) за границей  
8 trip (n) поездка  
9 statue (n) статуя  
10 sink (sank, sunk) (v) тонуть  
11 no one (pron) никто  
12 indeed (adv) действительно  
 

GRB pp30-33 
 

1 plate (n) тарелка  
2 stripe (n) полоска  
3 lettuce (n) салат-латук  
4 weather (n) погода  
5 content (n) содержание  
6 photographer (n) фотограф  
 

Unit 7     Newspapers 
Part I       PB p 76 

 
1 front (n) перед  
2 page n) страница  
3 thousand (num) тысяча  
4 hundred (num) сотня  
5 news (n) новости newspaper – 

газета 
6 paper (n) бумага  
7 hear (heard, heard) (v) слышать  
8 battle (n) битва  
9 death (n) смерть to die – умирать 
10 king (n) король  
11 government (n) правительство  
12 silk (n) шёлк  
13 copy (n) экземпляр  
14 print (v) печатать  
15 press (n) пресс printing press – 

печатный станок 
16 separate (adj) from отдельный to separate – 

отделять 



17 find out (v) выяснить  
18 editor (n) редактор  
19 decide (v) решать decision – 

решение 
20 change (v) менять  
21 instead (adv) вместо  
22 else (adj) другой, ещё  
23 alive (adj) живой  
 
 
 

Part II  p 77-78 
 

1 climber (n) альпинист  
2 prevent from (v) предотвращать  
3 disaster (n) катастрофа  
4 search (n) поиск search (v) – 

искать 
5 rescue (n) спасение rescue (v) – 

спасать 
6 unconscious (adj) без сознания  
7 blanket (n) одеяло  
8 notice (v) замечать  
9 realize (v) понимать  
10 connect (v) соединять  
11 suddenly (adv) вдруг  
12 helicopter (n) вертолёт  
13 straight (adv) прямо  
14 recover (v) выздоравливать  
15 several (adv) несколько  
16 join (v) присоединяться  
17 headline (n) заголовок  
18 caption (n) надпись под 

картинкой 
 

19 miss (v) пропускать  
20 save (v) спасать  

21 injure (v) ранить injury – ранение 

 
Supplementary Vocabulary 

     PB pp79-81 
 

1 arrive (v) in/at прибывать  



2 apartment (n) квартира apartment block – 
многоквартирный 
дом  

3 village (n) деревня  
4 top floor (n) верхний этаж  
5 ground floor (n) нижний этаж  
6 cottage (n) сельский домик  
7 balcony (n) балкон  
8 lane (n) переулок  
9 for ages вечность  
10 hole (n) отверстие  
11 palace (n) дворец  
12 penthouse (n) апартаменты на 

крыше небоскрёба 
 

13 greenhouse (n) теплица  
 

WB pp64-66 
 

1 swings (n) качели  
2 market (n)  рынок supermarket 
3 candle (n) свеча  
4 jellyfish (n) медуза  
5 owner (n) владелец to own 
6 nest (n) гнездо  
 
 

      PB pp82-83 
 

1 invite (v) приглашать Invitation – 
приглашение 

2 certificate (n) свидетельство  
3 show (n) показ to show – 

показывать 
4 rope (n) верёвка  
5 pick up (v) подбирать  
6 present (v) дарить a present – подарок 
7 (a) few мало  
8  bully (n) задира to bully – грубить 
9 leave smb alone оставить в покое  
10 jealous (adj) ревнивый  
11 be good at быть успешным в  
12 hide(hid, hidden) прятать  
13 sports kit (n) спортивные 

принадлежности 
 



14 stay (v) останавливаться  
15 fed up сытый по горло  
  

WB pp68-71 
 

1 include (v) включать  
2 the rest остальные  
3 speak (spoke, spoken)(v) говорить  
4 keep (kept, kept) (v) держать  
5 goat (n) козёл  
6 drive (drove, driven) ехать   
 
 

Unit 8      Radio and Television 
Part I     PB pp84 

 
1 entertain (v) развлекать entertainment – развлечение, 

entertaining – развлекательный 
2 invent (v) изобретать invention – изобретение, 

inventor – изобретатель 
3 programme (n) программа  
4 popular with (adj) популярный  
5 interview (n) интервью interview (v) – брать 

интервью, interviewee – 
дающий интервью, 
interviewer – берущий 
интервью 

6 channel (n) канал  
7 as well as так же  
8 studio (n) студия  
9 microphone (n) микрофон  
10 imagine (v) воображать  
11 sound effects (n) звуковые эффекты  
12 chat show (n) разговорное шоу chat (v) – болтать 
13 guest (n) гость  
14 host (n) хозяин host (v) – принимать гостей 
15 conversation (n) беседа  
16 fascinating (adj) очаровательный  
17 especially (adv) особенно  
18 action (n) действие  
19 skate (v) кататься на коньках ice skater – фигурист 

 
Part II    PB pp85 

 



1 represent представлять  

2 introduce (v) to представлять  
3 welcome (v) приветствовать  
4 get rid of (v) избавиться  
5 both (pron) оба  
6 give up (v) отказаться, бросить  
7 couple (n) пара  
8 carry on (v) продолжать  
9 competition (n) соревнование compete (v) – 

соревноваться 
10 modest (adj) скромный  
11 international (adj) международный  
12 audience (n) публика  
13 applaud (v) аплодировать  
14 nervous (adj) нервный  
15 obviously (adv) очевидно  
16 to be born (v) родиться  
17 violinist (n) скрипач violin – скрипка 
18 orchestra (n) оркестр  
19 Olympics (n) Олимпийские игры  

 
Supplementary material 

WB pp72-73 
 

1 label (n) ярлык  
2 clap (n) хлопать  

 
   PB pp87-89 

 
1 guitarist (n) гитарист  
2 musician (n) музыкант  
3 twice (adv) дважды  
4 solve (v) решать  
5 crime (n) преступление  
6 out loud (adv) вслух  
7 borrow (v) брать взаймы  
8 such (adj) такой  
9 adventure (n) приключение  
10 fiction художественная 

литература 
science fiction – 
научная 
фантастика 

11 happiness (n) счастье  
12 journey (n) путешествие  



13 area (n) территория  
14 perfect (adj) безупречный  

 
WB pp74-77 

 
1 star (n) звезда  
2 collect (v) собирать collection – 

коллекция 
3 stamp (n) марка  
4 desk (n) парта  
5 mall (n) торговый центр  
6 enormous (adj) огромный  
7 butterfly (n) бабочка  
8 spot (n) пятно  
9 wing (n) крыло  
10 steep (adj)  крутой  
11 explore (v) исследовать explorer – 

исследователь 
12 cross (adj) злой  
13 clever (adj) умный  
14 gloves (n) перчатки  
15 script (n) сценарий  

 
  PB pp90-91 

 
1 recording (n) запись  
2 share (v) делиться  
3 reply (v) отвечать  
4 during (adv) в течение  
5 set smth out поставить(пьесу)  
6 hand back (v) вернуть  
7 bit (n) чуть-чуть, кусочек  
8 wet (adj) мокрый  
9 mess (n) беспорядок  
10 maths(n) математика  
11 plan (n) план plan (v) – 

планировать 
12 fault (n) вина  
13 french (adj) французский  
14 copy (v) списывать  
15 nonsense (n) чепуха  
16 in fact на самом деле  

 
WB pp78-81 



 
1 sums (n) сумма  
2 spoon (n) ложка  
3 against (prep) против  
4 bottom (n) низ  
5 low (adj) низкий  
6 wake up (woke, woken) (v) просыпаться  
7 dream (n) сон, мечта  

 
 
 
 
 

Unit 9     Deep sea animals  
Part I   PB p.94  

 
1 discovery (n) открытие discover (v) – 

делать открытие  
2  complain (v) жаловаться complaint (n) –

жалоба 
3 hate (v) ненавидеть hatred (n) – 

ненависть 
4 aquarium (n) аквариум  
5 mutter (v) бормотать  
6 exhibition (n) выставка  
7 operate (v) управлять  
8 grunt (v) мычать  
9 control (n) управление  
10 instruction (n) инструкция  
11 glow (v) светить  
12 look like (v) быть похожим  
13 electric (adj) электрический  
14 sign (n) вывеска  
15 point at (v)  указывать на  
16 flat (adj) плоский  
17 tiny (adj)  крошечный  
18 tentacle (n) щупальце   
19 flap (v) (flapped) взмахивать, хлопать  
20 gently (adv) мягко gentle (adj) – 

мягкий 
21 wave (n) волна  
 

Unit 9     Deep sea animals  
Part II   PB p.95  



 
1 gloom (n) мрак, темнота  
2  reply (v) отвечать  
3 spider (n) паук  
4 eel (n) угорь  
5 squid (n) кальмар  
6 shine – shone-shone (v) сиять, светить  
7 furry (adj) покрытый мехом fur (n) – мех 
8 sponge (n) губка  
9 jellyfish (n) медуза  
10 hairy (adj) волосатый hair (n) – волосы 
11 float (v) плавать  
12 cushion (n) диванная подушка  
13 incredible (adj) невероятный  
14 lily (n) лилия  
15 actually (adv) фактически, реально  
 

Supplementary vocabulary  
PB p. 97-101 

 
1 souvenir (n) сувенир  
2  gift (n) подарок  
3 exclamation (n) восклицание exclaim (v) –

восклицать 
4 lift (v) поднимать  
5 place (v) помещать place (n) – место 
6 special (adj) специальный  
7 be fascinated (v) быть очарованным  
8 pot (n) горшок potter(n) – гончар 
9  stadium (n) стадион  
10 trouble (n) трудность, проблема  
11 miss (v) пропустить  
12 tidy (v) убирать tidy (adj) – 

аккуратный 
13 mess (n) беспорядок  
14 battle (n) бой, битва  
15 cable (n) кабель  
16 bubble(n) пузырь  
17 stable (n) конюшня  
18 naughty (adj) капризный  
19 thief -thieves вор – воры  
20 tease (v) дразнить  
21 mud (n)  грязь  



22 puddle (n) лужа  
23 fence (n) забор, изгородь  
24 lifebelt (n) спасательный пояс  
25 scarf (n) шарф  
26 сorn (n) зерно  
27 artist (n)  художник  
28 take an exam сдавать экзамен  
 

Unit 10    Deep sea exploration 
Part I  PB p.102  

 
1 trench (n) ров, канава, котлован  
2 plain (n) равнина  
3 crush (v) раздавить  
4 submercible (n) аппарат для работы под 

водой 
 

5 light up (v) (lit, lit) зажигать, освещать  
6 darkness (n) темнота dark (adj) – 

тёмный 
 

Part II  PB p.103  
 

1 chimney (n) отверстие вулкана, 
кратер, труба 

 

2 escape (v) уходить  
3 below, beneath (prep) ниже, внизу  
4 ocean floor (n) дно океана  
5 smoke (n) дым  
6 gradually постепенно  
7 shell (n) оболочка, панцирь shellfish (n) – 

моллюск 
8 tube (n) труба, трубка  
9 tube worm (n) морской червь  
10 plume (n) перо  
11 hard (adj) твёрдый  
12 protect (v) защищать  
13 anchor (n) якорь  
14 worm (n) червь  
15 stomach (n) желудок  
16 feather (n) перо  
17 look for (v) искать  
18 robot (n) робот  



19 record (v) записывать информацию  
20 information (n) информация  
21 take pictures (v) фотографировать  
22 possible (adj) возможный, вероятный  
 

Unit 10  Supplementary vocabulary  
p.104-109 

 
1 ugly (adj) уродливый, безобразный  
2 pile up (v) нагромождать  
3 firework, fireworks (n) фейерверк  
4 explode (v) взрывать  
6 steady (adj) устойчивый, прочный  
7 area (n) площадь, зона, район  
8 survey (n) опрос, исследование  
9 avoid (v) избегать  
10 look forward to (v) с нетерпением ожидать  
11 tricky (adj) хитрый, находчивый, 

сложный 
 

12 honestly (adv) честно honest (adj) –
честный 

13 lazy (adj) ленивый  
14 tease (v) дразнить  
15 umpire (v) быть судьёй, рефери, 

судить 
umpire (n) – 
судья, рефери 

16 load (n) груз  
17 octopus (n) осьминог  
18 fin (n) плавник  
19 snail (n) улитка  
20 bite (n) укус  
21 diamond (n) алмаз, бриллиант  
22 quest (n) поиски  
23 kingdom (n) королевство  
24 without (prep) без  
 

Unit 11     Helping other people 
                                                        PB p. 112 
 
1 own (v) владеть own (adj) – 

собственный; 
on her own – 
самостоятельно 



2 British (adj) британский  
3 ill (adj) больной  
4 disease (n) болезнь  
5 look after (v) присматривать, 

заботиться 
 

6 soldier (n) солдат  
7 medicine (n) лекарство  
8 marry (v) выходить замуж, 

жениться 
 

9 difficulty (n) трудность  
10 burn down (v) сжигать дотла  
11 rebuild (v) перестраивать  
12 husband (n) муж  
13 sad (adj) печальный  
14 afterwards (adv) после  
15 work hard (v) работать усердно  
16 nurse (v) ухаживать за больным  
17 sick (adj) больной  
18 well-known (adj) известный, популярный  
19 patient (n) пациент  
20 Central America Центральная Америка  
21 germ (n) микроб  
 
 
                                                        PB p. 113 
 
1 closer (adv) ближе close (adj) – 

близкий 
2 camp (n) лагерь  
3 wounded (adj) раненый wound (v) – 

ранить 
4 important (adj) важный  
5 autobiography (n) автобиография  
6 recount (v) рассказывать, излагать 

подробно 
 

7 forget – forgot – forgotten 
(v) 

забывать  

8 university (n) университет  
9 name (v) называть  
10 remember (v) помнить, вспоминать  



11 change (v) менять  
12 face (v) сталкиваться, встречать 

смело 
 

13 real (adj) действительный, 
настоящий 

 

14 
 

heroine (n) героиня hero (n) – герой 

 
                                                        PB p. 116 
 
1 alien (n) пришелец  
3 crazy (adj) безумный  
 
4 tonight (adv) сегодня вечером  
 

Unit 12   Saving other people 
PB p.120  

 
1 mercy (n) милосердие  
2 race (n)  гонки  race (v) –

участвовать в 
гонках 

3 Alaska  Аляска  
4 musher (n) погонщик собак   
5 realise (v) представлять себе, 

понимать 
 

6 infect (v) заражать  
7 immediately (adv) немедленно  
8 take off (v) взлетать (о самолёте)  
9 dog-sledge (n) собачья упряжка  
10 team (n)  команда  
11 husky (n) лайка  
12 relay (n) эстафета  
13 relay race (n) эстафетная гонка  
14 gale (n) буря, сильный ветер  
15 snowstorm (n) вьюга, буран  
16 carry on (v) продолжить; 

отправиться 
 

17 succeed (v) достигать цели, иметь success (n) – 



 успех успех 
18 route (n) маршрут  
19 bay (n) залив, бухта  
20 vast (adj) огромный  
21 expanse (n) широкое пространство  
22 set off (v) отправляться  
23 reindeer (n) северный олень  
24 run into (v) сталкиваться с  
25 tangle up (v) запутаться 

 
 

26 raging (adj) яростный, сильный  
27 blizzard (n) снежная буря, буран  

Unit 12   Saving other people 
PB p.121 

 
1 lead dog (n) ведущая собака  
2 break up (v) разбивать на мелкие 

куски 
 

3 stranded (adj) в затруднительном 
положении 

 

4 ice floe (n) плавучая льдина  
5 freezing (adj) ледяной  
6 freeze to death  закоченеть от холода  
7 harness (n) упряжь  
8 safe (adj) безопасный  
9 be sure (v) быть уверенным  
10 strength (n) сила  
11 obedience (n) послушание, 

повиновение 
 

12 bravely (adv) смело  
13 deliver (v) доставлять  
14 treat (v) лечить  
15 look after (v) присматривать, 

заботиться 
 

16 eventually (adv) в конце концов  
17 rescue (v) спасать  
18 descendent (n) потомок  

 



19 holiday (n) день отдыха, отпуск  
20 seaside (n) морской курорт  

 
21 chance (n) шанс  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THIRD  PART 
 
ROUND  UP  LESSONS , WRITING  AND  SPEAKING  PRACTICE 
 
English World 5 Units 1-2        Class _________    Name _________________ 
 
Term Test I      
                

I. Complete the sentences with the Present Simple or Past Simple: 
 
1. The bank __________________ (open) at 8 a.m. 
2. Mark ____________________ (call) you an hour ago. 
3. I ______________________ (be) at home last night. 
4. My brother ________________________ (not / eat) meat. 
5. Mum _______________________ (cook) spaghetti yesterday. 
6. We _______________________________ (not / watch) the film last night. 
                                                                                                     (6 points) 
 
II. Complete the sentences with the Present Perfect or Past Simple: 
 
1. She __________________________________ (already / finish) her 

homework. 
2. They ___________________________________ (never / be) to Africa. 
3. I _____________________________ (live) in France in 1999. 
4. We ___________________________ (not / buy) the tickets for the concert 

yet. 
5. Tom __________________________ (draw) a picture last Monday. 
6. _____________________________________ (you / ever / ride) a camel? 
                                                                                                 (6 points) 

 



III. Complete the sentences with the Present Continuous or Past Continuous: 
 
1. Jack ________________________ (read) a book while the teacher was 
talking. 
2. He _____________________________ (listen) to rock music at the 
moment. 
3. Alice _____________________________ (not / make) a cake now. 
4. The gardener __________________ (water) the flowers at 4 o’clock 
yesterday. 
5. I _____________________________ ( not / wear) her new dress last 
Sunday. 
6. They _____________________________ (wait) for the bus now. 

                                                                                                (6 points) 
 
 

IV. Write the verb in the correct tense: 
 
1. Listen! The baby _______________________________ (cry). 
2. Sue____________________________ (just / go) to the supermarket. 
3. We ______________________________ (not / watch) horror films. 
4. He  _____________________________ (play) tennis tomorrow afternoon. 
5. I _________________________ (have) a stomachache because I 
___________ (eat) too much ice cream last evening. 
6. She ____________________________ (always / clean) her room on 
Saturdays. 
7. At 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon Pete _____________________ (drive) his 
car. 
8. They ____________________________ ( not / visit) their friends every 
week. 

                                                                                                  (8 points) 
 
V. Use the words in the box to complete the sentences. Some words are extra: 
 
wearing invited breeze favourite
suddenly again wide village
adventure disappeared ankle proudly
 

1. Can you say that ____________? I didn't hear. 
2. Gail ____________ me to stay with her while her husband was out of town. 
3. I ________________ realized that there was someone following me. 
4. Janet fell down and broke her _______________. 
5. She had some exciting ______________ in Egypt. She liked her trip there 

very much. 
6. Susanna was _____________ a black silk dress. 
7. The sun had _______________ behind a cloud. 



8. The swimming pool is 5 metres _____________. 
9. There were photographs of all her children ________________ displayed on 

the wall. 
10. What's your _____________ colour? The blue one. 

 
      (10 points) 
 
VI. Guess the words by their definitions: 
 

 one more time 
 quickly and unexpected 
 something you like very much 
 not able to see something any more 
 a place where mostly people live in small houses 
 antonym to the word “wide” 
 to have an accident in a car, plane etc. by violently hitting 

something else 
 to ask someone to come to a party or meal 
 

    (10 points) 
 
VII. Complete the sentences, the first letters of the words will help you: 
 

1. The plane c___________ into a mountain. A lot of people died. 
2. Peter’s granddad had a b______________ on his ankle, because he had hurt 

it. 
3. Let’s h____________ or we shall be late. 
4. One of the mobile phones was m_______________, somebody took it. 
5. The tunnel is very n_______________, only one car can pass through it. 
6. What a s_____________! I didn’t think that you would come. 
7. The children looked e______________. They have been carrying heavy 

bags for three days. 
8. Where did he come from? He came from S__________________. 
9. Paul d_______________ the glass and it broke into pieces. 
10. Don’t you think that Roman is a s_______________ boy? He has never seen 

a TV set. 
 
    (10 points) 
 
VIII. Ask the questions: 
 

1. I always go to school on Mondays. (General)  
___________________________________________________ 

2. He didn’t come to the party yesterday. (Special) 
___________________________________________________ 



3. John was wearing a huge hat on his head. (Alternative) 
___________________________________________________ 

4. Children are playing in the yard. (Who?) 
____________________________________________________ 

5. She has to go to the theatre with her mother. (Tag?) 
____________________________________________________ 

 
    (5 points) 
 
Total – 51 
Your score – _________ 
% - ________ 
Mark - _______ 
 
 
English World 5 Units 3-4        Class _________    Name _________________ 
 
Term Test II      
                

I.  Rewrite the sentences in passive voice: 
 
1. He opens the door.  
_____________________________________________ 
2. We set the table.  
_____________________________________________ 
3. She pays a lot of money.  
_____________________________________________ 
4. I draw a picture.  
_____________________________________________ 
5. They wear blue shoes.  
_____________________________________________ 
6. They don't help you.  
_____________________________________________ 
7. He doesn't open the book.  
_____________________________________________ 
8. You do not write the letter.  
_____________________________________________ 
9. Does your mum pick you up?  
_____________________________________________ 
10. Does the police officer catch the thief?  
_____________________________________________ 

 
                                                                                                     (10 points) 

II. Write sentences in present perfect simple. 



1. Phil / not / miss / the bus - _________________________________________ 
2. they / not / plant / a tree - __________________________________________ 
3. Vanessa / catch / the ball - __________________________________________ 
4. we / sell / our old car  - _____________________________________________ 
5. the train / leave / the station - ________________________________________ 

III. Write questions in present perfect simple. 
1. you / correct / my mistakes - _________________________________________ 
2. you / practise / your English  - ________________________________________ 
3. she / tidy up / her room - ____________________________________________ 
4. the boss / sign / the letter - ___________________________________________ 
5. Mary / shut / the door - ______________________________________________ 

 
                                                                                                 (10 points) 

IV. Complete the sentences with the correct adjective: 
 

1. Ed was ___________ to see gorillas in the wild. (fascinating/fascinated) 
2. I found him quite ______________. (fascinating/fascinated) 
3. Are you ____________ with your present job? (boring/bored) 
4. Her husband is about the most ___________ person I've ever met. 

(boring/bored) 
5. Did you meet any _____________ people? (interesting/interested) 
6. I was ____________ by the result. (astonishing/astonished) 
7. We're all ____________ by the prospect of a party. (exciting/excited) 
8. He's an _____________ player to watch. (amazing/amazed) 
9. After a while I got ______________ and left. (boring/bored) 
10.  She told me a ______________ thing. (surprising/surprised) 

 
                                                                                                  (10 points) 

 
V. Use the words in the box to complete the sentences. Some words are extra: 
 
abroad prefer length cover 
arches clear away collect fascinating
comfortable chandelier unusual stunning
 

1. My uncle often works __________ and he’s in Canada at the moment. 
2. It is ____________ to see a camel in the city. 
3. Please _______________ your books because it is break now. 
4. Ben thinks spiders are ________________, but I hate them. 
5. Tennis is fun but I ______________ swimming. 
6. Don’t ____________ the page in your copy-book; I’d like to check the 

spelling. 



7. This bridge has three _________________. 
8. The ______________ of our school hall is 20 metres. 
9. Grandpa ________________ coins from all over the world. 
10.  The palace was lit by many glittering _________________. 

 
      (10 points) 

 
VI. Guess the words by their definitions: 
 
 To move smth. downwards 
 An underground passage 
 To put something on top of another thing 
 A way of doing smth. 
 Not at all interesting 
 Stairs going from one floor to another floor in a building 
 A shiny rock with different colours 
 Amazing, surprising 
 Not including 
 A journey or visit made in order to see different places 
 

 
    (10 points) 

 
VII. Complete the sentences, the first letters of the words will help you: 
 

1. I’m not going to see that film because the r_________________ said it was 
really boring. 

2. This l_______________ says that there is a new exhibition at the museum. 
3. The pyramids of Egypt are a________________ buildings. 
4. The c___________ lowered the big box onto the lorry. 
5. Part of the roof is held up by c________________. 
6. We went on a t___________ of London by bus. 
7. The new e_____________ in the museum is of old cars. 
8. Write the title on the first line and then begin writing u_______________. 
9. Artists make statues from m___________ and builders make floors and 

steps. 
10.  How many o_____________ are on the table?  Two. A book and a pen. 

 
    (10 points) 

 
VIII. Ask the questions: 
 

6. My Mum has already finished writing her book. (General)  
___________________________________________________ 

7. She didn’t see that film last Saturday. (Special) 



___________________________________________________ 
8. George wears red sweater. (Alternative) 

___________________________________________________ 
9. Many kittens were jumping around him. (Who?) 

____________________________________________________ 
10. Little kids are fed with milk. (Tag?) 

____________________________________________________ 
 

    (5 points) 
 
Total – 65 
Your score – _________ 
% - ________ 
Mark - _______ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
English World 5 Units 5-7         Class _________    Name _________________ 
 

I. Choose "since" or "for" in the sentences below: 
 

1. You have grown _________ the last time I saw you. 
2. He has been working ___________ he arrived. 
3. I had lived in New York _________ my childhood. 
4. My boss has been away ________ half a day only. 
5. Dinosaurs have lived ________ over 60 million years. 
6. I haven't met Jill __________ the end of school. 
7. Jane hasn't been to America __________ 1981. 
8. He hasn't played the piano ___________ he was a boy. 
9. I haven't worked _________ a month. 
10. I haven't slept __________ 48 hours. 

(10 points) 
II.   Complete the sentences with "just" or "yet": 

1. James has not finished his homework __________. 
2. I’ve __________ seen a really great film. 
3. Have you _________ arrived? Your bag is full of presents as I see. 
4. Unfortunately, I haven’t got the tickets _______. 
5. Have you seen Dave _________ ? I can't find him anywhere.  
6. I want to watch TV, but I haven’t finished writing the sales report 

________.   
7. Have you seen the new film of Demi Moore ____________? 
8. I don’t want to eat anything. I’ve __________  eaten two cheeseburgers. 
9. Although they’re playing very well, they haven’t scored a goal _________ . 
10. Look! He has  _________ crashed that lorry. 

 
(10 points) 

 
III. Complete the sentences with "who", "which", or "that": 

 
1. The man ________ is standing over there is Kathy's father. 
2. The shirt _________ you lent me is in my bag. 
3. The shirt, ________ is red, is in my bag. 
4. Do you see those children ________ are playing in the street? 
5. The house ________ I wanted to buy has been sold. 
6. The house, __________ I didn't want to buy, has been sold. 
7. The food store _________ I go to all the time is closed today. 



8. The store, __________ is near my house, is not open today. 
9. The class ___________ I didn't do well in was Programming with PHP.  
10. The courses _________ are taught in the evening are mostly graphic arts 

classes.  
(10 points) 

 
IV. Make the compound nouns from the two halves: 

 
NN One half Another half Your word 
1 sun ache 
2 tooth ball  

3 foot paper 
4 news market 
5 super glasses  

 
(5 points) 

V.  Fill in the two blank lines with the correct possessive noun and a common 
noun: 
 
Example:  There is one tiger. Its body has stripes. 
The tiger's body has stripes. 
 
1. There is one pig. Its tail is curly. 
The ____________ is curly. 
2. There are two bears. Their fur keeps them warm. 
The _____________ keeps them warm. 
3. There is one giraffe. Its baby is called a calf. 
The _____________ is called a calf. 
4. The uniforms are dirty. The boys have played football in them. 
All the _____________ got dirty at that game. 
5. Students have drawn pictures. Their teacher tried to choose the best work.  
The teacher looked at all the __________________ and chose the best work. 
 

(5 points) 
 
 
Grammar part in total - 40 points 
 
Your score - ___________ 
 

 
Vocabulary  part 

VI. Use the words in the box to complete the sentences. Some words are extra: 
 
creatures аncient victorious silence 



voyage magnificent intriguing tear
hero warning reached wondered
 

1. Ben felt proud when his teacher said that his project was _______________. 
2. It was a long journey but at last we ___________ our hotel in the mountains. 
3. Many different _____________ live in the rainforest. 
4. Sam ______________ what was in the box, he wanted to look inside. 
5. Superman is a _________ in a story. 
6. The Egyptian pyramids are ___________ buildings. 
7. The Greek were ____________ in their war against the Trojans. 
8. The plot of this story is _____________ and I don't know what is going to 

happen next. 
9. The sharp thorn (колючки) can ___________ your clothes. 
10. The ______________ from Europe to America took two weeks. 

 
      (10 points) 

 
VII. Guess the words by their definitions: 
 
  To make someone to be quiet 
  A story that grows out of a true event but the real facts are not 

known 
  A journey by sea 
  Something you do 
  The group of people that rules the country 
  The words with large letters at the top of a newspaper report 
  To save someone from something 
  Apart and not together 
  A wound 
  The person who decides what goes on a newspaper 
 

 
    (10 points) 

 
VIII. Complete the sentences, the first letters of the words will help you. 
Change the forms of the words if necessary: 
 

11. The police went to the s________________ (место действия) of the 
accident. 

12. The f____________ (фасад) of the building was painted white. 
13. Firstly he heard the phone line c___________ (соединение), then he heard 

his father's voice. 
14. It's fun playing in the w_________  (волны) at the beach on a windy day. 
15. Don't d___________ (отчаиваться) if you don't pass the test because you 



can take it again. 
16. Some films are h____________ (страшный) and I never watch them. 
17. Please r___________  (повторить, вспомнить) your spelling for the test. 
18. The sea s____________ (окружать) an island. 
19. The sailors r____________ (грести) towards the island yesterday.  
20.  The children clapped in a__________ (изумление, удивление) when the 

clown juggled(жонглировал) with ten bananas. 
 

    (10 points) 
 
IX. Ask the questions: 
  
1. Alice worked on her project last month . (General) 
_______________________________________________________? 
2. Pupils have never visited that museum. (Subject) 
_______________________________________________________? 
3. They were playing baseball at three o'clock yesterday. (Special)  
_______________________________________________________? 
4.  Her brother works in the hospital. (Alternative) 
_______________________________________________________? 
5.  She lived far away from her work. (Tag) 
_______________________________________________________? 
 

    (5 points) 
 
Vocabulary part total - 35 points 
 
Total – 75 
Your score – _________ 
% - ________ 
Mark - _______ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
English World 5 Units 8-10                        Name ________________________ 
 
 GRAMMAR  PART  
 

I. Complete the sentences with  such, such a/an, so: 
 

1. We are in __________ interesting place. 
2. This puppy is _________ nice. 
3. These magazines are _________ interesting. 
4. His nephew is _________ crazy. 
5. We were told __________ interesting stories. 
6. He wrote __________ amusing story. 
7. Why do you watch _________ boring programmes? 
8. This chocolate is __________ tasty. 
9. The weather was _________ nice that we went to the beach. 
10.  There were __________ big clouds on the sky that everyone expected rain. 

 
II. Choose the correct variant: a, the or nothing: 

 
1. Could you phone later, please? Jane's having _____ shower. 

2. Tom's going to take _____ his fishing-rod. 

3. He knows _____ history of the French Revolution well. 

4. My favourite subject at school is _____ History 

5. Thomas Banks is _____ last person I want to see. 

6. There is _____ bend in the road. 

7. Will you play _____ chess with me? 

8. Can you play _____ piano? 

9. Pushkin is _____ outstanding Russian poet. 

10.  I'd like to have _____ hamburger for breakfast. 

 
III. Paraphrase the following sentences using the Possessive Case: 

Example: 



The book of  Nick is very interesting. - Nick’s book is very interesting. 
 

1. My husband knows a lot about detective novels of Agatha Christie. 
___________________________________________________________ 

2. She put the wet boots of the boys near the stove.  
___________________________________________________________ 

3. There are a lot of animals on the farm of old McDonald. 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
 

4. The friend of my mother was seen in my school yesterday. 
____________________________________________________________ 

5. The speech of the President was very shot but interesting. 
____________________________________________________________ 

 
IV. Rewrite the given sentences in Passive voice: 

 
Example: 
Frank built a house._____________________  
Answer: 
A house was built. or A house was built by Frank. 
 
1. She bought four apples. ____________________________________________ 
2. We won the match. _______________________________________________ 
3. The man stole the blue car. _________________________________________ 
4. The police arrested the thieves. ______________________________________ 
5.  Jack swam the 200 metres. _________________________________________ 
6.  The dog bit the old lady. ___________________________________________ 
7. Tom and Max ate five hamburgers. ___________________________________ 
8. Oliver taught the children. __________________________________________ 
9. Victoria rode the brown horse. _______________________________________ 
10. Grandmother told good stories. _____________________________________ 
 

V. Make up questions to the following sentences: 
 
1. They went to school on Saturday. (General) 
________________________________________________________________ 
2. My Mum has been to Italy and China. (Special) 
________________________________________________________________ 
3. Children were asked to draw a picture. (Subject) 
________________________________________________________________ 
4.  He was playing the guitar at 5 o'clock yesterday. (Alternative) 
________________________________________________________________ 
5. His son will go to the zoo with the classmates. (Tag) 
________________________________________________________________ 



 
Total - 40 points                                        Your score - ____________ 
 
 
 
VOCABULARY PART 
 

I. Match the words with their definitions: 
 
1 ground floor A good feelings of joy 
2 apartment B to make short sounds or say a few words in 

a rough voice, when you do not want to 
talk 

3 unconscious C the part of your body where food goes 
4 prevent D not able to see, hear or speak 
5 crime E can be done 
6 happiness F a home in a block of flats 
7 grunt G a fact or thing that someone finds out 

about, when it was not known about before 
8 discovery H to stop something from happening 
9 stomach I the floor at street level 
10 possible J a very bad act that the police catch people 

for doing 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
           

 
II. Use the words in the box to complete the sentences: 

 
realised obviously hairy chimneys press
solve plains decided applauded tentacles
noticed squid crushed rescue anchor
 

1. All people liked the play and ______________ at the end of it. 
2. Children ______________ to have pizza for lunch. 
3. Not all pupils like to __________ difficult Math's sums. 
4. Oranges are ____________ by machines to make orange juice. 
5. ____________ are better for farmers to build their farms than hills. 
6. She was very hot and her mum ____________ that she was ill. 
7. Some spiders are really _____________! Ugh! 
8. Suddenly, my father _____________ that the window in the car was broken. 
9. The first ___________ and the first newspaper were invented more than 500 

years ago. 
10. The octopus uses its _____________ to move and to catch food. 



11. The ___________ caught a small fish in its tentacles. 
12. There are thousands of ____________ on the tops of the houses in a city like 

London. 
13. This red, yellow and blue parrot is _____________ more colourful than that 

grey parrot. 
14. Twenty people helped in the _____________ of the man from the top of the 

mountain. 
15. When the ship was near the island, the sailors threw the heavy ___________ 

into the sea. 
 
III. Complete the sentences, the first letters of the words will help you. Change 

the forms of the words if necessary: 
 

1. The queen's visit to the city was on the TV n____________. 
2. The wedding of the king and queen was on the f__________ page of 
every newspaper. 
3. The  a___________ loved the clowns and everyone laughed and clapped. 
4. I like all kinds of books but I e______________ like adventure stories. 
5. Miranda r_______________ her class in the school competitions. 
6. The explorers went on their g____________ for the lost city. 
7. The London Eye isn't a_______________ an eye. It's a big metal wheel. 
8. Anna h____________ spiders, she is even afraid of them. 
9. Mum c______________ because I didn't tidy my room. She was not 
satisfied with that fact. 
10. I have never seen a zebra w_____________ stripes. 
11. The United K_____________ has had more kings than queens. 
12. Please t___________ your room, there is a mess in it! 
13. Did you hear that strange s______________?  What was it? 
14. An o_____________ has eight tentacles. 
15. Harry said that I had won the school prize but he was t__________ me 
because it wasn't true. 
 
Total score - 40 points       Your score - ___________ 
 
Total - 80 points                     Your score - ________- ____% 
                                                Your mark - ____________ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Unit I    Class Composition    The Chinese Inventors 
Part I 

                     whisper          shout            explain           exclaim         scream            
say 

 
                     “________________,”  said Granddad. 
                     Robert  exclaimed, “__________________!” 
                     “______________,” explained Granddad, “_____________.”  

 
1. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

look 
around, 
soldiers, 
wear, 
helmets, 
spears, 
look 
angry, 
quietly 

2. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

there 
was/were, 
quiet, 
 across 
the 
bridge, 
hold 
umbrellas 

3. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

there 
was/were, 
fire, bowl, 
jars, 
bottles, 
over the 
fire 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Class Composition    The Chinese Inventors 
Part II 

                     whisper          shout            explain           exclaim         scream       
thank           say 

 
                     “________________,”  said Granddad. 
                     Robert  exclaimed, “__________________!” 
                     “______________,” explained Granddad, “_____________.”  
 
 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
 
                                                                                                           

 
 
catch 
take to the 
emperor 
blame for 
attacking the 
scientists 
make an 
experiment 
be afraid/ 
scared 
fireworks 
enjoy 
be happy 
clap hands        

 



 
 
 
 
 
Unit II  Class Composition       _________________________________PB p.36 
Write a personal recount. Divide it into paragraphs. Every new paragraph 
begins with a new line.  
Paragraph 1 ______________________________ 
Paragraph 2 ______________________________ 
 
Paragraph 3 ______________________________ 
 
Paragraph 4 ______________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Linking words 
First – then- 
after that- 
later- finally 
 
Useful 
vocabulary 
 
mountain 
peaks covered 
with snow 
 
enjoy nature 
 
enormous lake 
 
there was/were 
 
steep roofs 
 
the weather 
was 
 
beach at the 
side of the lake 
 
delicious 
 
catch a train to 
 



____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

were going 
home 
 
have a great 
time 
 
take pictures 
 
remind us 
about 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Unit II   Grammar Practice Book p. 13     Writing Page I  
Write about David. Use the text 1 as a model. Use the words given. 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Unit III   Class composition    The Channel Tunnel                                    PB 
p46  
Paragraph I  General information 
1.  Where is the Channel? 
2.  What countries does it j- 
oin? 
3.  How long is it? ( total length and under the sea) 
4.  How long does it take to travel between London and Paris? 
5.  How do passengers travel? 
6.  How do cars, busses and lorries travel? 
Paragraph II The work of the tunnel 
1. How many tunnels are there? 
2. What are they for? 
3  Who are the passages and the service tunnel used by and what for? 
 
Paragraph I 
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
 
Paragraph II 
 
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

under the English 
Channel 
 
England and France 
50.450 km.long 
 
part under the sea- 
38 km 
 
the travel time 
from… to… is 
 
passenger trains 
 
are carried in 
special trains 
 
 
There are 
 
In two directions 
 
carries trains going 
to the West/theEast 
 



_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
 
 
 
 

in the middle 
 
passages every 
375m 
 
are used by 
 
to check the tunnel 
 
do repairs 

 
 
   
Unit III      Work Book p.28     Writing     The Laerdal Tunnel 
 
Paragraph I General Information 
 
1. Where is the tunnel? 
2. How long is it? 
3. Where do cars travel? 
 
Paragraph II The work of the tunnel 
 
1. How is the tunnel divided? Why? 
2. What are the safety lines for? 
3. How is the tunnel lit? 
 
 
 
 
is situated 
 
the longest tunnel in 
 
It’s length is 
 
in two directions 
 
to the south west to … 
 
to the north east to… 
 
 
 
 

 
Paragraph I 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 



 
 
 
 
 
 
caves 
 
divide the tunnel in … 
parts 
 
can stop 
 
have a rest 
 
 there are 
 
make a noise 
 
be careful  
 
so that drivers can 
 
blue and yellow lights 
 
keep drivers awake 
 
white lights 
 

 
___________________________________________ 
 
 
Paragraph II 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
 

  
 
 
Unit IV  Pupil’s Book p54       Writing    A Review 
 

My Journey to the Pyramids 
Tips 

 Give a little information about the place 
 Most of your writing should be your opinion, thoughts and ideas about the 

place 
Part 1.Introduction 
            Where are the Pyramids? How tall are they? 
Part 2. Exploring the Pyramid. 
             What did you see inside? Did you like it? 
Part3. Visiting the museum. 
             What did you see? Your impressions. 



Part 4  Riding a camel. Did you enjoy it? 
Part 5  Tips to the visitors. 
Part 1  
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
 
 

in the desert      
near the big city 
Cairo, at Giza 
ancient Egyptian  
view   fantastic 
there are  three    
huge 
the tallest is… high     
the smaller   the 
queen’s pyramids 
 

Part 2 
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
 

 
lots of people 
went inside 
steep and narrow 
steps 
was afraid 
king’s chamber 
really amazed 

Part 3 
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
 

After that 
king’s boat     huge 
was found   in the 
sand next to 
is made of wood 
doesn’t look old 
couldn’t believe  - 
4,500 years old 
 
 

Part 4 
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
 

Later 
fun     but have to be 
careful 
it gets up 
took my breath away 
rode over sand 
great  

Tips for the 
visitors________________________________ 

Hot – 
water/sunglasses/ 



________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

hats 
Lots of people – 
should come early 
 
 
 

 
Unit IV   Work Book pp 38-39         Writing     Review 
 

The London Eye. I was there! 
 
1. What did the London Eye look like? What did you 
think about it? 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
 

 
centre of London 
on the bank of the … 
huge wheel 
tallest in the world 

2. Did you enjoy the flight? What did you see? What 
was good about the flight? Why? 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
 

 
30-minute flight 
rose in a glass pod to 135 
meters high 
 
study the engineering of 
this amazing structure 
 
famous London buildings, 
bridges, the River Thames 
 
40 km across England on a 
clear day 
 

3. Was there anything you didn’t like about your visit 
to the Eye? Why? 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

 
unfortunately 
strong wind 
cloudy- couldn’t see far 
away 
afraid of heights 
 
 
 

4. Have you got any tips for other visitors?  



First of all, _________________________________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Besides, ___________________________________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Moreover, _________________________________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Finally, ____________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
___________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

You should … 
You’d better … 
It’s a good idea to … 
 
Too many people –come 
earlier 
 
Strong wind – take warm 
clothes 
 
Afraid of heights – better 
not to go 
take camera – fantastic 
views, take pictures to 
remind you … 

 
Unit V  Pupil’s Book p64    Class Composition 
 

The Voyage of  Odysseus 
Scene: 3 
 
Setting: ____________ 
Characters: 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__ 
 
Calypso: Mother, Father, this is ________________ 
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Father: ____________________________________
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Odysseus: _________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Mother: ___________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Odysseus: 

Key words 
found 
 
on the beach 
 
look tired 
 
going to eat 
 
hungry ? 
 



__________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Calypso: __________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Odysseus: _________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Father: ____________________________________
Odysseus: 
__________________________________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Mother:____________________________________
Calypso: 
___________________________________ 
___________________________________________
Odysseus:__________________________________ 
 
 
 

haven’t eaten for 10 days 
 
a bowl of soup 
 
delicious! 
 
happened to you? 
 
tell us 
 
ship was attacked 
 
six-headed monster 
 
terrible! 
 
mast broke 
 
ship sank 
 
frightening! 
 
very kind 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Unit VI  Work Book         Acrostic Poems 
 
The lines of an acrostic poem: 

 Start with a letter that spells the word 
 Do not have to rhyme 
 Do not have to be complete sentences 
 Can have several words 
 Can  be just one word 

 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Unit 7     Pupil’s Book p 82        Class composition       STORY 
 
 
The headline 
                                                 _______________________________________ 
 
 
A short first paragraph 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
 
A photograph 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

Caption line 
 
 
 
 
The rest of the report 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
 
 

Key words File 
 

Helped to save an injured climber; found  the rock climber; called the Search and 
Rescue Team; taken to hospital;  
 
Wanted to thank; was invited; met the team leader, Bill Day ; took a flight on the 
helicopter; showed them how…;  Fred Hall … went down…;  went back to … ;  
Bill Day  presented…; 
He said, “________!”; Jenny said …; Jenny’s father said…   
  

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Unit 8     Pupil’s Book p 90        Class composition    A TV interview       
Set it out like a play. Write the names on the left. Write the words they say. 
Begin like this:  
Paddy:    Hello everyone. My young guest this week 
is______________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
________________________ 
Examples of questions:  When/start?      Like?    Brothers/sisters?    How many 
hours a day/exercise?        When/the first performance?      Any awards?    Your 
parents/help?      It/ make nervous?  What/tell/ latest CD? 
Some ideas:  The host shows the picture of Meg .   The host plays the part of the 
CD recording.    Meg plays the violin during the interview.   Audience: applaud? 
laugh? 
Unit 9     Pupil’s Book p 100        Class composition     

At the Deep Sea Discovery Exhibition 
Answer the questions: 
1. What did it look like? 
2. What shape was it? 



3. What colour was it? (body, eyes, mouth) 
4. How did it move? 
5. What did Jack and Molly want to say about it? Write their words as direct 
speech? 
 
“Alright,” said Dad. “We can stay a bit longer.” 
Then another fantastic creature swam across the 
screen. _________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
 

 
KEY WORS 
 
round 
 
spikes 
 
all over it 
 
looked hard and sharp 
 
didn’t look like … 
 
funny ball 
 
black spots 
 
on the top 
 
small black eyes 
 
small pink mouth 
 
didn’t move like 
 
moved slowly round and 
round 
 
rather ugly but friendly 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Unit 10     Pupil’s Book p 108        Class composition     

Octopus 
Write a paragraph about the octopus. Answer the following questions and 
continue writing using the notes. 

 What colour is it? 
 What shape is it? 
 How big are its eyes? 

 
has two large fins – fins look like big ears 
is known as the dumbo octopus – Dumbo the elephant in a Disney film 
fins help it to swim – moves slowly 
lives in deep sea 100-5,000m – can grow to 20 cms 
eats shellfish, snails, worms – finds these on chimneys 
has a strong bite – small, but scientists watch it attack their submersible 
Remember to add other words to notes to make complete sentences. 
 
 
___________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________ 
 



 
 
 
 
Unit 11     Pupil’s Book p 118        Class composition    

Mary Seacole during the war 
 

Write two paragraphs about Mary  Seacole during the war. Begin like this: 
 
Mary Seacole found a place for her hotel near the British Army camp. 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Unit 12     Pupil’s Book p 126        Class composition    

Balto  Leading the Team 
Write the part of the story. Use the notes to help you. Use your own ideas. 

 Write clear information. 
 Describe  the setting of the event 
 Explain what happened in simple sentences 
 Use a little direct speech in your story 

 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
___ 
 
 
_____________ 
_________ 
____________________ 
 
 



_ 
 
 
 
Form 5 
Unit I 
A Journey to Adventure                                Part I   
 
Say 
 
 

Words to use 

1. Who Robert and Lucy were and 
where they were going. 

Cousins, grandfather, at the weekend, 
the same age, good friends. 
 

2. What the children liked about their 
grandfather. 

Very clever, an inventor, new kinds of 
mobile phones, loved history, full of 
history books. 
 

3. How they spent time together. Exciting stories from history, true, tales 
of explorers, sail across the oceans, 
travel across deserts. 

4. What happened when Robert arrived 
at his grandfather’s  place. 

Knocked on the door, Mrs Green, the 
maid, study, stopped in surprise, in the 
armchair, a big bandage on his foot. 

 
 
 
 
Form 5 
A Journey to Adventure                               Part II  
 
Say 
 

Words to use 

1. What happened to grandfather. 
 

Hurt his ankle, mustn’t walk. 

2. Why Grandfather  looked worried. Lucy, disappeared, travelled back in 
time. 

3. What Grandfather’s newest invention 
was. 

A special mobile phone, worked on it 
for two years, the date you want  to 
visit, the place, put in the password 
“Adventure” 
 

4. Why Grandfather thought that Lucy 
had used the phone. 

Time-travel phones, missing, Lucy 
knew about the invention, used one of 
them. 



 
 

 
Unit 3                                   Tunnels and Bridges                        Part I 
 
 
 
Unit 3                                   Tunnels and Bridges                        Part II  
 
Speak about Key words to use 
1. What kinds of bridges  you know beam bridge, arch bridge, suspension 

bridge 
 

2. What the simplest kind of bridge is log, across , stream, beam bridge, 
narrow river, to support, by piers at each 
end 
 

3. What an arch bridge is an arch, support a lot of weight; to 
make, of more than one arch; The 
Bridge of 33 Arches, two levels, Iran, 
400 years old, full of visitors, summer 
 

4. Which type of bridge can be the 
longest 

suspension bridge, to support, 2 strong  
cables; tall towers, to cross, wide rivers, 
sea channels 

Speak about Key words to use 
1. What the tunnels are and how they 
help travellers 

Enormous tube, strong shape, to go, 
under mountains or water; to make,  
journeys much quicker 
 

2. What the two methods of building a 
not deep tunnel are:  
the first method: 
-------------------------------------------------
the second method: 

First, trench, to dig, diggers; then, to 
lower, tubes, cranes, carefully; finally, 
bulldozers, to cover, earth  
------------------------------------------------ 
First, to make, walls, concrete; then, to 
make, roof, to cover, earth; finally, to 
dig, tunnel, machines 

3. How the engineers build a deep 
tunnel 

to use, enormous, Tunnel Boring 
Machine (TBM), to bore into, earth, 
rock, to cut, to clear away, 25-30 metre 
length, each day 

4. What you know about the longest 
tunnels in the world 

a road tunnel, Norway, 24.5 km long 
France, England, a railway tunnel, under 
the sea, 50.450 km long 



 
 

 

Speak about  Key words to use 
1. What the Winter Palace is, where it is 
 
 

part of the famous Hermitage Museum, 
St Petersburg 

2. What the building is like outside 
 

a huge building,  green walls,  tall white 
columns with gold at the top, statues on 
the roof, many tall windows 
 

3.  What the building is like inside great, glittering halls, wide, marble 
staircases, hundreds of rooms, huge 
chandeliers, to hang, from the ceilings, 
marble and gold everywhere  
` 

4. What things you can see in the Winter 
Palace 

wonderful, precious objects, paintings, 
treasures from the past, art objects from 
Europe and Asia, a gold bull, 4,000 
years old, tomb of a nomadic chief  
 



Unit 4                                Astonishing Structures                          Part I 
                                               The Winter Palace 
 
 
Unit 4                                     The London Eye                                      Part II  
 
Speak about Key words to use 
1. What the London Eye is the tallest wheel in the world, huge, 

amazing engineering structure  
 

2. What you ride in on the Eye glass pod, to  rise up, to 135 metres 
above the ground  
 

3. How the ride on this wheel is called a 30 minute flight 
 

4. What you can see from the Eye famous London buildings, bridges, the 
river Thames, 40 km across England on 
a clear day 
 

 
 
 

5. What places you can see inside the 
Winter Palace  
 

special exhibitions, the gift shop, the 
cafe 

6. When the Winter Palace is closed  
 

Mondays 
Speak about Key words to use 
1. How people got news and how long 
the news travelled two thousand years 

There was/ were, no newspapers, 
people, to tell each other, to travel 



Unit 7                                 Newpapers 
 
8. If you read / don’t read newspapers, 
why not 
 

As for me,  never/sometimes,  read,  
just,  look through,  I think, boring,   
to get information,  from  books,  on the 
Internet, when I grow up, to be 
interested  in  newspapers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 7             Newspapers  
 

ago slowly, weeks, to hear about, a battle, 
death of the king  
 

2. What kind of news the Chinese 
government wrote on silk one thousand 
years ago 
 

only the news, about, the government, to 
do, not tell about, other things, to 
happen 

3. Where the first newspaper appeared 
and how often it was printed  
 

Germany, to print, every week, to take 
long time, to print, all the copies 

4. What made it possible to sell 
newspapers on the streets every day two 
hundred  years ago 
 

the new printing presses, to print, much 
more quickly, to sell, newspapers on the 
street 
 

5. How many newspapers are sold 
nowadays and when they appear 

millions of papers, to sell, all over the 
world, every day of the week, in the 
morning/evening 
 

6. How reporters, photographers and 
editors make a newspaper now 

reporters, to go , to the scene, a news 
story , to find out, what, to happen, to 
write about, photographers, to take 
pictures, the editor, to read, the 
reporter’s work, to decide, what, to be, 
in the newspaper 
 

7. What the phrase “Hold the front 
page!” means  
 
 

a story, very good, to appear, on the 
front page, instead of, something else,  
to be exciting for, the reporter, to write 



I’d like to tell you about newspapers, their past and present, and about the people 
who make newspapers nowadays.  
 
Before newspapers appeared two thousand years ago, people told each other about 
the most important events. At that time news travelled slowly. 
 
It’s interesting to know that the first newspaper in China appeared more than a 
thousand years ago. It was written on silk and told people only about what the 
Chinese government was doing. 
 
The first printed newspaper appeared in Germany four hundred years ago. It was 
printed every week. It took a long time to print all the copies.  
 
Two hundred years ago new printing presses were invented. Newspapers were 
printed every day and sold in the streets.  
 
There are a lot of different newspapers nowadays. Millions of papers are sold all 
over the world. There are morning and evening newspapers. Some newspapers 
have lots of pages. Sometimes there is a separate magazine inside a newspaper, 
too.  
 
 A lot of people work together to make a newspaper. First, reporters go to a scene 
of a news story and find out what happened. Then they write about it.  
Photographers take pictures. Finally, the editor reads the reporter’s work and 
decides what will be in the newspaper. Sometimes the editor says, ”Hold the front 
page!” It means that the story is very good and it will appear on the front page. It is 
exciting for the reporter who wrote it. 
 
 
 As for me, I like/ don’t like to read newspapers… 
 I never read newspapers… 
 I prefer reading magazines… 
 I get information from the Internet… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


